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How to 
Use This Book 
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U SIN G PEN POI N T 

Using PenPointexplains how to work with your PenPoint computer. Each 
chapter covers some aspect of working with the PenPoint™ operating 
system-creating documents, writing in the Notebook, copying documents to 
disk, or setting up the computer. The chapters themselves are broken up into 
procedures. Each procedure details the steps to accomplishing a specific task, 
such as editing text in fields, using Handwriting Customization, or installing an 
application. 

The chapter introduction gives you a framework for understanding the 
procedures it contains. Each procedure gives you step-by-step instructions and 
shows you what you'll see on screen when you do the steps. 

Usin ~ Procedures 

For example, here's the procedure for using this book. It has a brief 
introduction followed by an illustration with several steps. 

Usingme.Q.;eate Menu:toCreatt:ra 
Dociurient/85 

lJsiAgthe Stati(>lteryN{itel)o~ktQ Cre~t~ a 
DocUment ·/81 

CreatingStationery/S9 

:ploatinga])octllIleIlt I 97 

Movillgana·lt¢sizingFloatillgp()c:u.ni~nts.199 

Zooming a Dociurierit /100 

Using Do(:uri:lent$llQ2 

1 Use the book's table of contents to 
find a specific task, such as how to 

rename a document . 

... When you look up the procedure 
you'll see a picture next to the 
steps. The picture illustrates your 
actions and the results you'll see 
on the screen . 

... Text preceded by a triangle like 
this one tells you more about the 
step above. 

... Leader lines often link a specific 
step to the appropriate part of the 
illustration. 
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Notebook: Contents 
...................... 

Document Edit Create Vie ..... ·' Show Sort 

~ 

IJ Current Products ... 

!}j Inventory' . 

D Standard Order Form 

IJ Proposed New Products 

!}j New Product Ideas . 

!}j Ce.pers 

!}j Chili Mixes 

IJ Sales 

!}j Proposed NeVi Design t8R,.91) 

~ Bottle Desigt1 Sketch. 

'~Revised Bottle FAX". 

!}j CONTRACT 

!}j I'oJew Product Draft " .. 

,',',' "'" 

"""' 

~ 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

i 1 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 
18 

•• ,'A . 19 

"'V .20 

.. .. 22 

2 The procedure for renaming a 
document has steps like this: Draw 
a circle c over the tide to display an 
edit pad and change it there. 

A. The illustration shows both the 
circle c over the title and the 
result: the edit pad. Every time we 
tell you to use a gesture (such as a 
circle) we illustrate that gesture: c. 

." 

~ 
0 
IA 

A. The sample documents that we 
use in these screen illustrations 

ro 
Q. 

z are not all included in the 
ro 
,:; 
'"U 

Samples section on your 
[ 
Q. 

computer. 
IA 

(f) 
~ 

lr 
0 z 

3 When you need more information 
about drawing gestures, or about 

!4-
0 

~ 
~ 

where they'll work, see chapter 3, 
Drawing Gestures . 

Z 
Itt 
,:; 
til 
§l: 
16" 

.&. You'll find a gesture profile for 
each gesture (arranged 

~ alphabetically), and some tables 
il::i' 

'" that divide the gestures into 
logical groups. 

4 Procedures are grouped by topic, so 
if you want to know more about a 
task, look at the other procedures in 
that section or chapter. 

You'll often draw gestures when you're following the steps in a procedure. 
Other basic skills include choosing commands from menus, working with 
option and dialog sheets, and using items on the Bookshel£ Read chapter 2, 
Fundamentals to learn about them before you go on to use the individual 
procedures in the rest of this book. 

3 

You'll also see notes like this one referring 
you to related information in other parts 
of the book. 
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CHAPTER 2 

Fundamentals 
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USING PENPOINT 

The PenPoint™ operating system organizes information you keep in the 
computer in a Notebook. When you turn the computer on you'll see a page of 
the Notebook. At the bottom of the screen is a Bookshelf which contains tools 
that are useful when you're working with documents. They're represented by 
icons (small pictures). 

The first page of the Notebook is 
the Table of Contents, which tells 
you what's in the Notebook. 

Commands in the menus on the 
menu line are instructions that tell 
PenPoint what to do next. 

You can also give commands by 
drawing gestures on the screen. For 
example, to turn to a document, 
you tap J its page number. 

Tabs let you turn quickly to a page 
from anywhere in the Notebook. 

The Bookshelf contains useful 
things you refer to and use while 
working with documents. 



FUNDAMENTALS 

The first page of the Notebook is the Table of Contents which lists every 
document and section. To turn to a document directly, you tap)-lightly 
touch-its page number or its tab with the GO pen. An icon next to each title 
tells you the type of document it is, in other words which application was used 
to create it. 

You use the pen to write in the Notebook and to tell PenPoint what you want 
to do next-create a new document, copy a paragraph to another page, or edit 
text, for example. To do any of these things you can either choose a command 
from a menu or draw a gesture (a symbol or letter) on the screen. 

The procedures in this book tell you which gesture or menu command to use 
to accomplish a given task. If it's a gesture, you'll see the name of the gesture 
and its symbol (tap J) and, if it's a menu choice, the name of the command 
and the menu it's on. Chapter 3, Drawing Gestures shows you how to draw 
each gesture and tells you what it does. 

7 
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USING PENPOINT 

Documents in the Notebook 

Each page of the Notebook contains a different document. You can have as 
many pages in the Notebook as you want (up to the amount of available 
memory). 

A document can be longer than 
what you see on the screen. 

To bring the hidden part into view 
you scroll the document. 

You can find details in "Scrolling a 
Document" in chapter 5 (Creating 
and Using Documents). 
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DOCUMENTS IN THE NOTEBOOK 9 

No te boo k: Co nte nts 

Docume nt Ed it Cre ate View 8how 80 rt 

t:l..aro.f.. 
or Current Products, 

[j Inve nta ty 

D 8tand ard Or-de r Fa rm 

1 > 

~ ~ 
,2 ;. 
,3 ~ 

C) 

,,4 ~ 
a 
-0 

or Proposed New Products, _~ ___ ~~ __ ...liI--~---

[j New Productldees ,6 [ 
<: 

7 a-[j Capers 

,,8 -0 
2i 
"0 

::2 

[j l2hili Mixes, 

or stirs "-,, ,-"-,,,-, ,,-,,-, ------------rr--!+J----

12 
0. 

~ 
13 ~ 

-0 

14 2i 
0. 

or Customers, 

[j Chain 8tares, 

[j Complaints to ,A,cton, 

or New Bottle Design 15 ~ 
16 

to 
(l> 

~ 
[j 8 als e,Co nd i me nts 

[j Pe.cke,ge Design Letter", 

[j Proposed New Design (3l2t91),-, ------~--t~---

~ , n 8J.-..etch 

I~ Revised Bottle F,B,X 

BJ CONTRACT, """""« 

[j New Product Draft 

~ 
VI 

0;0' 
::> 

Tap J the Contents tab to see the 
Table of Contents for the entire 
Notebook. 

Section tides are in bold. 

.. To see all the documents in a 
section, double tap :"the section 
title. 

.. Double tap it again to hide the 
tides. 

Document titles are plain. 

.. The document's page number. 

.. The document icon which shows 
what type of application you used 
to create the document. 

8' To turn to a document: 

_:lJ .... 11 ill:9 [5)1 mil ,~! ~.!..!. 
Hel~' Preferences Tools: Statbnety Disks Keyboatd lt1st'l.I~r In OlAt 

.. Tap either its page number or its 
Icon . 

.. You can also turn to it by 
tapping J its tab, if it has one. 

You can find out how to make the tap J 
and double tap:" gestures by reading 
chapter 3, Drawing Gestures. 
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USING PENPOINT 

Giving Commands with Gestures and Menus 

There are two ways to tell PenPoint what you want to do next: choose a menu 
command or draw a gesture (a symbol or letter) on the screen. Generally, each 
menu item has an equivalent gesture. For example, to delete a word you can 
choose Delete from the Edit menu or cross it out X. 

When you work with the documents in 
your Notebook, you: 

Choose menu commands. To do so: 

... Tap J a menu name to open it 
and see its choices. 

Dimmed commands are currently 
unavailable . 

... Tap J again to choose a 
command. 

To close the menu without 
choosing a command, tap 
anywhere outside it. 

Draw gestures. For example, to 
delete a word, you draw a cross out 
gesture X on it. 

Some applications may add commands 
and gestures to those described in this 
guide. Check the application guide for more 
information. 
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GIVING COMMANDS WITH GESTURES AND MENUS 

Chapter 3, Drawing Gestures, shows you how to draw each gesture and tells 
you where it's used. The gesture profile for cross out is shown below. 

Cross Out Deletes a word or selection in text, or any object directly beneath the X. 

• What Works 

Make an X using two distinct strokes (top to bottom) 
over the selection or object that you want to delete. 

1 Draw the first stroke; 
barely lift the pen from the screen 

2 Quickly draw the second stroke. 

• Where It Works 

• What D06an't Work 

Drawing the gesture in one stroke 
(connecting the two lines). 

Drawing strokes that are not 
clean lines. 

Making a + instead of an X. 

Deletes the contents of a field, documents from the Table of Contents, and icons from the Bookshelf. 
When you draw it over a document's title line, it deletes the document. When you draw it over a disk 
icon or disk name in the Disk Manager, it ejects the disk. 

If you draw a gesture and PenPoint doesn't recognize it, you see a starburst 
where you drew it. If you draw a gesture that PenPoint recognizes, but it doesn't 
work where you used it, you see a series of concentric circles followed by a 
starburst. 

When you choose a command or draw a gesture, PenPoint lets you know it's 
carrying out the instruction by giving you visual feedback. For example, when 
you tap J the page turn arrow, it darkens while the page is turning. 

If carrying out the command takes more than an instant, you see a busy clock 
during the process. For example, when you tap J an icon on the Bookshelf, the 
busy clock appears. 

1 1 

x 
+ 
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USING PENPOINT 

Making a Selection 

You often need to specify what you want a command to affect before you give 
that command. You do this by selecting the object. For example, you select a 
document in the Table of Contents before you tell PenPoint to print it. 

When you select something it looks different; usually it gets highlighted. For 
example, if you select a word by double tapping:, it, the background behind 
the word turns gray, highlighting it. 

To make a selection go away, you deselect it, usually by tapping it. 

To select a tide on the Table of 
Contents, tap J it. 

A. Tap it again to deselect it. 

To select a word, double tap :, it. 

A. Tap it to deselect it. 

To select a choice from a multiple 
check list (a list with double lines 
next to it), tap J it. 

A. Tap it again to deselect it. 

To find out how to select text, read 
"Selecting Text" in chapter 7 (Editing and 
Formatting Text). 
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Working with Notebook Objects 

As you work with documents, you often use Notebook objects, such as items 
on the Bookshelf, and option and dialog sheets. If any of these hides part of the 
page you want to see, you can move, resize, or dismiss it. 

To see the contents of an item on the Bookshelf, tap J its icon. To use a dialog 
or option sheet, you choose the appropriate menu command or draw a gesture. 
(Read "Using Dialog and Option Sheets" in this chapter for more details.) 

DiStl issing an Object 

When you're finished looking at or using a Bookshelf item or option or dialog 
sheet, you can dismiss it. 

Iiame. 
CJ MinIText 

OK to delete Business from 
Statio ne ry? 

You can also PUlge this 
docume nt. which deletes: it 
from its: disk Home as we II as 
from Sta.tionery. 

EI MiniText 8 0 

CJ Business 

CJ Memo 

"""'"'' ", .. ,,' ""," 4 

CJ 'Drawing Paper 

i 'Drawing Paper 

5 
6 

«,,-««<H" '7 

o 
o 

o 

1> 

If it has a button: 

Tap J the button labeled Close or 
Cancel. This closes the item 
without changing anything. 

If it has a close corner (a triangle in the 
upper left corner): 

Tap J the close corner. 

1 3 
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USING PENPOINT 

WORKING WITH NOTEBOOK OBJECTS 

Moving a Notebook Object 

If an object obscures part of the page you want to see, you can move it to a 
more convenient location on the screen by dragging the title line. 

To move an object: 

1 Press r the title (touch the pen 
firmly to the screen) and hold it 
there. Wait until the border turns 
dark to tell you it's ready to be 
moved. 

2 Then, without lifting the pen, drag 
the item to its new location. 

3 Lift the pen to complete the move. 
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WORKING WITH NOTEBOOK OBJECTS 

Making an Object Bigger or Smaller 

Notebook objects have handles that you can drag to expand or reduce your 
view of their contents. Some, such as option sheets, have only one handle at the 
bottom; others, such as the Stationery notebook, have both a bottom and 
corner handle. 

I:.l.at:a.e.. 
[J Minifext 

[J MiniText. ... 3 
[J Business.. ........ 4 

[J r'."e rno 5 

[J DrawingPaper 6 

~ Drawing Paper... ." ... 7 

--------------~-----------------~ 

. Text () pt i(J ~s .. " . Characte r 

Font: i> Roman (UR'vV) 

Size: i? 12 

Style: Bold 
Italic 
8mailCaps 
8trihe -thru 
Uncle dine 
He a.vy Unde rline 

IHidden 

If it has a corner handle: 

1 Press r the handle with the pen. 
You see an outline surrounding the 
handle, telling you it's ready to be 
resized. 

2 Without lifting the pen, drag the 
handle to the right to widen it, 
down to lengthen it, or diagonally 
to increase it in both directions . 

.. Do the reverse to make it smaller. 

If it has a bottom handle: 

1 Press r the handle with the pen. 
You see an outline surrounding the 
handle telling you it's ready to be 
resized. 

2 Without lifting the pen, drag the 
handle down to lengthen the 
object, or up to shorten it. 

When you resize an object, sometimes the information no longer fits within the 
borders. To bring hidden information into view, scroll the page by drawing a 
flick up I on the page or by tapping J the scroll arrows in the scroll margin. You 
can find a detailed explanation of scrolling in chapter 5, Creating and Using 
Documents. 

1 5 
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Help 

USING PENPOINT 

Seeing What's on the Bookshelf 

The Bookshelf at the bottom of the screen holds tools and notebooks that you 
use for tasks such as creating new documents, choosing preferences, and 
installing applications. 

1 Tap J the Help icon to open it. 

You see the Quick Help sheet and a 
button labeled Help Notebook. 

While the Quick Help sheet 
is showing, you can get help 
about anything on the screen 
by tapping J it. The contents of 
the sheet change according to what 
you tap. 

To get more detailed help, 
organized by topic and task, 
tap J Help Notebook. 

2 Tap J Done to close Quick Help. 

"Getting Help" in this chapter gives 
more detail about how to use Quick 
Help and the Help notebook. 
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< 1 > 1 Tap J the Preferences icon to open 
it. These sheets let you set options 
for PenPoint. 

You'll see the first Preference option 
sheet, PenPoint. 

2 To see a list of the option sheets, 
tap J the arrow in the tide line. 

A Tap the name of the option sheet 
you want to see. 

A You can set options for such 
things as handwriting, screen 
fonts and layout. 

3 Tap J Close to close Preferences 
without changing any preset 
options. 

A To apply your choices and 
continue using the sheet, tap 
Apply. 

A To apply your choices and close 
the sheet, tap Apply & Close. 

To find out more about how to use 
option sheets, read "Using Option 
and Dialog Sheets" in this chapter. 

To learn more about the different options 
you can set, see "Setting Preferences" in 
chapter 9 (Managing the Notebook). 
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Tool~D 

Tools contains accessories that you use in working with your Notebook. 

See "Working with Notebook Objects" in 
this chapter for information about how to 
move, resize, and close the tools. 

1 

2 

3 

4 

Tap J the Tools icon to open it. 
(You may see tools other than those 
pictured here if you've installed 
different ones on your computer.) 

To see each tool, tap to open it. 

The tools include: 

.. A Clock displays the time and 
date and also lets you set an alarm 
with a reminder message . 

.. A Personal Dictionary contains 
words that you add to it while 
proofing or checking the spelling 
of your work. 

.. Handwriting Customization 
contains sentences that you copy 
to show PenPoint how you write . 

.. A Letter Practice sheet lets you 
get used to writing on the screen . 

.. A so ftware Keyboard lets yo u 
enter text into a document by 
tapping J the keys . 

.. A Disk Manager allows you to 
transfer documents to and from 
the Notebook. 

.. A Printers sheet lets you 
configure the printers you've 
installed. 

To close a tool, tap its close corner 
or the Close button. 

To close Tools, tap J its close 
corner-the triangle in the upper 
left hand corner. 
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SEEING WHAT'S ON THE BOOKSHELF 

Chapter 9, Managing the Notebook tells you more about Tools in general. 
You'll find an explanation of how to use each individual tool in the appropriate 
section of this manual: 

• Clock: "Using the Clock" in chapter 9 (Managing the Notebook). 

• Personal Dictionary: "Adding Words to the Dictionary" in chapter 6 
(Writing in the Notebook). 

• Letter Practice: "Learning to Write on the Computer Screen" in chapter 6 
(Writing in the Notebook). 

• Handwriting Customization: "Customizing Your Writing" in chapter 6 
(Writing in the Notebook). 

• Keyboard: "Using a Keyboard" in chapter 6 (Writing in the Notebook). 

• Disk Manager: "Displaying the Disk Manager" in chapter 11 (Filing 
Documents). 

• Printers: "Setting up Printers" in chapter 4 (Installing Applications and 
Devices). 

1 9 
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Sta1~ionery 

Disk~ 

Read chapter 5, Creating and Using 
Documents, to find out how to use 
stationery. Chapter 11, Filing Documents, 
explains how to transfer documents with 
the Disk Manager. 

1 Tap J the Stationery icon to open it. 

You see the Stationery notebook's 
table of contents. 

The Stationery notebook contains 
pieces of stationery for the different 
applications you've installed. Each 
application has its own section in 
the Stationery notebook. 

2 Tap J the close corner to close the 
Stationery notebook. 

1 Tap J the Disks icon to open the 
Disk Manager. 

If you have connected the PenPoint 
computer to a disk drive, you see an 
icon with the name of the disk. 
Tap J the icon to see what's on the 
disk. 

Use the Disk Manager to transfer 
documents to and from the 
Notebook. 

2 Tap J the close corner to close the 
Disk Manager. 
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1 Tap) the Keyboard icon to open 
the software keyboard so you can 
tap to add text to a document. 

2 Tap) the close corner to close the 
keyboard. 

1 Tap) the Install icon to open the 
Installer. 

You see a sheet showing you what's 
installed in the computer. Each 
install sheet contains information 
about a different category. 

2 Tap) the arrow on the title line to 
see a list of the install sheets . 

... Tap the name of the install sheet 
you want to see. 

3 Tap) the close corner to close the 
Installer. 

To find out how to use the keyboard, see 
"Using the Keyboard" in chapter 6 (Writing 
in the Notebook). Chapter 4, Installing 
Applications and Devices, explains how to 
use the Installer to coPy applications, 

and other utilities to your Notebook. 
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SEEING WHAT'S ON THE BOOKSHELF 

In Box and Out Box 

When you finish working with a document, you can send it to someone or 
print it. If you're not connected to a printer or modem when you choose the 
Print or Send command from the Document menu, PenPoint places the 
documents in the Out box. Mter you connect the computer to the equipment, 
you can automatically print or send the documents in the Out box. 

The In box stores incoming documents such as faxes and electronic mail. 

You open the In or Out box the same 
way. This example shows the Out box. 

1 Tap J the Out box icon to open it. 

The documents you've asked 
PenPoint to print or send are listed 
under the service you've installed. 

The Out box remains empty until 
you install the appropriate service 
and choose the Send or Print 
command. 

2 Tap J the close corner to close the 
Out box. 

Read chapter 10, Printing, Sending, and 
Receiving Documents, to learn how to use 
the In and Out box. 
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Using Option and Dialog Sheets 

When you choose a menu command that's followed by an ellipsis (three dots) 
you see a dialog or option sheet. 

Dialog sheets prompt you for further information before carrying out the 
command. For example, when you choose Find, you'll see a dialog sheet that 
asks you what to find. You fill in the requested information by writing in a text 
field or by choosing options. When you have finished, tap) the appropriate 
button, and PenPoint carries out the command. 

Option sheets allow you to set attributes for a document or for a selection in a 
document. For example, you can choose an option that prevents a document 
from being accidentally deleted or choose a font style for the text in a document. 

This section tells you how to use the option and dialog sheets. You can find 
more information about what's on them under the appropriate topic elsewhere 
in this book. For example chapter 8, Finding and Replacing Text, explains 
what's on the Find dialog sheet. 

23 
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USING OPTION AND DIALOG SHEETS 

Disp aying Option Sheets 

To display an option sheet, you choose a menu command or draw a check V
on an object. 

Some option sheets have more than one sheet. For example, Text options 
include Character, Paragraph, Tab Stop, and View option sheets. An arrow on 
the title line tells you there's more than one sheet. Tap J it to see a list of the 
other ones. 

To display a text option sheet: 

1 Draw a check V- on a word to 
display the text option sheet for it. 

2 Tap J the arrow on the tide line to 
see a list of the other sheets . 

.. Tap on the one you want to see. 

3 Reposition the option sheet by 
dragging anywhere on the gray 
border or on the tide line. 
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BSing Options 

After displaying an option sheet, you choose options from a check list, multiple 
check list, or pop-up menu. Sometimes you write information in fields. For 
example, on the paragraph option sheet you might write the number of inches 
to indent the first line of a paragraph. 

Once you've chosen the options, you tap J the Apply button to apply the 
options. If you're selecting options from more than one sheet, be sure to tap the 
Apply button to accept the options before going on to another sheet. 

~.~.k~.€:lq!9~iblt: .. ~tt!9L ................................ . < 17> 

Document Edit Insert Case Format 

New World Foods 
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To choose an option from a 
pop-up list: 

... Tap J the arrow next to the 
option to see the other options . 

... Tap to select another option. 

You can also choose options from 
check lists and multiple check lists: 

... A check list has a single line 
which indicates that you can only 
choose one option from it; tap J 
to make a choice. 

... A multiple check list has a double 
line next to it which indicates 
that you can choose more than 
one option. Tap J each one you 
want. If you change your mind, 
tap again to clear your choice. 
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USING OPTION AND DIALOG SHEETS 

Option sheets may also have text 
fields in which you write 
information . 

.&. Enter text by writing on the line . 

.&. If something is already written 
there, draw a cross out X through 
the text and write in the new text. 

After making your choices or filling 
in the information, tap J the 
appropriate action button: 

.&. To apply your choices and 
continue using the sheet, tap 
Apply . 

.&. To apply the changes and close 
the sheet, tap Apply & Close . 

.&. To close the sheet without 
applying the choices, tap Close. 

If the option sheet covers up something you want to see on the page, you can 
reposition it by dragging its title line, or resize it by dragging the corner or 
bottom handle as explained in the section "Working with Notebook Objects" 
earlier in this chapter. 

Option sheets show you the current settings for what you've selected. On a 
pop-up list, the choice that's showing is the current setting. 

On a multiple check list, a gray checkmark tells you which option is currently 
set. When you select a new option, PenPoint displays a black checkmark next to 
it. (If an option is unavailable, the label is dimmed, and you won't be able to 
choose it.) 

Tapping Apply applies only what you've changed. 

To find out how to edit text in fields, see 
chapter 7, Editing and Formatting Text. 
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Usin0 Dialog Sheets 

Dialog sheets work like option sheets, but their purpose is slightly different. 
Option sheets set the attributes of a selection or document. Dialog sheets ask 
you for information that's needed before carrying out a command, such as what 
text to find. 

You display dialog sheets and enter information on them the same way you do 
option sheets. That is: 

• To display a dialog sheet, choose a command or draw an equivalent gesture. 
For example, to check the spelling in a document, you can choose Spell 
from the Edit menu or draw an 5 on the document title line. 

• Display the choices on a pop-up list by tapping it; tap to choose one. 

• Choose an option on a check list by tapping it. 

• Choose one or more options on a multiple check list by tapping them; tap 
an option again to deselect it. 

• Enter information in a field by writing in it. 

• Reposition it by dragging its title line. 

• Resize it by dragging the corner or bottom handle. 

Mter choosing options or filling in the requested information, tap the 
appropriate button. For example, on the Find dialog sheet, tap the Find button 
to find the next occurrence of the text you asked PenPoint to locate. 

27 
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Copying and Moving Notebook Objects 

You can choose commands from the Edit menu or draw equivalent gestures to 
copy or move: 

• a document to another location in the Notebook 

• information to another place on the page or to a different page 

• items on the Bookshelf to another location on the Bookshelf. 

To move an icon on the Bookshelf: 

1 Use the press ~ gesture. Put the pen 
down on the icon and hold it there 
until you see a marquee an 
animated line surrounding the icon. 

(If you decide not to move it, tap 
the icon.) 

2 Without lifting the pen, drag the 
icon to the new location. 

• Lift the pen to complete the move. 
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New World Foods 
19271 Palm Blvd. 
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To copy a sentence from one page to 

the following page: 

1 Triple tap ir anywhere in the 
sentence to select it. 

... Barely lift the pen between taps. 

2 Tap press .t the selected sentence. 
(Tap the selection and then 
immediately press until you see a 
double line marquee.) 

... Barely lift the pen between the 
tap and the press . 

... When you copy or move more 
than a line of text, PenPoint 
surrounds a few characters of the 
selected text in a marquee to 
make it easier to drag. 

Tap the page turn arrow to turn to 

the next page. When you turn to 
the page, the text in the marquee 
follows. 

3 Drag the text in the marquee to the 
new location. 

... PenPoint inserts it where you lift 
your pen. 

To find out more about copying or moving information in document, read 
chapter 5, Creating and Using Documents. See Managing the Notebook 
(chapter 9) for information on how to rearrange documents on the Table of 
Contents. That chapter also contains information about different methods for 
turning pages. 
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Getting Help 

You can get two kinds of help from PenPoint: Quick Help and the Help 
notebook. Use Quick Help when you see something on the screen you want to 
know more about, and the Help notebook when you want to look up a topic. 

Get-f"ing Quick Help 

Quick Help briefly describes the part of the Notebook or page you asked about. 

1 Tap J the Help icon on the 
Bookshelf to see the Quick Help 
sheet . 

... You'll see instructions on using 
the Quick Help sheet. 

2 Tap J on the part of the Notebook 
or page you want information 
about . 

... You see a brief description. Some 
explanation include a list of 
gestures you can use in this area. 

3 Tap J Done to close Quick Help . 

... Or, if you want to use the Help 
Notebook, tap Help Notebook to 
open it and close Quick Help. 

If the information doesn't fit on the Quick Help sheet, you can bring the 
hidden part into view by scrolling it. Draw a flick up I on the sheet or press t 
the bottom scroll arrow in the scroll margin. See "Scrolling a Document" in 
chapter 5 (Creating and Using Documents) for information about scrolling 
documents. 
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Usin ~ the Help Notebook 

31 

The Help notebook organizes information topically so that you can find out 
how to use different features of PenPoint, the computer, or the applications 
you've installed on it. You can continue working while displaying the Help 
notebook. 

New Product Ideas 

He Ip: Co nte nts 
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[j Applicatio ns: ' 

,.S 
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Keyboatd 

1 Double tap:, the Help icon on the 
Bookshelf. 

... Or, tap the icon to open Quick 
Help and then tap Help 
Notebook. 

You'll see the Help table of contents. 

2 Double tap :, a section tide to see 
the topics, as you would in the 
Notebook Table of Contents . 

... Or, tap the page number for a 
section to see the section table of 
contents. 

3 Tap J the page number of the topic 
you want to see. 

4 Tap J the close corner to close the 
notebook. 

... The next time you use it, the 
Help notebook opens to the last 
page you used. 

To move the notebook to see what's below 
it, press t the title line and hold until you 
see the border darken, and then drag the 
notebook. 
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USING PENPOINT 

Using Gestures 

You use gestures to give commands to PenPoint and to edit text in a document 
or text field. Most gestures have corresponding menu commands, but you'll 
find that the gesture is usually faster. 

This chapter contains gesture profiles which tell you what each gesture does 
and how it works. The gesture profiles are in alphabetical order. For quick 
reference, you can look in the table at the beginning of the chapter. It lists the 
gestures by their functions (such as copying and moving things). You'll also find 
there a table of the core gestures-the ones you'll most often use. 

PenPoint recognizes gestures the same way it does your handwriting. Thus 
you'll get the best results if you draw gestures with a light, firm touch, and 
make clean lines free of hooks or extensions. The gesture is complete when you 
lift your pen away from the screen or pause for more than a few seconds. If a 
gesture has more than one part (a double flick, for example), keep the pen very 
close to the screen, and complete the gesture quickly. 

You can set the amount of time that PenPoint gives you between lifting the pen 
tip and recognizing a gesture by choosing a number for the Timeout category in 
Preferences. 

If you draw a gesture and PenPoint doesn't recognize it, you'll see a small 
starburst. If the gesture is correct, but you've tried to use it somewhere it won't 
work, you'll see a series of concentric circles on the screen. 

Programs you install in your Notebook may 
add their own gestures. Refer to those 
guides for more information. 
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I USint Gesture Profiles 

GESTURES 

We've used several conventions in these gesture profiles which should help you: 

• The drawing in the box shows how big the gesture should be in relation to 
letters on the screen. 

• The letters in the box rest on a baseline. This should help you draw the 
gestures correctly above or below the line of text on the screen. 

• If the direction of a stroke is important one end will be thicker than the 
other. Start drawing the gesture where you see the thicker line, and draw in 
the direction of the line's tapering. 

• The drawings for gestures that involve tapping or pressing include a symbol 
for the pen tip. For example, the symbol for double tap shows two dots and 
the pen tip :~. Whenever you use more than one tap, or tap and then press, 
make sure you make all the taps or the tap and press in the same spot on 
the screen. 

• For detailed instructions on how to draw each gesture, read the section 
"What Works" in each gesture profile. 
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PenPoint Gestures 

This table briefly describes PenPoint gestures by function and location. The 
gestures are arranged alphabetically within each category. Some gestures work 
in several places, and so are repeated in several categories. The categories are: 

• Basic Gestures 

• Copying and Moving Text & Objects 

• Deleting Text & Objects 

• Editing Text in Documents 

• Editing Text in Edit Pads 

• Editing Text in Boxed & Ruled Writing Pads 

• Editing Overwrite Fields on Forms 

• Editing Fill-in Fields on Forms 

• Getting Help 

• Basic Gestures 

Bracket left selects text or adjusts the 
selection. 

Bracket right selects text or adjusts the 
selection. 

Caret opens a writing pad or creates a 
document. 

Check displays options for selected text or 
objects. 

Circle opens an edit pad. 

Cross out deletes selected text or objects. 

Flick scrolls a Notebook page or pop-up 
list. 

Insert space adds a blank space in text or 
boxed pads. 

Pigtail deletes a character in text or boxed 
pads. 

Press sets an insertion point or gets text or 
an object ready to move. 

• Working with Embedded Documents 

• Scrolling 

• Setting Options for Documents, Text, 
& Objects 

• On the Bookshelf 

• In the Document Title Line 

• On Notebook Tabs 

• In the Scroll Margin 

• In the Table of Contents 

Basic Gestures (continued) 

Tap selects text or chooses menus and 
options. 

Tap press gets text or an object ready to be 
copied. 

• Copying and Moving Text & Objects 

Press and drag moves a selection or object. 

Tap press and drag copies a selection or 
object . 

• Deleting Text & Objects 

Cross out deletes words, selected text and 
objects in documents or tables of contents. 

Line through deletes characters in 
edit pads. 

Scratch out deletes words in text and ruled 
writing pads. 

Pigtail deletes one character in text and 
pads. 
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• Editing Text in Documents 

Arrow up or down increases or decreases the 
size of a word or selected text. 

Bold makes words or selected text bold. 

Bracket left selects the word to the right of 
the bracket; extends or reduces selections. 

Bracket right selects the word to the left of 
the bracket; extends or reduces selections. 

Caret opens a small writing pad. 

Caret tap opens a large embedded writing 
pad. 

Check displays options for the selected text. 

Check tap displays options for an 
embedded document. 

Circle opens an edit pad for a word or text 
selection. 

Circle line opens a blank edit pad so you 
can replace a word or text selection. 

Cross out deletes words and selected text. 

Double caret creates an embedded 
document. 

Double flick left or right scrolls to the 
extreme right or left of a document. 

Double flick up or down scrolls to the 
bottom or top of a document. 

Double tap selects a word. 

Find searches for a specific word in a 
document or selection, and allows you to 
replace it. 

Flick left or right scrolls to the right or left 
of the screen. 

Editing Text in Documents (continued) 

Flick up or down scrolls a line to the top or 
bottom of the screen. 

Hyperlink (circle tap) creates a hyperlink 
button. 

Insert space adds a space. 

Initial caps formats text with initial capital 
letters. 

Insert character opens a box for adding a 
single letter. 

Insert tab inserts a tab. 

Italics italicizes words or selected text. 

Lower case formats text as lower case. 

New line inserts a line break. 

New paragraph inserts a paragraph break. 

Normal makes a word or selection plain 
text. 

Pigtail deletes one character. 

Press and drag selects text. 

Proof displays alternate spellings of a word. 

Quadruple tap selects a paragraph. 

Scratch out deletes words. 

Spell checks the spelling of a document or 
selection. 

Tap selects one character. 
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Editing Text in Documents (continued) 

Triple tap selects a sentence. 

Underline underlines words or selected text. 

Upper case formats text as upper case. 

• Editing Text in Edit Pads 

Insert space adds one or more spaces. 

Line through deletes characters. 

Pigtail deletes one character. 

Press makes a character box active. 

• Editing Text in Boxed & Ruled 
Writing Pads 

Insert space adds one or more spaces. 

Line through deletes characters in 
boxed pads. 

Pigtail deletes one character. 

Press makes a character box active. 

Scratch out deletes characters in ruled pads. 

• Editing Overwrite Fields on Forms 

Insert space inserts one or more spaces. 

Line through deletes the characters 
beneath the gesture. 

Pigtail deletes a single character. 

Editing Overwrite Fields on Forms (continued) 

Scratch out deletes the characters beneath 
the gesture. 

• Editing FiII .. in Fields on Forms 

Caret opens a writing pad. 

Circle opens an edit pad. 

Cross out deletes the contents of the field. 

Double tap selects the contents of the field. 

Insert space inserts a space. 

Pigtail deletes a character. 

Press sets an insertion point for keyboard 
entry. 

Press and drag moves text from one field 
to another. 

Scratch out deletes the contents of the field. 

Tap press and drag copies text from one 
field to another. 

Tap opens an edit pad. 

• Getting Help 

Double tap on the Help icon opens the 
Help Notebook. 

Question Mark on icons, option sheet 
controls, and other objects displays 
Quick Help. 

Tap on the Help icon opens Quick Help. 
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• Working with Embedded 
Documents 

'& Borders hides the borders. 

Check tap displays options when borders 
are hidden. 

Double caret creates an embedded 
document. 

• Scrolling 

Double flick left or right scrolls to the 
extreme right or left of a document. 

Double flick up or down scrolls to the 
bottom or top of a document. 

Flick left or right scrolls the document 
right or left. 

Flick up or down scrolls a line to the top or 
bottom of the screen. 

• Setting Options for Documents, 
Text, & Objects 

Check displays options. 

Check tap displays options for an 
embedded document when borders are 
hidden. 

• On the Bookshelf 

Caret opens the pop-up Create menu to 
create a document or notebook. 

Check displays options for a Bookshelf 
Icon. 

Circle opens an edit pad for the title of an 
Icon. 

Cross out deletes a Bookshelf icon. 

On the Bookshelf (continued) 

Hyperlink (circle tap) creates a hyperlink 
button. 

+:" Plus selects Bookshelf icons. 

;;'l'}~fi:y: Press and drag moves Bookshelf icons. 
:""",,;~ 

Tap opens an item on the Bookshelf. 

Tap press and drag copies a Bookshelf icon. 

• In the Document Title Line 

Borders hides a document's borders and 
menus. To show them again, check tap v: 
in the document and use the Access option 
sheet. 

Check displays options for the document. 

Circle opens an edit pad for the document 
title. 

Cork margin shows or hides the cork 
margIn. 

Cross out deletes the document. 

Find searches for a specific word in the 
document and lets you replace it. 

Flick up or down zooms or reduces the page 
view, if that preference is set. 

Menu shows or hides the document's 
menu line. 

Press and drag moves a floating document. 

Tab shows or hides a document's 
Notebook tab. 
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• On Notebook Tabs 

Double tap floats a document, if that 
preference is set. 

Circle opens an edit pad for the tab's name. 

Double flick up or down moves overlapped 
Notebook tabs to the top or bottom of the 
column. 

Flick left on any Notebook tab displays all 
the tabs at once. 

Flick up moves a Notebook tab up to show 
the overlapped tab below. Or flick down 
reveals an overlapped tab. 

• In the Scroll Margin 

Flick left or right scrolls to the right or left. 

Flick up or down scrolls a screen length to 
the top or bottom. 

Double flick left or right scrolls to the far 
right or left of a document. 

Double flick up or down scrolls to the 
bottom or top of a document. 

• In the Table of Contents 

Caret opens the pop-up Create menu to 
create a new document. 

Check displays options for the document. 

In the Table of Contents (continued) 

Circle opens an edit pad for the document 
title. 

Cross out deletes the document. 

Double flick left or right scrolls to the far 
right or left of the Table of Contents. 

Double flick up or down scrolls to the 
bottom or top of the Table of Contents. 

Double tap expands or collapses section 
contents. On a page number it floats a 
document, if that preference is set. 

Flick left or right scrolls to the right or left. 

Flick up or down scrolls a line to the top or 
bottom of the screen. 

Hyperlink (circle tap) creates a hyperlink 
button. 

Press and drag on a document title moves 
the document. 

Tap on a document's page number or icon 
turns to that page; on a document title 
selects the document. 

Tap press and drag on the document title 
copies a document. 



DRAWING GESTURES 

Arrow Up Increases the point size of a word or text selection. 

Arrow Down Decreases the point size . 

., What Works • What Doeentt Work 

Use two strokes to draw an arrow. 

1 Draw the arrow tip. 

2 Then barely lift the pen and quickly draw the 
arrow shaft. 

~ Be sure to make the arrow tip in one stroke from left 
to right. 

~ The tip of the arrow must touch the word you want 
to change. 

Arrows made with one stroke. 

Pausing too long between strokes. 

Targeting incorrectly. 

Too much angle on the arrow shaft. 

Making a loop at the arrow tip. 

Starting the arrow tip from the right. 

Cluttering the gesture with extra hooks 
or wiggles. 

next 

--====~>increases 

Bold/Borders Makes text bold. 
Hides an embedded document's border. 

., To Make Text Bold 

Make an uppercase B over the word or selected text 
that you want to appear as bold text. 

'",)0':::1< "{··~r·d C'kJJ.~'" ,,~. u, > one word." 

--=====:::» Bold ~ll"l etltil""e selection" 

., To Hide an Embedded Document's Borders 

Make an uppercase B in the title line of the embedded 
document. 

41 
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USING PENPOINT 

Bracket, Left Selects text 

m If no text is selected, a left bracket drawn anywhere on a word selects it. If there's already a 
text selection and you draw the bracket facing the selection, the selection gets extended to the 
bracket. If you draw it on a word that's part of an existing selection, it reduces the selection to 
that word . 

• What Works 

Draw it in one stroke. Start at the top and draw three 
sides of a rectangle, leaving it open to the left. 

a[word, 

Adjusts~ i~~~;ie~~~~~l~~:~ 

Bracket, Right Selects text 

> 

> 

m If no text is selected, a right bracket drawn anywhere on a word selects it. If there's already a 
text selection and you draw the bracket facing the selection, the selection gets extended to the 
bracket. If you draw it on a word that's part of an existing selection, it reduces the selection to 
that word . 

• What Works 

Draw it in one stroke. Start at the top and draw three 
sides of a rectangle, leaving it open to the right. 

a word] -~=========:;> 

iiQj$~$n a s e 1 ecti on] --========:» ••. ~\l.~1ltl;st~i;;a· ••.. s.:el~i[z~~icibl:1I 
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Ca ret Opens a small writing pad in text for adding a word . 

., What Works • What Doe6n't Work 

Starting the gesture at the lower left, draw a sIan ted 
line up and then down to the right. The caret tip must 
point at the space between words. 

A writing pad pops up above the tip of the gesture. 
New text appears at that same point. 

., Where It Works 

Making two strokes. "'-

Creating a loop at the tip. A 
Starting on the right side of the caret. 

Cluttering the gesture with extra A 
hooks or wiggles. I \r 

In a table of contents, a cork margin, or the Bookshelf, opens the Create menu to create new documents. 

Caret Tap Opens an embedded writing pad in text . 

., What Works 

1 Starting the gesture at the lower left, draw a sIan ted 
line up and then down to the right. The caret tip 
must point at the space between words. 

2 Barely raising the pen, quickly tap over the caret 
tip to complete the gesture. 

~ The caret tip sets the insertion point for the new text. 

• What Doeen't Work 

Tapping too far off~center. 

Making the tap too far inside 
the caret. 

A 

A 
Lifting the pen tip too far before tapping. 
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USING PENPOINT 

Check Displays options for a word, object, or selection in text. 

II What Works 

Draw the check in one gesture, with the beginning of 
the first downward stroke on the word or selection 
whose options you want to see. 

or 

II Where It Works 

Displays options for objects and icons. 

When you draw it in the title line of a document or accessory you see options for that thing. 

Check Tap Displays options for an embedded document when you've hidden its 
borders and title line. 

~ Choose Show from the Access sheet to redisplay the embedded document's borders. 

II What Works 

1 Anywhere in the embedded document, draw the 
checkmark in one stroke. 

2 Then, barely lifting the pen, quickly make a tap 
just to the right of it. 
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Circle Opens an edit pad for a word or selection in text, 
text fields, and labels. 

• What Works • What Doean't Work 

Start at the top of the character, word, or series of 
words that you want to edit. 

Draw a neatly closed, counter-clockwise circle. Ovals 
also work. 

~worktoo. 

An edit pad appears containing the circled characters, 
word, or words. 

• Where It Works 

Not starting the circle from the top. 0 
Overlapping parts of the circle too 
much (overlapping a little is okay). c::5 
Not closing the circle. C 

Opens an edit pad for a document tide, or a label on a tab, icon, or hyperlink button. 

Circle Line Opens a blank writing pad to replace a word or selection in text. 

• What Works 

lOver the word or within the selection that you 
want to replace, draw a circle or oval. 

2 Then, barely lifting the pen from the screen, 
quickly make a horizontal line across the middle of 
the circle. 

~ On a single word: 

g~e 
V\rith text. 

a 

~ On a selection: 

~ You may begin the line from either the right or left. 

Lifting the pen too farbeforedrawingth~ line~ 

Pausingtpo long between drawing the circle 
and the line. 

Not makingthe.circle correctly, (See.circle 
gesture.) 

Too.1lluchangleonthehorizontal 
line. 
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USING PENPOINT 

Circle Tap Creates a hyperlink button. 

• What Works 

1 First select the text, document, or object that you 
want the button to link to. 

2 Make a circle where you want the hyperlink button 
to appear. 

3 Then, barely lifting the pen, tap in the center of 
the circle. 

The link button will appear where you make 
the tap. 

• Where It Works 

You can create hyperlink buttons almost anywhere, including documents, cork margins, and on the 
Bookshelf 

Cork Margin Shows or hides the cork margin at the bottom of a document. 

• What Works 

Make an uppercase C in the title line of the document. 



DRAWING GESTURES 

Cross Out Deletes a word or selection in text, or any object directly beneath the X. 

• What Works 

Make an X using two distinct strokes (top to bottom) 
over the selection or obj ect that you want to delete. 

1 Draw the first stroke; 
barely lift the pen from the screen 

2 Quickly draw the second stroke. 

• Where It Works 

• What Doe6n't Work 

Drawing the gesture in one stroke 
(connecting the two lines). 

Drawing strokes that are not 
clean lines. 

Making a + instead of an X. 

Deletes the contents of a field, documents from the Table of Contents, and icons from the Bookshelf. 
When you draw it over a document's title line, it deletes the document. When you draw it over a disk 
icon or disk name in the Disk Manager, it ejects the disk. 

Double Caret 

• What Works 

Displays the Create menu to create a document embedded within an 
existing document. 
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x 
+ 

Two carets, one nested beneath the other. (Either 
upper or lower can be made first.) 

Using more than.twoistrokes.·to·ma,kethe two 

1 Each caret gesture should be drawn from left to 
right with one stroke. 

2 After drawing the first caret, barely lift the pen 
from the screen and quickly draw the second caret. 

carets; 

Ma~ing;eithei:c~retJromiight totert. 

Making stroke.swithextrahooks.Qfwiggles. 

UiftingthepeIl. tip .tooJafb~foieimakirlgthe 
second caret. 

Pallsing too Jong betweendiaWingthe s~cond. 
caret. 

T()oin~¢~oYerlappihg ..... 

JTootnllchspa,ce.herweeliSarets. 
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USING PENPOINT 

Double Flick Left Scrolls to the left edge of a document. 

Double Flick Right Scrolls to the right edge. 

11 What Works 

1 Start the first flick on the column where you want 
the scroll to begin and draw a short, straight line, 
making a snappy flick with your pen. 

2 Barely lift the pen tip and quickly make a second 
flick. 

Flick left to scroll to the right edge; flick right to scroll 
to the left edge. 

m Make your flicks as if you're pushing a real piece of 
paper with them. 

11 Where It Works 

You can flick anywhere in a document (except draw and paint documents) including tables of contents. 

Dou ble Flick Up Scroll to the bottom of a document. 

Double Flick Down Scrolls to the top. 

11 What Works 

1 Start the flick on the line where you want the scroll 
to begin and draw a short, straight line, making a 
snappy flick with your pen. 

2 Barely lift the pen tip and quickly make a second 
flick. 

Flick down to scroll to the top of the document; flick 
up to scroll to the bottom of the document. 

m Make your flicks as if you're pushing a real piece of 
paper with them. 

11 Where It Works 

You can flick anywhere in a document (except draw and paint documents) including tables of contents. 



DRAWING GESTURES 

Selects a word in text. Double Tap 
Expands or collapses sections in the Table of Contents. 
Floats a page (if that preference is set). 

• What Works 

Touch the screen firmly twice in the same spot, barely 
lifting the pen between taps. Then lift the pen. 

II Double tap on a word to select the word. 

se~t a ~ord~. --~==========~ 

_ What Doeen't Work 

Lifting the pen tip too far between taps. 

Pausing between taps. 

Tapping on two different objects or words. 

a 

II Double tap on a section title in the Table of Contents to show documents in the section. 

III s:l'.. . ... .. ...... 9 ~ III SaJes .... ..... ........ ...... ...... .......... 9 

[j Customer.!:. . ....................................... 12 B Sales by Region 10 

lIb Chain Stores 13 lIb f~ewHires. ..11 

B Complaints to Acton 14 [j Customer.!:.. " 12 

[j New Bottle Design".. " ... "" 15 lIb Chain Stores 13 

• Where It Works 

Double tap on a word to select the word. Double tap on a section title in the Table of Contents to show 
section contents. On a table of contents page number, floats the page. On a tab, floats the tabbed page. 
On a hyperlink button floats the page attached to the hyperlink button. 

Eject/Export 

• In the Disk Manager 

In the Disk Manager, ejects a floppy disk. 
In a Table of Contents, exports a document. 

-What Doeentt Work 
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Make a capital E over the disk icon or disk label. MakingtheE differently from the way you 
pta¢tked it ihHahdwriting Custorrtization . 

~ 

[j'Penpoint 

• In a Table of Contents 

....•. ~~ ..... 
~ 

Dir 

Make a capital E over the title of the document you wish to export. A double marquee appears around 
the document title. Then, drag it to the Disk Manager to export it. 

• Where It Works 

Over the Disk Manager icon on the bookshelf. 
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USING PENPOINT 

Find Opens a dialogue sheet that lets you search a document or selection for a specified 
word, and replace it with another word. 

iii What Works 

Make an upper case F over the document or selection 
you want to search. Use three strokes even if you didn't 
practice F's that way in Handwriting Customization. 

II Keep the pen tip close to the screen while making 
the gesture. 

II Used in a tide line, the gesture searches the entire document. 

II Used within a document, it searches from that point to the end. 

II Used anywhere in a selection, it searches the entire selection. 

Flick Left. Scrolls documents right. 
On the document tide line, turns to the next page. 

FI ick Rig ht Scrolls documents left. 
On the document tide line, turns to the previous page. 

II A flick left on a column moves that column to the 
left edge of the screen, revealing more of the right side 
of the page. 
On the title line it turns to the next page. 

II A flick right on a column moves that column to the 
right edge of the screen, revealing more of the left side 
of the page. 
On the title line it turns to the previous page. 

iii What Works 

Draw a short, straight line making a snappy flick with 
your pen. 

II Make your flicks as if you're pushing a real piece of 
paper with them. 

iii Where It Works 

In a notebook with overlapped tabs, flick left displays all of the tabs in columns. Any gesture puts them 
back into one column. 
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DRAWING GESTURES 

Flick Up Scrolls documents up. 

F Ii c k Down Scrolls documents down. 

~ Scrolls documents up and down to reveal the portion not on the screen . 

.. What Works 

Draw a short, straight line, making a snappy flick with 
your pen. Think of it as pushing a piece of paper. 

til A flick up moves the line next to it to the top of the 
screen, revealing more of the bottom of the page. 

til A flick down moves that line to the bottom of the 
screen, revealing more of the top of the page. 

.. Where It Works 

• What Doean't Work 

Odd angles. 

Curves. 

Hooks. 

/\ 
(\ 

Touching the screen and pausing before 
starting to flick. 

A flick up on a pop-up list shows the next choice; flick down shows the previous choice. A flick 
up in the tide line of a document zooms the page (if that preference is set). Flick on an 
overlapped Notebook tab to see the one below. 

III III 
c C 
1/1 1/1 s· s· 
I'D I'D 
1/1 1/1 
1/1 1/1 

Initial Caps Capitalizes a word or selection. 

.. What Works • What Doeem't Work 
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Starting within the word you want to format with an 
initial capital letter, draw a horizontal line left-to-right 
through most of the word, then complete the gesture 
with a short line up (90 degrees). 

Making the gesture in two strokes. _ j 

~ The right angle should be made before you reach the 
end of the word. 

Q I~S--~============~> ~L~ 

Making the gesture at odd angles. ~ 
Ug4~sli~illg •• the.words .• ·~ith. the hori~ontal·line 
inste~dofdrawing.it through. the. words. 
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USING PENPOINT 

Insert Character Opens a single-character writing pad . 

• What Works 

Beginning where you want to insert a character, draw a 
short line up and, without lifting the pen, complete 
the gesture with a short line to the right (90 degrees). 

~ The place where the pen tip first touches the screen 
determines the insertion point. 

a cItacter-===>insert a clfacter~insert a cli-acter-===:}insert a 

Insert Space 

• In Boxed Pads 

Adds one or more spaces in boxed pads. 
Inserts one space in text. 

1 Begin in the middle of the character box before 
which you want the space. 

2 With one stroke, draw a line down and then right. 

3 End the gesture below the next box to the right. 

~ Think of it as pushing the character in the box one 
space to the right. 

Make the bottom line the length of one character box 
if you want to insert one space, two to insert two 
spaces, and so forth. 

> 

> 

(continued) 
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DRAWING GESTURES 

• In Text 

Draw a short line down and, without lifting the pen, 
complete the gesture with a short line to the right • What Doe6n't Work 

Making the gesture in two strokes. 

53 

(90 degrees), ending just below the text line where you 
want the space. 

h h h t -'--ace Beginning t e gesture too ig . ~ 
!II The beginning of the gesture sets the insertion point. 

II For the best results, start the gesture in the middle of 
the line. 

Tilting. t ~ace 

Not using a right angle. t abace 

II If you're inserting a space between characters, be precise about starting the gesture directly 
between them. 

II To insert more than one space repeat the gesture. 

insert: 

Insert Tab Inserts a tab into a text document. 
The text following the gesture moves to the next tab stop . 

• What Works 

1 Draw a short line down and, without lifting the 
pen, complete the gesture with a short line to the 
right (90 degrees), ending just below the text line 
where you want the tab. 

2 Then, barely lifting the pen, make a flick right just 
below the horizontal line. 

II The flick should be parallel to and about the same 
length as the horizontal line. 

II Drawing this gesture through a character can split 
a word. 

Making the gesture in three strokes. 

Pausing too long between strokes. 

Making the gesture at odd angles. < 
Lifting the pen point too far from the screen. 

Making the flick in the wrong 
direction. 

Starting the gesture too high. 

Lrhis gesture inserts a tab --===:::::» This gesture inserts a tab 
-Where you first put the pen where you first put the pen 

down. down. 
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D 

USING PENPOINT 

Italic Makes text italic. 

II What Works 

Make an uppercase lover the word, sentence, or 
selected text that you want to italicize. Use three 
strokes, even if you didn't practice the I that way in 
Handwriting Customization. 

Line Through (Pads) Deletes translated characters from character boxes 
(multiple characters only) . 

• Line through won't work on a single character. 
Use a pigtail to delete single characters. 

II What Works 

Draw a horizontal line from left to right though the 
letters you want to delete. 
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Lower Case Formats a word or selected characters as lowercase . 

.. What Works • What Doee;n't Work 
Starting within the word you want to make lowercase, 
draw a horizontal line left-to-right, through most of 
the word, then complete the gesture with a short line 
down (90 degrees). 

Making the gesture in two strokes. 

Making the gesture at odd angles. 

Underlining the words with the 
horizontal line instead of 

-, 
~ The right angle should be made before you reach the 
end of the word. 

Menu Hides or displays the menu line. 

drawing it through the words. 
LOWERCASE 

I 

~ If you want more room on the screen for documents, you can hide the menu line by making 
the M gesture in the document title line. 

~ When you need the menus again, the M gesture in the title line redisplays them . 

• What Works 

Make a capital M in the title line of the document. 

Read Me First 

• What Doee;n't Work 

Making the M differently from the way you 
practiced it in Handwriting Customization. 

New Line Inserts a line break into text without beginning a new paragraph. 

• What Works 

1 Draw a short line down and, without lifting the 
pen, complete the gesture with a short line to the 
left (90 degrees), ending just below the text line 
where you want the line break. 

2 Then, barely lifting the pen, quickly make a flick 
left just below the horizontal line. 

~ The flick should be parallel to and about the same 
length as the horizontal line. 

• What Doean't Work 

Taking more than two strokes to make the 
gesture. 

Pausing too longhetweenstroke~. 

Making the gesture at odd angles. .~ 
Lifting the. pen too far above the screen before 
ma~ir:gthe·f1ick. 

Maki~g •• the •• flick.·itlthei~rollg.diredtiqJ:---'. 

This gesture inserts a line This gesture inserts a line 
break where you first put the break where you first put the 
pen down. It does not starla--=====; pen down. It does not start 
new paragraph. a new paragraph. 
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USING PENPOINT 

New Paragraph Inserts a paragraph break in text . 

• What Works 

Draw a short line down and to the left where you want 
the paragraph break. The line to the left should be at 
90 degrees to the line down, and it should end just 
below the text line. 

II The beginning of the gesture sets the insertion point. 

II Start in the white space between words and use one 
unbroken stroke. 

it a break.ll~o ~====::::;l 
a new paragrapH , , . 

, ........ ": ... , 

No.t~~~~i~gth¢· ••• gestllre ·· .. af ·.a 
,dght4ggle .. tothet¢x~line;.·. 

1vtaldn~ •• thh ••• ge~tt1re ••. tOJ •• 1tl!le~ ••• ~.i~e •••. ·.;iS~~ck. 
StalItil1g th.egestureat thebQttol1l~ 

Normal Formats text as normal (plain), removing styles such as bold, italic, or underline . 

• What Works 

Make an uppercase N over the word or selected text 
that you want to have appear in the normal format. 
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Pigtail Deletes individual characters in boxed pads, in text, or in text fields. 

• In Boxed Pads 

Begin the line within the character box and extend it 
through the top of the box, ending with a loop. 

l1! The loop is the key to differentiating this gesture 
from a flick, so don't worry about the length of the 
"tail" you leave after the loop. 

i ~o' 
b.J .. e L/Ls ~. t 

• In Text 

Draw a vertical line with a loop at the top. 

l1! For the best results: 

1 Begin the gesture on the character you want to 
delete. (The place first touched by the pen tip 
determines what is deleted.) 

2 Draw the vertical line, create the loop above the 
character, and end with a straight line. 

~ cin~le ,~ J."A1Jg. ~ 

• What Doe6n't Work 

• What Doe6n't Work 

Ending with a circle. 

Beginning above the character. 

Starting with a loop. 

Beginning· below the . cha.racter. 

Ending with a curvedlirie. 

Plus Selects or deselects hyperlink buttons, icons on the Bookshelf, embedded 
documents, and other objects. 

• What Works 

Make two strokes at right angles, keeping the pen tip 
close to the screen between strokes. 

1 Start with the downward line. 

2 Draw the horizontal line from either direction. 

~ The gesture's lines should intersect directly over the 
selection, icon, or button you want to select or deselect. 

• What Doe6n'tWork 

57 
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USING PENPOINT 

Press Begins a move. 
Begins a drag-through selection of text. 
Sets an insertion point for keyboard insertion of text. 

• To Move an Object or Selection 

1 Touch the object or selection with the pen tip. 
Hold the pen there. 

2 Wait until you see a marquee around the object or 
selection. (It doesn't hurt to lift the pen once the 
selection is in move mode.) 

3 Drag the object or selection to its destination . 

• An object will be moved to the precise point on the screen where you lift the pen . 

• Selected text will be moved to the precise point on the screen where you lift the pen or to the 
space between words that's nearest to the point where you lift the pen. 

• To Select Text 

1 Touch the pen to the screen. 

2 Wait for the first character to be highlighted. 

3 Without lifting the pen, drag the pen to the last 
character you want to include in the selection. 

ler@ tRaM 8Re word. ~ 
• To Set an Insertion Point in Text 

1 Touch the screen between characters where you 
want to insert new text. 

2 Press until an I-beam appears. 

3 Then lift your pen away from the screen. 

I Hft I > I ~ L I 

(continued) 
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.. To Set an Insertion Point in Boxed Pads 

1 Touch the screen in the character box that you 
want to make current. 

2 Press until it's underscored (about one-half second). 

3 Then lift your pen away from the screen. 

HtliGiH 

.. Where It Works 
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Moves text selections. Moves documents in a table of contents. Moves documents and files in the Disk 
Manager. Moves Bookshelf icons. 

Proof Opens a proof sheet that includes alternate spelling and translation choices for 
a word in text . 

.. What Works 

Draw a capital P anywhere within the word or 
selection that you want to proof 

+lI~~S.' l .IF}~ 

Quadruple Tap Selects a paragraph in text . 

.. What Works 

1 Touch the screen firmly four times, barely lifting 
the pen between taps. Tap on the same spot on the 
screen each time. 

2 Then lift the pen away from the screen. 

=> 

• What Doe6n't Work 

Making most of the P above or below the line. 

Proof word 

Drawing over a portion of a word other than 
the one that you want to proof. 

Making the P in a different way than you did 
in Handwriting Customization. 

• What Doe6n't Work 

Lifting the pen too far between taps. 

Pausing between taps. 
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USING PENPOINT 

Question Mark Opens Quick Help. 

~ Drawing a question mark on some areas of the screen gets you Quick Help about that object. 
For Quick Help about most things, tap the icon for the Help notebook (on the Bookshelf). 

II What Works 

Draw a question mark over title lines, icons, or bold 
option labels on the left side of option and dialogue 
sheets to see Quick Help for the object. 

II For best results, draw the question mark so that the 
loop joins the stem over the center of the target. 
Quickly draw the dot at the bottom of the stem. 

Scratch Out Deletes words in text; deletes one or more translated characters in 
boxed pads; deletes untranslated text in ruled pads . 

• What Works 

Three horizontal lines back and forth on top of each 
other without lifting the pen (a very compressed Z.) 

DE~S ONE WORD. -===:::;»ONE WORD. 

S.--==:::J .- - - - - --
• • 
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Spell Checks the spelling of a document or section. 

II Used in a title line the gesture checks the entire document. 

II Used within a document, it checks from that point to the end. 

II Used anywhere in a selection, it checks the entire selection. 

• What Works 

m To check the spelling of a selected word or sentence, 
make a capital 5 over the selection. 

• What Doeen't Work 

Making the 5 so that most of the gesture is 
above or below the character line. . 
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Making the 5 tod much outside the selection. 

entirc&lection. 

Tab Shows or hides Notebook tabs . 

• What Works 

With two strokes make an uppercase T in either the 
document title line or on the Table of Contents title. 

m When a tab is showing, the T gesture hides the tab. 

II When a tab is hidden, the T gesture displays it. 

• What Doeen'tWork 
'." '. ;"" 

CrQssij1gth(;fs6that it100ks like a+. 
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Tap 

USING PENPOINT 

Selects or activates what you touch with the pen; 
in text, selects one character . 

• What Works 

Touch the screen firmly, then quickly lift the pen. 

Wait a moment for the PenPoint computer to carry 
out your instructions. 

• Where It Works 

Tap to choose menus, commands, and options. Tap to 
turn pages, open icons, select a character, or translate 
text. 
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Tap Press Begins a copy. 

• To CoPY an Object or Selection 

1 Tap and then quickly touch the object or selection 
with the pen tip. Hold the pen there. Tap and 
press in the same spot on the screen. 

2 Wait until you see a double marquee around the 
object or selection. (It doesn't hurt to lift the pen 
once the selection is in copy mode.) 

3 Drag the object or selection to its destination. 

• What Doean't Work 

Tapping repeatedly. 

Coloring in the tap. 

Lifting the pen too far after tapping. 

Dragging the selection or object before the 
double marquee appears. 

--==~> A double marquee will appear 
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A~pp~ar~ound your 
select~Ol.!'lemarquee~ around your selection double marquee. 

i!J The object will be copied to the precise point on the screen where you lift the pen. 

i!J Selected text will be copied to the precise point on the screen where you lift the pen or to the 
space between words that's nearest to the point where you lift the pen. 

• Where It Works 

Copies text selections. Copies documents in a table of contents. Copies documents and files in the Disk 
Manager. Copies Bookshelf icons. Copies hyperlink buttons. 

Triple Tap Selects a sentence in text. 

• What Works 

Touch the screen firmly three times, barely lifting the 
pen between taps. Make the taps in the same spot on 
the screen. Then lift the pen away from the screen. 

one ~ction, 
'Ta pping:ftlree· => 
a 

• Where It Works 

On a hyperlink button, retargets the button to the current selection. On Notebook tabs, makes the tab 
label the same as the document title. On option or dialogue sheets, restores the sheet to its default size. 
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Underline Underlines text. 

II What Works 

Make an uppercase U over the word, sentence, or 
selected text that you want to appear underlined. 

one\~d,---=======~> 

an 

Upper Case Formats a word or selected characters as capital letters. 

II What Works 

1 Starting within the word or selection that you 
want to format, draw a horizontal line left-to
right through most of the word or selection, 
then complete the gesture with a short line up 
(90 degrees). 

2 Barely raising the pen, quickly make a flick up 
beside it. 

\11 The horizontal line should cross through the word or 
characters to be formatted. 

\11 The right angle should be made within the selection, 
or just before the last character you want to format. 

> 



CHAPTER 4 
r-------' -- -----~ 

Installing Applications 
and Devices 
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You use the Installer to add applications, fonts, device drivers, and services to 
your computer. (Device drivers are instructions for printers, plotters, and 
modems; services include electronic mail and information services.) You can 
also use the Installer to customize the Notebook by creating several versions of 
the basic handwriting profile, personal dictionary, and set of preferences that 
come with the PenPoineM operating system. 

When you install something, PenPoint remembers which disk (volume) it's on. 
This location is called its home. When you copy something to home, you save 
all the changes you've made to the application or utility. For example, when 
you copy a printer driver to its home, you save all your setup information. 
Similarly, when you copy an application to its home, you save all the stationery 
for it, including any stationery you've customized. 

If you no longer need to work with something you've installed, you can 
deactivate (temporarily remove) it and then reactivate it later when you're 
ready to use it again. If you've copied it to its home before deactivating it, when 
you reactivate it, all your settings will be the same. 

Some software installs itself 
automatically when you insert the 
floppy disk in the disk drive. In that 
case, you'll see an installation message. 
If not, then use the Installer. 
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Finding Out What's Installed in the Notebook 

Clock. 

When you first open the Installer, it shows you what's currently installed 
in the Notebook. You'll see a sheet for each category (such as Applications, 
Handwriting, and Fonts), which lists what's installed and tells you which one 
is currently in use. 

To see the Handwriting Installer sheet: 

1 Tap the Installer icon to open it. 

Handwriting eu A If the Handwriting sheet isn't 
displayed, tap the arrow in Letter Practice ~--.....,"I'l"b 

I 
Personal Dic'ionary 

S-Shclt 

! 
I 

the title line to see a list of the 
other Installer sheets and tap to 
choose it. 

I 
--------------------~ 

bJ.at:o.e. .8.im 
Donna"s 176..860 
Standard 176B60 
Tim's 176..860 

Modified? G.!.u:te.n.1 
Yes 0 

No 0 
Yes lit 

Name shows which profiles are 
installed. 

Size tells you how big each one is. 

Modified tells you if you've 
changed it since the last time you 
saved it. 

Current shows which one is in use. 
Tap to choose another set. 

2 Tap the close corner to close the 
Installer. 
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Installing an Application or Utility from Disk 

You install all the applications and utilities you keep on your computer in the 
same way. To install something, open the Installer, turn to the appropriate 
sheet, and choose Install from Disk. PenPoint opens a Disk Manager for the 
connected disk and lists the items it finds on the disk for that category. Choose 
one by tapping it. 

To install an application: 

1 Connect the PenPoint computer to 
a disk drive and insert the disk 
which contains the application you 
wan t to install. 

2 Tap the Install icon to open the 
Installer . 

.... If the Applications sheet isn't 
displayed, tap the arrow in the 
tide line to see the list of Installer 
sheets, and tap Applications to 

choose it. 

3 Tap Install from Disk. You'll see a 
Disk Manager showing what's on 
the disk in the drive. 

4 Tap to choose the application to 
install. 

5 Tap Install & Eject to install the 
application . 

.... Tap Install if you want to leave 
the disk in the drive so you can 
install something else . 

.... Tap Close when you're done, or 
to close the Installer without 
installing anything. 

6 PenPoint displays a message telling 
you that the application has been 
successfully installed. Tap OK to 
dismiss the message. 
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INSTALLING AN APPLICATION OR UTILITY FROM DISK 

You install fonts, services, handwriting profiles, personal dictionaries, and 
preference sets in the same way you do applications. For example, to install a 
font, turn to the Fonts Installer sheet and choose Install from Disk. PenPoint 
searches the connected disk and lists the fonts it finds there. Tap the font you 
want to install, and then tap Install to add the font to your computer. 

When you choose Install from Disk the Installer searches the disk for the 
category you've chosen and displays what it finds. If it doesn't find anything, 
the item may be in another directory on the disk. If this happens: 

• Use the computer's Disk Manager to find the item on the disk (see 
chapter 11, Filing Documents for information about the Disk Manager). 

• Open the Installer and choose the appropriate Installer sheet. 

• Tap Install from Disk to display the Installer's Disk Manager. 

• Drag the item from the computer's Disk Manager to a location on the 
Installer's Disk Manager. 

If you don't have enough room in the Notebook to add something, PenPoint 
displays a message to this effect. See "Managing Memory" in chapter 12, 
(Learning More About PenPoint) for details. 
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70 INSTALLING AN APPLICATION OR UTILITY FROM DISK 

Aut matic Installation 

Some disks install their software automatically when you insert the disk. 

If you don't see an installation message 
when you insert the disk, use the Installer. 

1 Connect the PenPoint computer to 
a disk drive and insert a disk. 

You'll see a list of the disk contents, 
and one item may be preselected. 
You can install this item or tap to 
choose another one . 

... To see items not visible in the list, 
scroll the list by drawing a flick 
up I or by tapping the scroll arrow 
in the scroll margin. 

2 To install an item, tap Install & 
Eject . 

... If you want to install something 
else as well, choose Install to leave 
the disk in the drive . 

... Tap Eject when you're done, or 
to eject the disk without installing 
anything. (Tapping Close closes 
the automatic installer, but leaves 
the disk in the disk drive.) 

3 PenPoint displays a message telling 
you that the item has been 
successfully installed. Tap OK to 
dismiss the message. 
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Creating Personalized Versions of Utilities 

The first time you use Handwriting Customization, you rename the standard 
handwriting profile so you can save it and the changes you make to it under 
your name. If someone else regularly uses the computer, you can copy the 
standard profile from disk and modify and rename it for that person. 

Similarly, you can create sets of preferences and dictionaries by modifying the 
standard one. If you need several different dictionaries or sets of preferences, 
you can copy an existing one and rename it, or make another copy of the 
standard one from the PenPoint disks and change it. For example, you might 
copy the standard dictionary, modify it to create a district sales office dic
tionary, and then copy and modify that one to include specific customer and 
contact names for your sales region. 
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72 CREATING PERSONALIZED VERSIONS OF UTILITIES 

There's a shortcut for creating new 
handwriting profiles, dictionaries or 
preference sets: Draw a caret A over the 
installed item on which you want to base 
the new version, and then assign a name 
and home volume on the Create dialog. 

To copy a dictionary: 

1 Tap the Installer icon to open it . 

.... If the Dictionaries sheet isn't 
displayed, tap the arrow in the 
tide line to see the list of Installer 
sheets, and tap Dictionaries. 

2 Tap Create. 

3 Write in a name. 

You can leave the name field blank, 
and PenPoint will use the name of 
the dictionary in the Start From 
field and add the number 1 to it, so 
Dictionary becomes Dictionary 1. 

4 Tap the name of the dictionary on 
which you want to base the new 
one. 

5 Tap to choose a Home Volume. 

PenPoint matches the dictionary to 
its home volume. 

To choose a different home for the 
new dictionary, insert a disk. Tap to 
choose the new volume. 

6 Tap Create & Close. 
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CREATING PERSONALIZED VERSIONS OF UTILITIES 

If you base a new version of your preferences or the personal dictionary on the 
one you're currently using, it will contain any changes you've made to the 
standard ones. If you want to start fresh, connect the computer to a disk drive 
and use the Installer to copy the standard preference set or dictionary from the 
PenPoint disk. 

Once you've made a copy under a new name, you can customize it. To learn 
how to: 

• Customize the standard handwriting profile, read "Customizing Your 
Writing" in chapter 6 (Writing in the Notebook). 

• Add words to the personal dictionary, read "Adding Word to the 
Dictionary" in chapter 5 (Creating and Using Documents). 

• Set preferences, see "Customizing the Notebook" in chapter 9 (Managing 
the Notebook). 
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Saving Your Changes 

The Installer keeps track of any modifications to things you've installed. To save 
these changes copy them to the home volume. If you don't want to keep the 
changes, restore an earlier version by updating it from home. 

When you make changes to a service 
or application, be sure to save them to 
disk. (You won't see a Modified column to 
remind you that you've changed 
something). 

To save changes to your handwriting 
profile: 

1 Connect the PenPoint computer to 
a disk drive. 

2 Tap the Installer icon to open it . 

.&. If the Handwriting sheet isn't 
displayed, tap the arrow in the 
title line to see the list of Installer 
sheets, and tap Handwriting. 

The Modified column tells you 
whether you've modified your 
profile since the last time you saved 
it to disk. 

3 To save new changes, select your 
profile and choose Copy to Home 
from the Home menu . 

.&. To restore an earlier version 
choose Update from Home. 

PenPoint prompts you for the home 
disk. 

.&. (When you connect the home 
disk, you may see the automatic 
installation dialog. Tap Cancel to 
dismiss it.) 

4 After saving or updating the profile, 
PenPoint displays a message telling 
you the command has been carried 
out. Tap OK to dismiss the message. 
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SAYING YOUR CHANGES 

If you want to rename something before saving it, you rename it in the usual 
way, by drawing a circle () on it and changing it in the edit pad. PenPoint 
considers renaming something a modification of it. 

Here's a shortcut for copying an installed item to its home: draw an H on the 
name of an item in the Installer. 
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Deactivating Applications and Utilitie 

You can use the memory in your computer most efficiently by deactivating 
the applications, handwriting profiles, and services you're not using. 
Deactivating them is a way of temporarily removing them. For example, you 
might deactivate the applications and services you won't be using on a trip. 

When you deactivate something PenPoint deletes it from the Notebook, but 
leaves a placeholder and remembers its home. When you're ready to use it 
again, you can reactivate it in one step instead of having to reinstall it 
completely. Make sure you've copied the most recent version to its home before 
you deactivate anything. 

To deactivate an application: 

1 Tap the Installer icon to open it. 

,A. If the Applications sheet isn't 
displayed, tap the arrow in the 
title line to see the list of Installer 
sheets, and tap Applications. 

2 Tap the name of the application 
you want to deactivate. 

3 Choose Deactivate from the Horne 
menu to remove the application but 
leave a placeholder for it. 

,A. Make sure you've copied the 
most recent version to its horne 
first. 

To delete something from the computer, 
draw a cross out X on it. Since deleting 
it removes its placeholder, you'll need to 
reinstall it when you're ready to use it 
again. 
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DEACTIVATING APPLICATIONS AND UTILITIES 

When you choose Deactivate, PenPoint changes the menu command to 
Reactivate. When the computer is connected to a disk drive with the home 
disk in it, you can choose Reactivate to reinstall something. 

When you deactivate an application, PenPoint tells you how many documents 
are currently using the application. If you're working on one of those 
documents, save your recent changes by choosing Checkpoint from the 
Document menu or by turning to another page in the Notebook before 
deactivating the application. To save the changes to floating documents, close 
them. 

If you turn to a document after you've deactivated its application, PenPoint asks 
you if you want to reactivate the application. If you tap OK, PenPoint prompts 
you for the home disk and then automatically reinstalls the application. (You 
may see the automatic installation dialog. Dismiss it by tapping the close 
corner.) When the application has been installed, the document appears on 
the page. 

Dea itivating Fonts 

The Fonts Installer sheet shows you which fonts you've chosen from the Fonts 
Preferences sheet for fields and PenPoint text, and the fonts you've installed for 
styling text. In addition to these fonts, you'll see two symbol fonts, which 
PenPoint uses to display parts of the Notebook. 

Don't delete or deactivate the symbol fonts, since the Notebook and your 
applications probably need them. If you want to free up memory in your 
computer, you can delete or deactivate all but one of the other fonts. 
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Changing the Home Volume 

At times you may find it convenient to set a different home volume. For 
example, you might decide to consolidate dictionaries from different floppy 
disks to a single disk. If you want to copy something to its new home as soon as 
you change it, make sure the computer is connected to a disk drive. 

To change the home for your dictionary 
from one floppy disk to another: 

1 Connect the PenPoint computer to 
a disk drive. 

2 Tap the Installer icon to open it. 

A If the Dictionaries sheet isn't 
displayed, tap the arrow in the 
title line to see the list of Installer 
sheets, and tap Dictionaries. 

3 Draw a check v' on the dictionary 
name. 

3 Insert the floppy disk which will be 
the new home for the dictionary. 

4 When you insert the disk, PenPoint 
automatically selects it as the Home 
Volume. (If the appropriate volume 
isn't selected, tap it to choose it.) 

5 Tap Apply & Close. 

You can also set a new home volume by tapping the item you want and 
choosing Options from the Edit menu. When you change the home, PenPoint 
creates a new home path to its new location. 

To change an item's home volume and coPY 
it there in one step, open the Disk Manager 
and coPY the item from the Installer sheet 
to a location on the Disk Manager. 
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Setting Up Printers 
I 

Before you can use a printer you need to install its driver with the Installer and 
then set options for it with Printers (located in Tools). 

For information about connecting a printer to your computer, see chapter 13, 
Setting Up Your Computer. Also, consult the guide that comes with your 
equipment for specific settings you should use. To find out how to install a 
TOPS printer refer to Connecting to a Personal Computer. 

Conrecting a Printer 

When you've installed the printer driver and attached the printer you're ready 
to set options (such as the model and the printer port) with the Printers sheet. 
You can save all of this setup information to the home volume so that you don't 
have to redo it each time you use the printer. (Tap to select the printer driver 
on the Services Installer sheet and choose Copy to Home.) 

:~'::I 0 ~ 
C~~k petsotla~lbtol'laty Hatldwtitih91totrlEatol 

Letter P~db? Keyboald Ptihtets 

F'yint.ers 

To set up a printer: 

1 Install the printer driver with the 
Installer. 

2 Tap the Tools icon on the 
Bookshelf to open it, and then tap 
the Printers icon. 

You'll see the Printers sheet. 
PenPoint lists by name any printers 
you've previously added. 
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SETTING UP PRINTERS 

3 Choose Add from the Edit menu. 

4 Write in a name for the new printer. 

5 Choose the type of printer you're 
adding from the Type pop-up list. 

6 Choose the port to which you'll 
connect the printer from the Port 
pop-up list. 

7 Tap OK to accept these settings. 

Mter adding the printer, PenPoint 
displays another set of options so 
you can choose the appropriate 
model. 

8 Tap the name of the printer model 
you're adding from the Model 
pop-up list. 

9 Tap OK to add the printer to the 
list of available printers. 

You have two choices for the printer port: Printer and BaseStation port (the 
Option Slot is reserved for serial communications). To connect the printer to: 

• the PenPoint computer directly, choose Printer port. 

• the Quick Charger, choose the Basestation port or Printer port according to 
which BaseStation connector you plan to use. 
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SETTING UP PRINTERS 

Ring Printer Options 

PenPoint lists the printer's name and type on the Printers sheet in Tools. The 
setup requirements for each printer may vary, so to complete the setup 
information, choose the appropriate printer options. For example, on the: 

• Serial sheet, set options for how the data will be sent, such as the flow 
control or baud rate (Consult the manual that comes with your equipment 
for these specifications.) 

• Options sheet, set options for the printer's capabilities, such as paper 
handling. 

Serial Port: 8ase8tation 

Baud Rate: .. 9600 

Flow Control: .. ><on/!.off 

Parity: .. [\Jone 

Data Bits: .. 8 

Stop Bits: .. i 

To set the serial options: 

1 On the Printers sheet, tap the 
Enabled checkbox so that PenPoint 
can set options for the printer. 

2 Draw a check v on the name of the 
printer to see the option sheets . 

... If the Serial sheet isn't displayed, 
tap the arrow in the title line to 
display a list of option sheets and 
tap Serial. 

PenPoint lists the serial port you've 
previously chosen on the Add 
Printers sheet. 

3 Tap to see the different choices in 
each category, tap to choose the 
appropriate ones. 

Consult the guide that comes with 
your printer for the appropriate 
setting. 

4 Tap Apply and Close. 
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SETTING UP PRINTERS 

Print ing a Document 

To set specific printer options: 

1 On the Printers sheet, tap the 
Enabled checkbox so that PenPoint 
can set options for the printer. 

2 Draw a check v' on the name of the 
printer to see the option sheets . 

... If the Printers sheet isn't 
displayed, tap the arrow in the 
tide line to display a list of option 
sheets and tap Printers. 

PenPoint lists the printer model and 
the port to which you'll attach it. 

3 Tap to see the different options. 
Then tap to choose the appropriate 
ones. 

4 Tap Apply and Close. 

When you're ready to print, first enable the printer from the Print dialog or the 
Out box. (Changing it in one place automatically changes it in the other.) 
To print a document: 

• Choose Print from the Document menu and choose the printer you want 
to use. 

• Choose Yes from the Printer Enabled category if you're connected to a 
printer; choose No to place the document in the Out box so you can print 
it at a later time. 

Mter you enable a printer and connect it to the PenPoint computer, PenPoint 
automatically begins to print documents it finds in the Out box. If you want to 
do something else with the computer first, deactivate the printer by deselecting 
Enabled in the Out box before you connect the printer to the computer. When 
you're ready to print, choose Enabled again. 

To find out more about printing a document, read chapter 10, Printing, 
Sending and Receiving Documents. 



CHAPTER 5 

Creating and Using 
Documents 
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When you install an application in your Notebook, the PenPoint™ operating 
system automatically places stationery for that application in the Stationery 
notebook and on the Table of Contents' Create menu. 

The stationery is like a box of paper that never runs out. To create a new 
document you start at the Table of Contents and choose a piece of stationery 
from the Create menu. If you find that you routinely use a few kinds of 
stationery, you can customize the Create menu by changing settings in the 
Stationery notebook. 

Most of the time you'll work with a full-page document. But at times you may 
want to work with two documents at the same time, for example to compare 
information. You do this by floating one document above another. Floating a 
document temporarily detaches it from its place in the Notebook. When you're 
finished working with it, you close the floating document, and it returns to its 
place in the Notebook. 

While working on one type of document, you may want to add information 
using a different application. For example you might add a drawing to a written 
report. You can do this by embedding a second piece of stationery in your 
document. You can also prepare documents separately and combine them later 
into one document. 
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Using the Create Menu 
to Create a Document 

Your PenPoint computer comes with some stationery already on the Create 
menu. To create a new document from the menu: 

~ Business 

r''''''o [j Current Prod M~iText 
El Inventory '8~ctTc;;
D Standard Order Form 

[j ProlooSf~d New Products 

",,,,,,,,,3 

",4 

"""",,5 
",,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, ,,6 

El Cape rs 7 

El Chili Mixes" """""",,,,,,, ,,,,,,,,8 

[j Sales"" , """, """""" """, """, '" "" "" """, "" "" " ",9 
El Sales by Reg io n 

ElNew Hires 
[jCustomers 

El Chain Stores 

Complaints to fI.cion 

[j New Bottle Design 

Salsa,.Condiments" , 

El Package DesignLetter" 

(lj Proposed New Design t3Rt.31) 
iI Bottle Design Sr..etch 

(J Revised Bottle FAX 

El CONTRACT", 

El New ProductDraft"" "'""", 

10 

11 

12 

""""",13 
14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

""" "",20 

"" ,,,21 

1 In the Table of Contents, tap to see 
the Create menu. 

2 Tap to choose a piece of stationery. 

... PenPoint inserts the new 
document after the current 
selection or, if there's no 
selection, at the end of the Table 
of Contents. 
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USING THE CREATE MENU TO CREATE A DOCUMENT 

As a shortcut to using the Create menu, you can draw a caret /\ on the Table of 
Contents with the point of the caret where you want the new document to go. 
The PenPoint operating system displays the pop-up Create menu floating over 
the Table of Contents. When you tap to choose a piece of stationery PenPoint 
inserts it where you positioned the caret. 

To create a new document between 
two existing documents, draw the 
tip of the caret in the space between 
the documents. 

To create it within a section, draw 
the tip of the caret so that it aligns 
with the other documents in the 
section. 

To create it outside a section, draw 
the caret tip so that it's aligned with 
a tide outside a section. 

When you create a new document, PenPoint gives it the name of its stationery 
as a title, for example MiniText. If you create another document using the same 
stationery, PenPoint adds a number to the tide, so that a second MiniText 
document would be called MiniText 1, and the third MiniText 2. 

You can rename the document at any time. Tap the tide to select it and draw a 
circle 0 over it to bring up the edit pad. Or, you can choose the Rename 
command from the Edit menu. For a more detailed explanation, read 
"Renaming a Document" later in this chapter. 
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Using the Stationery Notebook 
to Create a Document 

The Bookshelf contains an icon labeled Stationery. This is the Stationery 
notebook, which holds all the stationery installed on the PenPoint computer. 
Each application has a section that contains the stationery that goes with the 
application. You can flip through the notebook to see the different kinds of 
stationery, or you can go directly to a specific page by tapping its page number. 

Use the Stationery notebook to: 

• Create new documents 

• Choose which stationery to put on the Create menu 

• Add customized stationery (explained in "Creating Customized Stationery" 
later in this chapter). 

No te boo k: 

Docume nt Edit Create Viel,ll Sho..,,, Sort 

t::J.ame.. 
m Current Products, . 

[if' Proposed New Products .. . . .,.,,,, ",5 

a New Prod uct Ide as." ".6 
a Business =--,,-, S-ta-t-io.-n~-,~'/-,,:C-.o-n-te-,.~'-ts-, --,-"",1-, ,.--", 

a Cape r.s.,.", t::J.ame.. "~~t 
a Chili Mixes, D MiniText, < 2 ~I 

[} Sales a MiniTel';t ... 
[} Customers 

m New Bottle De 

,,8 

4 

5 a 8alse,Condi Viewer" 6 

a Package De £::JFax Letter.. 7 

a Pro posed t D Drawi~Paper 8 

Ii1 Bottle Desk" S Ill>. D 'p ,... 
~ ravllng aper. ''''''~ 

'::J Revised ottle ~-----a cmt ,A,CT .. < 

o 

To create a document: 

1 Start from the Notebook Table of 
Contents. 

2 Tap the Stationery icon on the 
Bookshelf to open the Stationery 
notebook. 

3 Tap press .t on the name of the 
stationery you want to copy. 

4 When you see the double 
marquee, (an animated dashed line 
surrounding the tide), drag it where 
you want it to appear in the 
Notebook Table of Contents. 

The PenPoin t operating system 
inserts the new document where 
you lift your pen. 
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USING THE STATIONERY NOTEBOOK 
TO CREATE A DOCUMENT 

Adding Stationery to the Create Menu 

You can use the Stationery notebook to add to the Create menu stationery that 
you use frequently, so it's more accessible. 

1 Tap the Stationery icon on the 
Bookshelf to open the Stationery 
notebook. 

2 To add stationery to the Create 
menu, tap an empty box . 

... You'll see a check mark. 

To remove the check mark, tap 
agaIn. 
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Creating Stationery 

You can use the stationery from the Stationery notebook as it is set up, or you 
can change the margins, the font, and other options. If you routinely make the 
same format changes, you might want to customize a piece of stationery and 
add it to the Stationery notebook. For example, you might create stationery for 
a weekly memo that would have preset margins and a header with spaces for the 
names of the recipients and the subject of the memo. 

Creafing Customized Stationery 

You can customize stationery by adding text or graphics to it and changing 
options on the Document or Text option sheets. For example, to change the 
font for the Memo stationery: 

t:J.m.e.. 
D :Mirirru;n-"""--l: " 2 

j~_,.J 3 " 

,-.1.. ... BIQl;''.~S 4 

dl.@~~:!·~~~tjj 5 

FaxViewer ." 6 

(JFa,..." Letter."" ",., 7 

D DrawingPaper 8 

9 

, .1.1 
Help 

;;. 

1li z 
i!r 
~ 

1li OJ 

& 
1li iii 

~ 
45' 

0 
~ 

0 ~ 

1 Tap the Stationery icon on the 
Bookshelf to open the Stationery 
notebook, where you create the new 
piece of stationery. 

2 Copy the stationery you want to 
customize: 

Tap press .r on the name of the 
stationery you want to copy and 
drag it to a location in the same 
section . 

... You can rename the new 
stationery. (To find out how to 
rename a document, read 
"Renaming a Document" in this 
chapter.) 

3 Turn to the new document in the 
Stationery notebook by tapping its 
page number. 
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USING PENPOINT 

CREATING STATIONERY 

4 Choose Select All from the Edit 
menu to select the text in the 
document. 

5 Draw a v on the selection to 
display the Text option sheets. 

,.. If the Character option sheet isn't 
displayed, tap the arrow on the 
tide line of the option sheet to 
display the list of sheets and tap 
Character. 

6 Tap the current choice in the Font 
category on the Character option 
sheet and tap to select a font. 

7 Tap Apply & Close. 

Instead of copying the stationery, you can create a new piece of stationery to 
customize by choosing it from the Create menu. 

• On the Stationery table of contents, draw a caret /\ in the section where 
you want the new stationery to go. 

• Tap to choose a piece of stationery from the pop-up Create menu. 

Once you've created the new piece of stationery, you can further modify it by 
turning to it in the Stationery notebook and making the necessary changes 
using the document option sheets. 
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Managing the Stationery Notebook 

In managing the Stationery notebook, you may want to rename stationery, save 
stationery you've customized, and delete stationery you no longer need. 

To rename stationery: 

• Draw a circle c> over the tide to display the edit pad and change the tide. 

To back up stationery that you've customized so you can reinstall it if necessary: 

• Connect the PenPoint computer to a disk drive. 

• Tap the Installer icon on the Bookshelf to open it. 

• From the Applications sheet in the Installer, tap to select the application 
that created the stationery. (If the Applications sheet isn't displayed, tap the 
arrow in the tide line to see the list of Install sheets, and tap Applications.) 

• Choose Copy to Home from the Home menu. 

Copying the application to disk automatically copies all the stationery that's in 
the application's section. 
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USING PENPOINT 

MANAGING THE STATIONERY NOTEBOOK 

Dele ving or Purging Stationery 

When you delete stationery you have a choice of removing it from the 
Stationery notebook and keeping a backup copy on the home disk or removing 
it from both places by purging it. 

For example, if you created a template for your annual report, you might delete 
it from the Stationery notebook, but keep a backup copy on the home disk so 
you can use it again next year. If, however, you customized stationery for a 
one-time project that ended, you might purge it. 

To delete or purge stationery: 

1 From the Stationery table of 
contents, draw a cross-out X over 
the title of the stationery you wish 
to remove . 

... You see a note asking you if it's 
OK to delete the stationery. 

2 Tap Delete to remove the stationery 
from the Stationery notebook but 
keep it on the home disk. 

Tap Purge to remove it 
permanently from both places. 

If you decide later that you want to use stationery you've deleted, you can 
reinstall the application. Reinstalling the application copies the stationery that 
you've saved on the home disk back into the Stationery notebook. (Chapter 4, 
Installing Applications and Devices tells you how to reinstall applications.) 

To ensure that you'll always be able to use an installed application, each 
application has a few pieces of stationery that you cannot delete. If you try to 
delete them, you see a message asking you to remove them by deinstalling the 
application. (Deinstalling an application also removes its stationery.) 
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Scrolling a Document 

If a document doesn't fit on the screen all at once you can use flicks to navigate 
within the document and bring different portions into view. You draw flicks in 
the body of the document to scroll the document to the beginning, end, or to 
any point in between. 

Drawing flicks is like using the eraser on a pencil to move parts of a page into 
view. You pull the page toward you (flick down) to see what's at the top, or 
push it away (flick up) to see what's on the bottom. 

r'Jew Product Ideas <6 

TO : Dick Hopkins 

FROI'I1:: 

DATE: 

SUBJECT: 

Emique Fabbro 

Febt1.tat"'j 2,1991 

New Product. Ideas 

CC: Test.Kitchens, Sara Sch"N'a.rtz 

Dick -
I -m.s fiddling around v,tith some of my mot.her's old 
recipes the other day >3.nd I came up 'I"lith several ways we 
might. try to market. eggplant. which is a good stable 
vegetable. It.'s cheap to grow and itsutyiyes Y"'ell in cldo 
storage, and yarious preparations of it. seem to hold up 
well on the shelf. I think these ne'N products might. be 
especially popular in the Soutllwest and in California 
where they're rediscovering yegetables. Let. me know 

~ 
'0 
<> 
V • .• 
0. 

what. you think. -. Enrique 

Eggplant~ 
('\Ve'll nee a catchy name for t.his.) This is a va,riation on 
ba,baga,nou tha.tlthink v.'ill stand up well to long-term 
shelf stc·f'Q,g Itinyolves roasting the eggplants (,~rhich y.e 
can do in b ) and then smashing them -rrith garlic, 
lemon .. oliye ' and spices. \ile cUUlltly have some 
problems mill oil separating c ""'''''_''_' __ ('_''_' __ ---= __ -,--:-________ -. 
which is very U1 etizing, but. I' 
binding agent to s. is, 

Southwestern curry saue 
This is essentially a barbecue sau, 
b>3,rbecuing vegetables like eggph 
~~~~~~~~~~ ... 
' .LJ ilil !9 tSll F 

Help Ptefete~oe$ Tool> S~.tjQnety D 

Edit Insert Case Format 

Eggplant dip 
(We'll need a catchy name for this,) This is a yariaticm on 
ba.baganoush thatI think y1ill stand up-Trell to long-term 
shelf storage, Itinyolyes roasting the eggplants (which we 
can do in bulk) and then smashing them v.rit.h garlic, 
lemon,. oliYe oil and spices .. We currntly haye some 
problems 'wit.h t.he oil sepamting out to the top of the jar, 
which is yelY unappetizing, but I 'm sure we can find a 
binding a.gent. to solye this. 

Southwestern curry sauce 
This is essentially a barbecue sauce. G:tilling or 
barbecuingyegetab1es like eggplant8\!1d zucchini and 
other squash has become very popular in the '\Vestlately. 
You'd spread this curry sa1lce oyer the vegetables as you 
grill tJ:1em; Pete in tlle test. kitchens ':ame up VVitll <I. deyer 
way to make sme the sauce is thick enough to stay on the 
Yegetables yet thin enough 1:<.., look appealing. 

Eggplant paste 

You can scroll a document using 
flicks on a page. 

Flick up I on a line to bring it to the 
top of the screen. 
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We really need 01,. new n:ame for this otte, but. it's actually a 
great product I t'seggplant. puree mixed "Nith garlic and 
other spices inatube to use in sa'lv:::es, c:asseroles, dips 
and so forth, Rememberwhata, hitthattomatc, paste in a 
tube w:asandh,':)wangt:ythe bosswasthatwe'd turned it 
dov:ffi? ltllink this is our chance fqr a big seller. 

Eggplant$teaks/entrees 
Preparing eggplant is tedious wot:k. To my kno'l'tledge, 
there is no ready~to-cookeggplant product presently on 
the market Frozel) or vacuum -packed breaded eggplant 
steaks could be tlsed as a substitute fi')r chicken or veal 
cutlets in ma.ny recipes. In f'act.L'i'lecould take this one 

Some applications (like Draw) don't 
support flicks in the body of the document. 
In these applications, flick in the scroll 
margin. 
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SCROLLING A DOCUMENT 

New Product Ideas 

Document Edit Insert Case Format 

<6 > 

Eggplant dip 
(\Ve'l1 need a catchy name for this.) This is a variation on 
babaganoush thatl think '11';11 stand up 'well to long-term 
shelf storage. Itinyolves roasting the eggplants (which we 
can do in bulk) and then smashing them Yi';th garlic, 
lemon" olive oil and spices. \Ve curmtly have some 
problems 'Yvith the oil separating out to the top of the jar, 
'Nhich is 'ferf unappetizing, but I'm sure Y'1e can find a 
binding agent to solye this. 

Southwestern curry sauce 
This is essentially a, barbecue sauce. Grilling or 
barbecuing 'fegetables like eggpla,nt and zucchini and 
other squ;:\sh ha.s become yery popuh.r in the West lately. 
You'd spread this curry SatlCe oyer the yeget.ables as you 
gtill them,. Pete in the testkitc:hens c:a.me up with a, cleyer 
'N'a.y to make SUre the sauce is thick enough to stay on tl1e 
vegetables yet thin enough to look appealing. 

Eggplant pasty 
iJle t-eally need,a. new name for this one, butit's actually a. 
gre tproduct, It's eggplEl.ntpuree mixed with ga.rlic and 
oth r spices in a tube to use in sauces, casseroles, dips 
an so forth. Retnember what a hit that tomato paste in a 
tub was and how angr'l' the boss Viras tl1at we'd turned it 
do) 1'7 I think tl1is is our chalIce for a, big seller. 

plant steaks/entrees 
aling eggplant is tedious '11'01 

. is no ready -to-cook eggplatl 
a,rket. Frozen or y:.=v::uum-pa, 

:s could be used as a substitu 
ts in many l-ecipes, In fact, "\"I 

urther and include sauces fa 

New Prod~~ct Ide-es 

Dick --

"II ill:9 E511 
PI'?f€.I'?!1ces Tools Statb!1e~1 

I 'II"aS fiddling around with some of my mother's old 
if t-ecipes the ot.her da.y and r came up Y',;th seyera.l v'ra.ys yore 

Disl might try to market eggpt:1.nt 'l"rhich is a good stable 
vegetable. It's cheap to gro';yand itsut'yiYes 'i'I-.ell in ddo 
storage, and Y<l.ri'~)US prepa.t'ations of it seem to hold up 
,;yell on the shelf. I think these new products might be 
especially popular in tlle Southwest and in (JaJifornia 
where they're redis6)veling vegetables. Let me bIO'.'\' 
vi'hat. you think .. ' Enrique 

~~flantdip . ". .. .. 
C\'Ye 11 need a catchy !lame for thiS.) ThiS IS a vana,tiOll on 
babaganoush that! think will stand up v'lell to long-term 
shelf stomge. Itit1yolyes t'oastingthe eggplants ('Nhich 'Ne 
can do in bulk) and then smashing them ,ovith garlic, 
lemon .. olive oil aJ:Id spices. \t.,Te curmtly have some 
problems witll the oil sepamting out to the top of the jar, 
which is Yer'J unappetizing, but rm sure 'r're can find a 
binding agent to .. solye this. 

Southwestern curlY sauce 
This is essentially <l barbecue sauce, Grilling ()r 
barbecuing vegetables like eggplant and zucchini a.nd 
other squash has become yer)' popular in tile Vlestla.tely. 
-Iou'd spre<),d tllis t;;Ul1:y sauce oyer the Yegeta,bles a.s you 
grill them, Pete in the test kitchens came up 'vvith a deyer 
'WR)' to make Sllre the sa.uee is tllick enough to stay on the 
vegeta.bles yet thin enough to look a.ppe<l.ling. 

To scroll to the beginning or end of a document: 

Flick down' on the line to bring it 
to the bottom of the screen. 

• Draw a double-flick down" anywhere in the document to go to the 
beginning of a document. 

• Draw a double-flick up 1\ to go to the end of a document. 
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SCROLLING A DOCUMENT 

The scroll margin is useful for gauging your location in the document, and for 
jumping to a specific location in it. You may find it easier to drag the scroll 
handle to go to a specific part of the document. For example, if you were on 
page one of a four-page report, to get to the third page, you could drag the 
scroll handle about three-quarters of the way down the margin. 

blew Prod uct Ideas '6 ) 

DOClJtlle nt Edit Insert Case Format 

TO: Dick Hopkins 

FROIvI: Enrique Fabbro 

DATE: February 2, 1991 

SUBJECT: New Product Ideas 

cc: TestKitchens, Sam Schwartz 

Dick --
I Y'faS fiddling around '!'tith some of my mot.her's old 
l-ecipes the otiler d3l.y 31.nd I came up 'with seYeml y:tays we 
might try to market eggplant which is a good stable 
vegetable. It's cheap to grOYf and itsuryiYes '."tell in c1do 
stomge, and Y3I.rious prepamtions of it seem to hold up 
'!'tell on the shelf. I think these new prod1.lCts might be 
especially popular in tile SouthY,"est and in Califomi31. 
whel-e they're rediscoveting vegetables. Let me know 
what you t.hink. -- Enrique 

Eggplant dip 
CNe'l1 need a cat.chy name for this.) This is a variation on 
ba.baganoush thatI t.hink 'Will stand up Y'tell to long-term 
shelf stomge. Itinvolyes roasting t.he eggplants (which vre 
can do in bulk) and then smashing them w'ith garlic, 
lemon, olive oil and spices. ;';ve currntly have some 
problems with the oil sepamting out to the top of the jarl 

which is very unappetizing, but I'm SUt-e VI'e can find a 
binding agent to solve tilis. 

<6 ;, 

might try to market eggplant which is a good stable 
yegetable. Irs chea.p to gww anditsuryiYes 'I''ell in c1do 
stomge, and yatious prepamtions of it seem to hold up 
yrell on the shelf. I think these new products might be 
especially popu!u in the Southwest and in California 
where they're rediscovering yegetables. Let me know 
'wh3lt you think. -- Emique 

Eggplant dip 
e"le'll need a catchy name for this.) This is a yatiation on 
babaganoush that I think will stand up Y'i'''ell to long-term 
shelf stomge. It invoh-es roasting the eggplants (which we 
can do in bulk)a.nd then smashing them -roth garlic, 
lemon, olive oil a.nd spices. We currntlyhaye some 
problems Y'tith the oil separating out. to the top c,f the jar, 
".,hichis very utlappetizing,butl'm sure vre can find a 
binding agent to solye this. 

Southwesrem cuuy sauce 
This is essentially a barbecue sauce. Grilling Or 
barbecuing yegeta bies like eggplant and zucchini. and 
othersqua.sh hasbecpme yery popularin the \Vestlately. 
You'd spread this curf)' saUce over the yegetablesas 
grill t.hem. Pete in the test kit.chef1s canle up with 
way to ma.ke sure the sauce is thick enough to stay 
vegeta blesyet t.hin enough td look appealing. 

Eggplant paste 
We really needa,tle'r( name for.this ?neJbu~it'sa¢tuaJlya 
great.product It's eggplant PUree mixed 'Nitb. garlic <uld 
other spices inab.lbe •• touse in sauces, ca~roles,dips 
and s(> forth: Remer£l~er whatahit.that1:?matopasteirf a 
tube "I\ras and how angry l.heboss wasthatwe'dtttrned it 
down? I think this is .our chanc.e for. a big seller. 

Use the position of the scroll handle 
to gauge your current location. 

To move to the middle of the 
document: 

Drag the scroll handle down to the 
middle of the scroll margin. 
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USING PENPOINT 

SCROLLING A DOCUMENT 

The scroll arrows let you move either one line at a time or in a continuous 
scroll: 

• Tap the bottom arrow to see more of the page below. 

• Tap the top arrow to see more of the page at the top. 

• Press either arrow to scroll the page continuously. 

You can scroll the document one screenful at a time by tapping in the scroll 
margin. Tap above the scroll handle to see more of the document that lies off 
the top of the screen; tap below it to see more of the document off the bottom. 
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Floating a Document 

When you float a page the PenPoint operating system temporarily detaches it 
from its place in the Notebook and puts it on top of the current page. It 
continues to float where you can see it even as you move around the Notebook, 
until you close it. When you close it, it returns to its place in the Notebook. 

Floating one document above another allows you to compare both documents 
and work with them without flipping between pages. 

Before floating a document, you must first select the option for floating 
documents in the Preferences option sheets. You need to set this option only 
once to be able to float documents any time you use your PenPoint computer. 

[j' Customers ""-",","",",",","",",","",""""",,",,",",",,"~-,--,,,",,,",,,,,,","-,,,"~""'"~"""""-"--'"'""'"'"" 11 

[J C h ajn 81:0 res '~'"'~'"'""'''"'-"'"''-'''''""''-''"_'''"~'' __ '"_"'"'''"'''"~_''"~ __ ''"''''''''"" 12 

UCo 13 
[j' New Preferenres 14 

Warning Beep: IOn 
"ll°t. 

Floating Dcx::uments: '11' I ""I~v'led 
I ~·.lot A I hIVed 

Zooming Dcx::uments: I Allowed 
.t r'Jot A Ilovved 

Auto ShutOff: h'es 
v/lt-·lo 

~fJ ~ r5l1 ii1 

15 

16 

17 

() !..!. 
Help Preferenoes Tool2 Ststbnety D~k.~ 

,...$ 
3,~j 

Keybo,gid Im!,taller In Out 

To set the floating option: 

1 Tap the Preferences icon on the 
Bookshelf to open Preferences. 

... If the Safeguards sheet isn't 
displayed, tap the arrow on the 
tide line and choose Safeguards 
from the list. 

2 Tap Allowed for Floating 
Documents . 

3 Tap Apply & Close. 
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USING PENPOINT 

FLOATING A DOCUMENT 

If you're working on the Table of Contents and want to see what's in a 
document, you can float the document over the Table of Contents and then 
close it to put it back in place in the Notebook. 

To float a document, double-tap:" 
its page number or tab . 

... To stop floating a document, tap 
its close corner. It returns to its 
place in the Notebook. 

Sometimes you may want to float a document above the one you're working 
on, for example to copy information between them. To do so: 

• Temporarily float the Table of Contents by double tapping:, its tab. 

• Double-tap :, the page number of the document you want to float. 

If you're working with several floating documents, and the one you want to 
work with next is partially hidden, tap its title line to bring it to the front. 
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CREATING AND USING DOCUMENTS 

Moving and Resizing Floating Documents 

When you float a document, it sometimes covers up the information you want 
to see. When this happens, you can move or resize the document. 

Pack,age Desig n Lette r 

[j In' e nt.:ny, 

D St ndard Order Form 

[j? Propo d NeVI Products 

[j r"J w Prod uc:t Ide 8.$ 

[j C. ,pers " 

.« 3 

4 

5 

Ei or our 
7 

8 

9 

, ..... 10 

17> 

~ 
3-
i 

To move a floating document: 

1 Press r the tide line. Wait until the 
document border darkens. This 
tells you it's ready to be moved. 

2 Drag it to its new location. 
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The executive never got a chance to 0::)' our pmduct i-l 

P8,c:kag,EI pe~,i,~"n Lette r 

Note boo k: Co nte nts 

~ 

[j? Current Products 

[j Inve nto ry . , 

View 8h 'of1 80 rt 

D 8tandard Order Fa nn 

[j? Proposed New Products 

[j New Product Ideas 

[j Capers 

[j Chili l'.·1ixes 

s ",," 

[j Sales by Region. 

[j New Hires 

4 

5 r 
6 

7 

tri, [j?Customers ,"' 
ou<'p=c --.-------------floor. 

The executive never gota chance to t:r":r our pmduct 

i 7> To resize a floating document: 

Drag the corner handle to the right 
to widen it; down to lengthen it; or 
diagonally to expand or reduce it in 
both directions. 

~ If you reopen a floating 
document after resizing or 
moving it, PenPoint displays it as 
you last left it. 

To find out more about resizing floating 
objects, see chapter 2, Fundamentals. 
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Zooming a Document 

When you want to use the entire screen area to display a document, you can 
zoom a floating document so that it covers the tabs, the title, and the menu 
line. When you unzoom it, it returns to its previous size. 

Before zooming a document, you must first choose the zoom option. You need 
to set this option only once to be able to zoom documents any time you use 
your PenPoint computer. 

To set the zoom preference: 

1 Tap the Preferences icon on the 
Bookshelf to open Preferences . 

.&. If the Safeguards sheet isn't 
displayed, tap the arrow at the 
top to see the list and choose 
Safeguards. 

2 Tap Allowed for Zooming 
Documents. 

3 Tap Apply & Close. 

When you turn on zooming, the PenPoint operating system adds a dose corner 
to the Notebook. In general you won't need to dose the Notebook unless 
you're restoring a backup copy of it, or you're working with several Notebooks 
in your PenPoint computer. You'll find more on restoring the Notebook in 
chapter 11, Filing Documents, and more on working with multiple notebooks 
in chapter 12, Learning More About PenPoint. 
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ZOOMING A DOCUMENT 

Package DesignLetle r 

DoclIme nt Ed it Inse rt Case Fo rmat 

Ms. Elena Huerta. 
FastPa.k Design 

< 17> 

3535 Missi0:.mn~S;::..;t:::..., _____ -+ _______ --.. 
Houston T CON ACT 

Format 

Dea.r I\"1s, H This is our agreefl1entconceming your 
involvement in a new bottle design for 

'Vie need a New World Foods .. Inc. 
condiments. 

1, You agree to supply design services 
Recently, a and technical dra~i"nngs to New World, 
of our samp The designs and dra:lov1.ngs become the 
our line, He property of New World upon payment 
his son ran i for your services. 

To zoom a document: 

1 Draw a flick up Ion the title line. 
Make sure the flick begins in the 
title line. 

A To return the page to its normal 
size, draw a flick down' on its 
title line. 

1 01 
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Using Documents 

While working with a document in the Notebook you may wan t to: 

• Rename it with a more useful title. 

• Save your recent changes. 

• Go back to an earlier version. 

• Delete a document you no longer need. 

Ren ming a Document 
~ 
I 

When you create a new document the PenPoint operating system gives it the 
name of its stationery. To give it a more useful name: 

• From the Table of Contents, tap to select the title, and choose Rename 
from the Edit menu. Or, select the title and draw a circle c to display an 
edit pad and change the name there. 

• From the document, draw a circle 0 on the document title line and change 
the title in the edit pad. 

You can also change the title on the Tide & Info document option sheet. You 
draw a check v on the document title line to display the document option 
sheets; then you can change the title on the Tide & Info sheet. 

Changing the tide in one place automatically changes it in the others. For 
example, if you edit the name of a document on the Table of Contents, the 
name also changes on the tab. However, if you edit the tab label, the tide of the 
tab doesn't automatically change when you next rename the document. 
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USING DOCUMENTS 
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To rename a document from the Table 
of Contents: 

1 Draw a circle 0 on the title to bring 
up the edit pad. 

2 Tap the Clear button to clear the 
pad and then write in a new title. 

• Or, you can edit the title in the 
edit pad. 

3 If you need more room to write, 
drag the corner handle to the right 
to widen the edit pad, down to 
lengthen, or diagonally to expand it 
in both directions. 

4 Tap the OK button to translate the 
new title in the edit pad; tap OK 
again to transfer the title to the 
page. 

• Tap the Cancel button to close 
the pad without renaming the 
title. 

For more information about editing in pads or fields, see "Editing Text in Edit 
Pads" in chapter 7 (Editing and Formatting Text). 
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USING PENPOINT 

USING DOCUMENTS 

Savi 19 and Deleting Documents 

The PenPoint operating system automatically saves the document each time 
you turn to another page of the Notebook. To save your changes without 
turning the page, choose Checkpoint from the Document menu. You might 
want to do this periodically so that if you have to restart the computer, you 
won't lose your most recent changes. 

Note that PenPoint saves recent changes only if there's nothing selected in the 
document. So tap to undo any selection before turning the page or using 
Checkpoint. 

If you make a change that you don't want to keep, you can go back to an earlier 
version by choosing Revert from the Document menu. PenPoint changes the 
document back to what it was before you last turned the page or chose 
Checkpoint. 

To manage your Notebook efficiently, you can remove documents you no 
longer need. If you want to use a document at some future date, move it to a 
floppy or hard disk instead of deleting it. You can find out how to make backup 
versions in chapter 11, Filing Documents. If you know you'll never need a 
document again, you can delete it. 

To delete a document: 

1 Draw a cross-out X on the tide in 
the Table of Contents 

... Or, select the document in the 
Table of Contents and choose 
Delete from the Edit menu. 

2 When you delete a document, 
PenPoint asks you to confirm the 
command. To go ahead, tap OK . 

... To change your mind, tap Cancel. 

You can also delete a document by drawing 
a cross out X on the document title line. 
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Embedding a New Document 

PenPoint allows you to embed one document inside another. For example, you 
can work with another application such as a drawing or spreadsheet application, 
within a text document. There are two ways to create a compound document: 

• Create a new document within an existing document. 

• Move or copy an existing document into another document. 

To create a new document inside an 
existing one: 

1 Start from the document in which 
you want to embed another. 

2 Draw the embedded document 
gesture (double caret) A where you 
want the new document to go. 

You'll see the pop-up Create menu. 

3 Tap to select the stationery you 
want to use. 

PenPoint embeds a new document 
of the appropriate type where you 
drew the tip of the gesture. You can 
work in it in the usual ways . 

.... To open the document, tap the 
Icon . 

.... To close the document, tap the 
close corner . 

.... To delete the document, draw a 
cross out X on the title line if it's 
open, or on the icon if it's closed. 
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Embedding an Existing Document 

You may find it more convenient to work on documents separately until you're 
ready to assemble them, at which point you can copy or move one document 
into another. 

Emb~dding a Tool 

To embed a document in another 
document: 

1 Start from the document in which 
you want to embed another. 

2 Double tap:~ the Contents tab to 
float the Table of Contents. 

3 Press r on the title of the second 
document and drag it to the place 
where you want it in the first 
document . 

.&. Notice that the document you 
moved is no longer listed on the 
Table of Contents. 

Sometimes it's useful to embed a tool in a document. For example, you might 
embed the dock in a document so that it will show the date and time when you 
print the document. To do so, copy the dock from Tools to a location in the 
document. Tap to open the dock and then turn off the borders by drawing 
a B on the dock. 
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Working with Embedded Documents 

I Set1ing Document Options 

You set document options for an embedded document in the usual way by 
drawing a check v on the document title line. 

If the title line is hidden, draw a check tap v: anywhere on the document to see 
the option sheets. 

Moving an Embedded Document 

You can move an embedded document to another location in the same 
document by dragging it. Close the document by tapping the dose corner. 
Then press t the icon until you see the marquee, and drag it to another place 
in the document. 

To move an embedded document to a different document, float the destination 
document, press t the icon until you see the marquee, and then drag it to the 
new location. 

Making an Embedded Document a Full-page Document 

You can reverse the procedure and split compound documents into two 
separate documents. For example, if you decide you don't need to illustrate sales 
results with a graph, you might want to remove the graph from the report but 
keep the graph in the Notebook. 

To move an embedded document to a separate page, dose the embedded 
document if it's open, press t and hold the icon until you see the marquee, 
turn to the Table of Contents, and drag the document to a location on the 
Table of Contents. The document goes to the point where you lift the pen from 
the Table of Contents. For details on moving a document to the Table of 
Contents, read "Rearranging the Notebook" in chapter 9, Managing the 
Notebook. 
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WORKING WITH EMBEDDED DOCUMENTS 

Floa ~ing an Embedded Document 

You can decide whether to float the embedded document on the page so that 
when it's open it overlaps what lies beneath it. Or, you can position it so that 
the text of the primary document flows around it. Floating an embedded 
document is useful if you want to be able to refer to it while you work in 
another part of the primary document. To choose those options: 

To float an embedded document: 

1 Draw a check v on the icon of the 
embedded document to display the 
option sheet. Close the document 
first to see the icon if you need to. 

2 If you plan to work with the 
document where you inserted it, 
choose In Place from the Open 
category. 

Choose Popup to see information 
in the embedded document while 
working in another part of the 
larger document. 

3 Tap Apply & Close. 

If you choose Popup for an embedded document it floats only while you work 
with the container document. If you turn the page, the floating embedded 
document closes and returns to the location where you embedded it. 

However, if you choose In Place for an embedded document and later float it 
by double-tapping its title line, PenPoint treats it just as any floating document; 
when you turn to a different page, it floats on the new page. 
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WORKING WITH EMBEDDED DOCUMENTS 

Bing an Embedded Document 

When you print the container document, usually only the portion of the 
embedded document that shows on the screen gets printed. You can control 
how much of the embedded document PenPoint prints by resizing it before 
printing. To print the entire document regardless of how much is showing, or 
to start it on a new page, choose the appropriate Formatting option from the 
embedded document's Print Setup Layout sheet. 

To set print options for an embedded 
document: 

1 Choose Print Setup from the 
embedded document's Document 
menu . 

.... If the Layout sheet isn't displayed, 
tap the arrow at the top of the 
option sheet and tap Layout from 
the list. 

2 Choose the appropriate options 
from the Formatting category on 
the Layout sheet . 

.... To print the entire document, 
choose Print Entire Document . 

.... If an embedded document is near 
the end of a page and you want to 
prevent the contents from being 
split between two pages, choose 
Keep on Same Page . 

.... To make sure that an embedded 
document always begins on a new 
page, choose Begin on New Page. 

3 Tap Apply & Close. 

If you don't see the menu line for the embedded document, draw an M on the 
title line. If neither the title nor menu line is visible, draw a check tap V. 
anywhere in the document to display the Document option sheets, then choose 
Show from the Borders & Controls category of the Access sheet to make the 
title and menu lines visible. 
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WORKING WITH EMBEDDED DOCUMENTS 

If the embedded document is dosed, PenPoint prints the icon and title. To 
avoid printing them, dose the document and move the icon to the cork margin 
while you print. You can find out how to use the cork margin in the next 
section of this chapter. 

If the embedded document is open, the PenPoint operating system normally 
doesn't print the menu and title line, borders, and scroll margins. However, 
some applications may treat these elements differently. See the guide that comes 
with the application. 

The container document's Print Setup option sheets set the orientation and 
paper size for the embedded document and suppresses other Print Setup 
options for the embedded document, such as margins, headers, and footers. 

If you want to format the embedded document with its own margins and 
headers and footers, you can do so: 

• Choose Print Setup from the embedded document's Document menu. 

• Choose the appropriate options on the Header and Layout sheets. 

• Choose Print Entire Document from the Formatting category on the 
Layout sheet, and tap Apply & Close. 

PenPoint prints the embedded document starting on a new page using the 
settings you've selected and then returns to the options for the document that 
contains it. 

To print the embedded document without printing the document that contains 
it, choose Print from the embedded document's Document menu. 
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Using the Cork Margin 

The cork margin is an area at the bottom of the document where you can put 
hyperlink buttons, new or embedded documents, and accessories. You can 
easily use things you've placed there no matter where you are in the document. 

The PenPoint operating system doesn't print what's on the cork margin, so you 
can move buttons and closed embedded documents there when you don't want 
to print the title or icon. 

The cork margin is always part of a 
document, but it's usually hidden. 

To display it, draw a C in the 
document's title line. 

Draw a C again to hide it and 
everything on it. 
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You can also show the cork margin by 
drawing a check v on the document title 
line to display the Document option sheets 
and then selecting Cork Margin on the 
Access sheet. 
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USING THE CORK MARGIN 

Use the cork margin when you want to annotate a document by inserting notes 
and instructions there. To create a new document, draw a caret /\ in the cork 
margin to display the Create menu and then tap to select a new piece of 
stationery. 

You might also move an existing document, such as a to do list, to the cork 
margin so you can update it while working on the current document. To put a 
document in the cork margin, copy or move it from the Table of Contents. 

Place hyperlink buttons in the cork margin to turn quickly to parts of the 
document you want to see without having to scroll through the document to 
find them. To insert a hyperlink button in the same document, select a word 
and draw the gesture for a hyperlink button (!) in the cork margin. To insert a 
hyperlink button for a different document, select the document in the Table of 
Contents and then draw the hyperlink button gesture (!) in the cork margin of 
the first document. 

You can change the location of a hyperlink button in the same document by 
selecting a new word and triple tapping =, the button. PenPoint changes the 
label on the button to reflect the new location. 

To have easy access to an accessory, such as the calculator, copy the icon for it 
to the cork margin. 
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Customizing a Document 

You can change the look and behavior of a document to suit what you're using 
it for. For example, if you embed a drawing in a report, you might choose not 
to display its menu line. If you're referring frequently to a document during a 
meeting, you might want to shorten the time it takes to turn to it. 

You can decide whether to: 

• Show the title line, menu line, scroll margin, or borders 

• Shorten the time it takes to turn to a document 

• Add a cork margin where you can store hyperlink buttons and embedded 
documents. 

To customize a document: 

1 Draw a check v on the document 
title . 

... You see the Document option 
sheets. 

2 Tap on the arrow in the title line to 
see the list of sheets and tap on the 
option sheet you want to use . 

... Most of the customization 
options mentioned above are on 
the Access sheet. 

3 Tap to select each option you want . 

... When you display the Document 
option sheets, you see a dimmed 
check mark next to each currently 
selected option. Tap an option to 
deselect it. 

4 Tap Apply & Close to apply the 
options to the new document and 
close the option sheets. 

Applications you install on the PenPoint computer may add their own options 
to the document option sheets or remove inappropriate ones. 
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You can also display the document option 
sheets by choosing About from the 
Document menu. 
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USING PENPOINT 

Learning to Write on the Computer Screen 

If you've never written with a pen on a computer screen before, you might 
want to spend a few minutes using the Letter Practice tool to get the feel of 
writing on glass. 

To use Letter Practice: 

1 Tap J the Tools icon on the 
Bookshelf to open it, and then 
tap J Letter Practice. 

You'll see instructions for using 
Letter Practice. 

Before starting to write, find a 
comfortable position. 

2 Print one character per box. 

Hold the pen as you would 
normally and write naturally. Don't 
press too hard with the pen. 

As you print your letters, the 
PenPoineM operating system 
translates the results. Experiment 
with different ways of making the 
same letter to see what works best . 

... Tap Clear to erase what you've 
written . 

... Tap Quit to close Letter Practice 
and end the practice session. 

If you normally print in upper case, practice writing that way. Later you can set 
a preference which translates your upper case writing into appropriate upper 
and lower case letters. (See the next section, "Printing in Upper Case.") 

You can also set the size of the boxes so that you can write easily within them. 
To learn how to change the size, read "Choosing a Writing Pad Style" later in 
this chapter. 

When you're comfortable writing on the screen, you can customize your 
printing with the Handwriting Customization tool. (See "Customizing Your 
Handwriting" in this chapter.) You'll find tips on how to write in pads in the 
next section, "Printing in Writing Pads." 
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Printing in Writing Pads 

You print in the Notebook on a writing pad as you would on a paper pad. 
When you're done, the PenPoint operating system converts what you've written 
into typed, electronic text which you can then easily correct and edit. 

Some applications, such as MiniText, have writing pads on them when you first 
turn to a newly created documents. The Notebook has other pads which you 
can also use to insert text. The section on "Getting a Writing Pad" in this 
chapter explains how to get and use each pad. 

The standard writing pad contains separate boxes for each character. After 
translation the characters remain in their boxes so you can correct them before 
you transfer the text to the page. 

At some point you may find it easier to write on ruled pads or to use a keyboard 
to enter text. To learn how to adjust the size and style of boxed and ruled pads, 
read "Choosing a Writing Pad Style"; to find out how to use the software 
keyboard read "Using a Keyboard to Write," both in this chapter. 
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PRINTING IN WRITING PADS 

Newly created MiniText documents contain a writing pad. (Read chapter 5, 
Creating and Using Documents to find out how to create a document.) Before 
practicing the following tips, turn to a MiniText document. 

To print in a writing pad: 

Start the letter in the character box 
and print clearly. 

Write naturally; PenPoint will keep 
up with you. 

You can leave extra spaces at the 
end of the line. (The PenPoint 
operating system converts them to a 
single space.) 

Leave a space between words. If you 
finish a wo rd in the last character 
box, skip a box on the next line 
before starting the next word. 

To start a new paragraph, leave a 
space between lines. 

If you get to the end of a line in the 
middle of a word, continue it on 
the next line. Don't hyphenate it or 
the PenPoint operating system will 
translate the hyphen. 

Find a comfortable position, relax and 
write the way you normally do. (Don't press 
too hard with the pen.) 
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PRINTING IN WRITING PADS B Tips on Writing in Pads 

What Works What Doesn't Work 

Write neatly and at a normal speed, making your letters a consistent size. 
Sometimes when you're writing you'll make the first letter of a word larger than 
the others. PenPoint translates this as a capital letter. 

Make your letters the same way each time. For example, don't use one stroke 
sometimes for an r and two strokes at other times. 

When tall and short letters come next to each other, make sure there's a visible 
difference in their heights. For many letters, height is the only difference 
between upper and lower case. 

Letters with curves in them should curve at the top if it's a capital letter or 
midway for a lower case letter. 

Make sure that letters with descenders (g, j, p, q, and y) extend clearly below 
the baseline of the box or ruled line. They can even go outside the pad. When 
you print a descending letter, its tail may dip into the box or space below it. 
You can still write in this area when you get to it. 

You can cross your t s and dot your i s after writing a line and before starting a 
new one. 
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120 PRINTING IN WRITING PADS 

What Works What Doesn't Work 

• Writing in boxed pads: 

Always start your letters within the box where you want that letter to go in. Any 
time you put the tip of the pen down on the writing or edit pad, you're starting 
a letter. 

• Writing in ruled pads: 

Write as neatly as you do in the character boxes. 

Don't let letters touch each other. 

Leave a small, consistent amount of space between letters and more space 
between words. 

If you run out of room when you're in the middle of a word, scratch it out ~ 
and begin the word again on the next line. (Don't hyphenate it or the PenPoint 
operating system will translate the hyphen.) 

Write vertically rather than on a slant. PenPoint sometimes translates 
overlapping letters as one letter. 

Connect the strokes that you make to form a letter such as a tor k. Otherwise, 
the PenPoint operating system may translate each stroke as a separate character. 
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PRINTING IN WRITING PADS 

Prin ing in Upper Case 

If you normally print in upper case, you can do so and the PenPoint operating 
system will translate your writing into upper and lower case letters. To set this 
option: 

3. New World Yirill pay each invoice from an approved 
estirflate 

4. You 
will not 

stresses .. 
it, you 
Yllorld 
before 
notholcl 

Please 
me. 

1J I 

Prererenc 

Box Size: 

MixedCWse 
Uppe r4ese Only 

" 8oX€':ld 

" Medium 

Box Shape: ~ Medium 

Ruled Height: " Medium 

UnlelCQg nized 

Character. ". 

H&lp Ptel'Eotetloeos 

1 Tap J the Preferences icon on the 
Bookshelf to open Preferences. 

A If the Handwriting sheet isn't 
displayed, tap the arrow in the 
title of the option sheet and tap 
Handwri ting. 

2 Choose Upper Case Only from the 
Writing Style category pop-up list. 

3 Tap Apply & Close. 
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Translating Your Handwriting 

You can translate your printing in a boxed or ruled-boxed writing pad at any 
time. This allows you to see if the translation is correct before you transfer the 
words to the page. 

Tap OK when you're ready to 
translate your writing in the writing 
pad. 

If PenPoint mistranslated any 
letters, you can correct them in the 
writing pad. (See "Correcting the 
Translation" later in this chapter.) 

When you're ready to transfer the 
letters to the page, tap OK again. 

Tap Cancel to close the pad 
without translating your writing. 

The single character pad translates your 
handwriting automatically when you lift the 
pen away from the screen. 
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TRANSLATING YOUR HANDWRITING 

To get the best translation results: 

• Review the handwriting tips in this' chapter. 

• Train PenPoint some more with Handwriting Customization, which you'll 
find in Tools. 

• Align the pen with the Pen sheet of the Preferences notebook. 

3. New World will pay each invoice from an approved 
estimate 

4. You 
vvill not 

stresses, 
it, you 
\Vorld 
before 

Tap to Align Pen: 

PenCufSOr: 

Primary Input: 

IOn 
.,lloff 

"'Ipen 
I Keyboard 

Please sign a copy of tilis agreement and fax it. back to 
me. 

~ 

To align the pen: 

1 Tap the Preferences icon on the 
Bookshelf. 

... If the Pen sheet isn't displayed, 
tap the arrow on the title line to 
see a list of sheets and tap Pen. 

2 Touch the pen to the middle of the 
cross-hairs of the Tap to Align Pen 
category. 

~. 3 Tap Apply & Close. 

" """'""""~-'*"'---"""""'------~ 
~1j ."if .~ 1Sl1 iii E.i [)..!. 
H<:lp Pte1<:tef,C<:S Tools St,;..tbl'l<:f1 DI;.I<'.:: Keybo$.id Il'lsmll?t· Itl 

If you continue writing in the pad after translating your writing, the PenPoint 
operating system translates the text as you write. If the letters seem to disappear 
after you write them, the time interval is not long enough for you to complete a 
word before PenPoint translates it. You can increase the interval by changing 
the handwriting timeout option. 

• Tap the Preferences icon on the Bookshelf. 

• If the Timeouts sheet isn't displayed, tap the arrow on the title line to see a 
list of sheets and tap Timeouts. 

• Write in an amount for the Handwriting Timeout. Or change the number 
by writing a new number over it. 

• Tap Apply & Close. 
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Correcting the Translation 

If PenPoint mistranslates a word, you can correct it in the writing pad before 
you transfer what you've written to the page. Or, you can wait and correct it 
later on the page with the proof sheet or with editing gestures. 

Correcting the Translation in the Writing Pad 

If PenPoint doesn't recognize a letter, it replaces the letter with a symbol: •. 

To correct unrecognized or 
mistranslated letters: 

Write over a mistranslated letter. 

Or, use gestures to correct it . 

.. When you draw a gesture, begin 
it wi thin the character box and 
end it outside the box. Otherwise, 
PenPoint will try to interpret your 
gesture as a letter. 

~:d:;:t3t:t:D::0f'ltL--- Insert a space with the insert space 
gesture L . The number of empty 
boxes you add depends on the 
length of the bottom of the gesture. 

--- Draw a vertical pigtail Cj to delete 
unwanted characters. 

Draw a horizontal line through the 
characters you want to delete. 

You can choose a different symbol-an underscore-for the unrecognized 
character: 

• Tap the Preferences icon on the Bookshelf. If the Handwriting sheet isn't 
displayed, tap the arrow on the tide line to see a list of option sheets and tap 
Handwriting. 

• Choose the underscore symbol from the Unrecognized Character 
pop-up list. 

• Tap Apply & Close. 
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CORRECTING THE TRANSLATION 

Corr~cting the Translation with the Proof Sheet 

If a word on the page is incorrect, you can often find the correct one on the 
Proof sheet. 

Package Design Letter 

Document Edit Insert Case Format 

5 

Our bottles should be able to 'Withstand the impact from a 
tricycle by a three year old. Butfour bottles of 

pc~ red paltered pocIreted 
J4:~red pattered pi:::freler 
pr:nrdered puttered petmd 
ptdiered p!)'IIderer pedigre:e 

tents all over the 

ble,. 8 oz. plastic 
impact? 1111 be 

me suggested 

1 Draw a P over the incorrect word to 
display the proof sheet. 

2 Tap to select the correct word from 
the list of suggested alternatives. 

If one of the alternatives is close to 

the word you want, double tap:, 
the word to put it in the edit pad 
and display a list of further 
alternatives. 

The list of alternatives may include combinations of letters the PenPoint 
operating system doesn't recognize as a word, since the word you wrote may be 
an acronym or personal noun not found in its dictionary. Choosing it from the 
Proof sheet adds it to the personal dictionary so that the next time you write the 
word, PenPoint will translate it correctly. 

Instead of selecting a word from the list of suggested alternatives, you can also 
edit the word in the edit pad. To do so: 

• Write over a mistranslated letter 

• Or, use the same gestures you use to correct the text in the writing pad. 
(Insert a space with the insert space gesture L ; delete a single character 
with the vertical pigtail 1 ; delete several characters by drawing a horizontal 
line through them.) 

• Tap the OK button to replace the incorrect word with the corrected one. 

It's sometimes easier to correct the translation directly on the page, particularly 
when only one or two characters are mistranslated. You can read about editing 
gestures that let you correct and revise the text in chapter 7, Editing and 
Formatting Text. 
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Getting a Writing Pad 

There are two kinds of writing pads, pop-up and embedded. Use a pop-up pad 
to add a single character or several words to a document. The pop-up pad floats 
on the page. Before doing something else in the document, you need to 
translate your writing or close the pad. 

Use an embedded pad to add several sentences. The embedded pad begins 
where you draw the gesture and the text that's already in the document flows 
around it. Unlike the pop-up pads, the embedded pads stay open so you can 
move around the document and still continue using the pad. 

DocumehtEdit {riser\: 

Sooth"'::-=:-~uce. .. ... I~ 
This is.essellti~lly a ~latbecUeS~uGe.You'd. spfaathis 
cunys~u.::::e·oTe1·Teg:e:tables ~syougrill them;, 

To get a single character pad, draw 
the insert character gesture \. 

.. As soon as you finish writing the 
character, PenPoint transfers the 
text to the page and dismisses the 
pad . 

.. If you decide not to write in the 
pad, dismiss it by tapping 
anywhere outside it. 

To get a pop-up pad, draw a 
caret 1\ . 

.. To make the pad bigger, press the 
pen on the corner handle to see 
an outline around it which tells 
you it's ready to be resized . 

.. Drag the corner handle to the 
right to widen the pad, down to 
lengthen it, and diagonally to 
increase it in both directions. Do 
the opposite to decrease the 
writing area. 
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GETTING A WRITING PAD 

8MNEWPRD 

Docume nt Edit Insert Case Format 

TO: Dick Hopkins 

FROM: Emique F8I.bbro 

DATE: February 2 .. 1991 

RE: New Product Ideas 

cc: TestKitchens, Sara Schwartz 

< 7> 

Dick -- I 'm.'J.s fiddling around ~mth some old recipes and 
came up vrith some 'm.'l.ys we might market eggplant 
which is a good stable vegetable ",Let me know what you 
think, -- Enrique I \ t.rJ 

Dick .- I was fiddling around 'With some old recipes and 
came up vrith some 'm.'l.ys we might market eggplant 
'.¥hich is 81. good stable vegetable. 

, 'A""" 

, I l"~~",~,,' ! ~~~,"g~l h~.h.~ ! iLLF""b.~~_l..!~'"..L"::~_-' 
l~J r I oi wi ! sin' 
1 v! "je1 I wl ell 
IILtJA1","_~1!J~ri al 
,,,"~"L,~~~ __ ~LUJ~ u I e L~~J?k~!lp~! 
Let me know what you think. ~- Enrique 

To get an embedded pad, draw a 
caret tap i\. 

... To make the pad bigger, press the 
pen on the bottom handle to see 
an outline around it which tells 
you it's ready to be resized. 

Drag the handle down to expand 
the writing area. 

After writing in the pad, tap the 
appropriate button. 

... Tap OK to translate the writing 
in the pad; tap it again to transfer 
it to the page. 

... Tap Clear to erase the pad . 

... Tap Cancel to dismiss it without 
translating what you've written. 

Most of the time when you work with pop-up and embedded pads, you tap 
buttons to translate your writing, and resize the pad when you need more room 
to write. Pads designed for a specific task may vary somewhat. For example, the 
single character pad doesn't have translation buttons or a resize handle. 
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If you are working in a MiniText document, 
you can get a writing pad by selecting the 
appropriate pad from the Insert menu. 
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Choosing a Writing Pad Style 

In the standard writing pad, you write in boxes. But after writing in the 
Notebook with the boxed pads, you may find it easier to use a ruled or 
ruled-boxed pad. In boxed pads, you write in boxes and then translate the text 
in the boxes. This allows you to see the results of your translation and edit any 
mistranslated characters before transferring it to the page. In ruled pads, you 
write on ruled lines and the PenPoint operating system translates your writing 
directly to the page. 

Ruled-boxed pads combine both styles. You write on ruled lines, and then 
PenPoint translates your writing into boxes so you can edit the text before 
transferring it to the page. 

When you choose a writing pad style you can also adjust its shape, size, and 
spacing to accommodate your handwriting by selecting the appropriate options 
on the Preferences Handwriting sheet. 

Choc sing Boxed Pads 

In boxed pads you write a single character in each box, translate your writing in 
the boxes, and then transfer the text to the page. 

To find out how to translate your writing and correct the translation, read 
"Translating Your Handwriting" and "Correcting the Translation," both in this 
chapter. 

To choose a boxed pad: 

1 Tap J Preferences to open it. 

A If the Handwriting sheet isn't 
displayed, tap the arrow on the 
tide line and choose Handwriting 
from the list. 

2 Choose Boxed from the Writing 
Pad pop-up list. 

3 Tap Apply & Close. 

A The next time you insert a pad or 
turn to one on a newly created 
document, you'll get a boxed pad. 
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CHOOSING A WRITING PAD STYLE 

l 
Cho sing a Ruled Pad 

Can yc·u 
bottle that 

Once you get used to writing in the Notebook, you may find it more 
convenient to write on a ruled pop-up or embedded pad. 

Ruled pads differ from boxed pads: 

• The PenPoint operating system doesn't translate the writing in the pad 
before transferring it to the page. 

• You can't use the keyboard to enter text. (If you'd rather enter text with the 
keyboard, you can do so directly in the document.) 

To choose a ruled pad: 

1 Tap the J Preferences icon on the 
Bookshelf to open it. 

A If the Handwriting sheet isn't 
displayed, tap the arrow on the 
title line and choose Handwriting 
from the list. 

2 Tap Ruled from the Writing Pad 
pop-up list. 

3 Tap Apply & Close. 
tt"avelling next "'leek .. but you can fax me suggested 
proposals at 415/345-9833. A The next time you insert a pad or 

turn to one on a newly created 
document, you'll get a ruled pad. 

::l,; 

Recently, an executive of a supermarket chain took a box ; ~ 
of our samples home in order to try them before ordering i: 
our line. He briefly left the box ontheki6:::hen floor where .: .~. 
his son ran into it with a tricycle. A .11' 

i~' ···:t§I~~i::c~~~il 
!::Q·:9;':::~:·~. tt Ie e .. ... ..... .. ! 

i .. ~mm.h.:t:!. ... I.A .. J4 ... : 11 e a 11····1. e ........ ~ .. g ..... , 
:wit h eta n d th B i 

"'''''''''''''''''1 

.·.i.m.p ...•.. ~ .....•. ~.·t ... frq m ....~........... ,'! 

i·~.·.r"· ..... i9YJ!J. e... .... ................... .......... . 
,Y'w," ,,',,~,,'·, ... ·'w,,',',',,',' """', ...... ,,' ... ,'<""",' ... ,',','~"",,w..,,""",' "'~"::" ... ,..;." ",\" 

To write in a ruled pad: 

4 Draw a caret tap A to display an 
embedded pad. 

5 Write naturally. Leave space 
between words. 

A Draw a scratch out ~ to erase 
what you've written; tap Clear to 
erase the pad. 

6 Tap the OK button to transfer your 
writing to the page. 

A Tap Cancel to dismiss the pad 
without translating your writing. 
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CHOOSING A WRITING PAD STYLE 

If in translating your writing to the page, PenPoint doesn't recognize a letter, it 
replaces it with a symbol •. You can correct mistranslated words with editing 
gestures or the Proof sheet. You'll find an explanation of correcting words in the 
Proof sheet in this chapter and of editing text in chapter 7, Editing and 
Formatting Text. 

For tips on how to get the best translation results when writing on the ruled 
pads, read "Printing in Writing Pads" in this chapter. 

You can change the writing pad style but 
not the edit pad style. The text in edit 
pads always appears in boxes. 
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CHOOSING A WRITING PAD STYLE 

Choc sing a Ruled-Boxed Pad 

If you like writing on a ruled pad but prefer to translate and edit the text before 
transferring it to the page, choose a ruled-boxed pad style. 

\'tl e need a ne~i'r 
conditrlents, 

Recently an 
of our .'} 

our line, He 
his son ran in to it 

Can you design ~ 
bottle tha.t won't 
trayelling next 

Writirg Pad: 

Box Size: 

Box Shape: 

~ Handwriting 

~ Mixed Cese 

~ Boxirl 
Ru~tBoxed 
Ruled 

Ruled Height: ~ MediL~ m 

UOrea:lQoiz:ed ~ ~ 
Charac:ter: 

proposa.1s at415/345-9833, 

.~1J II .~ !S1 --iilm!!~1--.~"",:;J~-[)"!"'J !b~' - ...... -,-.!,. ... ®. 

Help Preference.2. T,::oo~ St.:ttbnery Disk.$ Ke~,·b.:.atd In.2.t.:tI~r In Out 

Recently .. an executiye of a supermarket chain took a, box 
of our sa.mples home in order toO 1:rJ t.hem before ordering 
our line, He briefly left the box on the kitchen floor v'rhere 
his son ran into it "i"tith a tricyCle, A 

Our 1101;1;186 

hould l1e al1'e 
: W ' ... ~ .. h ... ~ .... ~ .. a ...... ~ .. ,4 .... ~ .. Jt .. ~ 
.. tn~L.p.ae.~.. frJ~ m .......... ~ .. 
: ... ~ .. r' .... L.Q ... Ye .. J e ....... p.9 ~ ... ~ ... r.~. 
! .. ~y M~'" 1?J~ .. r·.e .. e ......... Y.~ ..... ~t .. r .. 
9Jd.~ .... 

The executive neYer gota chance to tt:'r our product. 

To choose a ruled-boxed pad: 

1 Tap the J Preferences icon on the 
Bookshelf to open it. 

A If the Handwriting sheet isn't 
displayed, tap the arrow on the 
title line and choose Handwriting 
from the list. 

2 Tap Ruled-Boxed on the Writing 
Pad pop-up list. 

3 Tap Apply & Close. 

A The next time you insert a pad or 
turn to one on a newly created 
document, you'll get a 
ruled-boxed pad. 

To write in a ruled-boxed pad: 

4 Draw a caret tap A to display an 
embedded pad. 

5 Write naturally. Leave space 
between words. 

A Draw a scratch out '2::- to erase 
what you've written; tap Clear to 
erase the pad. 

6 Tap OK to translate your writing 
into boxes. 
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CHOOSING A WRITING PAD STYLE 

7 Edit any mistranslated characters, as 
described in "Correcting the 
Translation" in this chapter. 

Tap OK to transfer the text to the 
document . 

... Tap Cancel to dismiss the pad 
without translating your writing. 
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Choc sing a Writing Pad Size and Shape 

Your Notebook comes with certain options preset, such as the size and shape of 
writing pads. 

RE: l .... .rew package design 

our new 
flobr. , ~ .. ' ,". " . .. , , ... ," 

Th~'.·executiye ne:{e~got~··chance .. to·.·~~·.hrirpfoduct.·· , 
Ganyou design a lig~tweight) •. reGydabltej'8~~,pla~tic 
bottle· that won't break. undermode~te impact? I'll be 
1:ra1TellingextYieek) lJutyouoanfax:. d: 

J1 II .. ~. . .... , ...... *i ......... ~1 
Help Pte1'etel'lcesTools.SbJbr,ery.<Dl$:1!s .J<eyboitd 

To adjust the writing pad size and shape: 

1 Tap the J Preferences icon on the 
Bookshelf to open it. 

A If the Handwriting sheet isn't 
displayed, tap the arrow on the 
title line and choose Handwriting 
from the list. 

2 If you've chosen Boxed or 
Ruled-Box writing pad style, choose 
the appropriate Box Size and Box 
Shape from the pop-up lists. 

3 If you've chosen Ruled writing pad 
style, choose a height from the 
Ruled Height pop-up list. 

4 Tap Apply & Close. 

The PenPoint operating system 
applies the settings to newly created 
pop-up or embedded writing pads 
(not to the one you're presently 
using). 
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Using a Keyboard to Write 

At times you may find it easier to insert text by typing it. You can use the 
PenPoint operating system's software keyboard or a regular PS/2 keyboard that 
you plug into the GO Quick Charger to add text directly to a document or to 
correct translated text in a writing pad. 

When you use the keyboard to insert text in a writing pad, field, or on the page, 
you first tell PenPoint where to begin typing by setting the insertion point. If 
instead of adding text you want to replace text, select the text you want to 
replace and then begin typing. 

Typir g Text Directly onto the Page 

To type text directly onto the page: 

1 Tap the software keyboard icon on 
the Bookshelf. (If the keyboard icon 
is not visible, tap Tools and tap the 
keyboard icon). 

2 Press t to set an insertion point in 
the text. (Tap to locate the insertion 
point if you've set the Primary 
Input to keyboard on the Pen 
Preferences sheet.) 

3 Tap a character on the keyboard. 

PenPoint inserts it in the text . 

.&. To replace a character, tap it to 
select it and then tap the 
appropriate key . 

.&. To delete a character, tap the 
backspace key . 

.&. To move the keyboard, press and 
drag the title line. 

4 Tap the dose corner to dose the 
keyboard. 
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Corr~cting Text in the Writing Pad by Typing 

You can correct text in a boxed or ruled-boxed writing pad by typing with the 
keyboard. 

Dick --

Ok :Clear i Cancel 

: : ; ; i ; : ~ ; : £ : : ; : 

LLt~~ i !&:,LtLLS i ~11 ! L,j,iJ"dJL,LLLnJ,gJ 

t_""~A~r,J,~Q_L,U""'i,.lLL,d,,~L,J,~J~iJ,iJ~h1~"~ 1 ~ 
lQj.nLle! . ~L_i~~j m i y i ~-LLhj 
l~~LLhtl ! r lili iii ILl 
Lelsl"~" ! t l,b I LQLJ1L l e ~~j 

1.1 "11 j!sl tSll -a-=; Q\$.!. !. 
Help Pl8rel8F1oes Tools Staton';H}!' Disk.2. Keyboald In.~t=iller In Out 

1 Tap the keyboard icon on the 
Bookshelf (If the keyboard icon is 
not visible, tap Tools and tap the 
keyboard icon). 

2 Press r to make a box active. (Tap 
to make it current if you've set the 
Primary Input to keyboard on the 
Pen Preferences sheet.) 

Tap the appropriate key on the 
keyboard. 

PenPoint inserts it in the box. 

If you continue typing PenPoint 
replaces the characters in the 
subsequent boxes with what you 
type . 

.& To delete a character, tap the 
backspace key. 

Depending on your writing task, you may want to choose a different keyboard 
layout. Draw a check V' on the title of the current keyboard and tap to select an 
alphabetical or PC compatible layout or a numeric keypad. 

To use a regular PS/2 keyboard, plug it into the GO Quick Charger and follow 
the same procedure as you do for the software keyboard. You'll find a diagram 
of how to attach the keyboard in chapter 13, Setting Up Your Computer. 
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The PenPoint operating system doesn't use 
the function, {Alt}, and {Ctrl} keys on the 
keyboard. 
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Customizing Your Handwriting 

The Handwriting Customization tool contains sample sentences which you 
copy to show PenPoint how you write. 

If you've never written with a pen on a computer screen before, you might 
want to spend a few minutes using the Letter Practice tool to get the feel of 
writing on glass. 

Once you're accustomed to writing on the screen, you'll be able to train 
PenPoint in the writing style you'll actually use in the Notebook. 
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CUSTOMIZING YOUR HANDWRITING 

Tools 

.1 ~" 0 
Hatldwtitirog Cw;romi::atbtl Lettet· Ptaotbeo P>?I'SC'tlaI Ddbroaty 

I _"~.J .~) 
s -S hot Cbck K>?yboard 

a g 
Disk 1\1Eo.roag>?r Prirot>?1S 

.---~---------~-------~---~ 

---~~-.----~-",7J "II • r5lI a .,~I [}...!..:!. 
Help PlI?tell?roc>?s T,;:oois StiJ,tbtlety Disks Keyboard lrostal~r lro Oyt 

Hand'yvritir:l;l.Cu.~fI:)rnizatil::tn~::t r "Standard" ....•......••....•.•..•... 

\;\lelcome to Handwriting Customization. You are about to 
teach P enPoint how you INrite your letters. This may' take 
some ti me, but it v.;ill im prove recogn ition of your writing. If 
you nee d to, you can t-eturn to Handwriting Custom ization 
later" to further improve recognition. To customize your 
w'riting profile you will v'/rite several fi"ie-sentence sets for 
each type of character. "".fter" each set you wit! see 
statistics shovving recognition rates and recommending 
further' 0 go 
on to t /Vote f,''Om Hal>Ul\~Nilll?aCU8fomiz.'!ttion ... 

Please ptDvide a. name IDfyour ha.ndwt'iting 
profile. \' ourfirst name may be a good cho ice. 
This name differentiates your profile from other 
people's profiles and tram the Standard l::tne. 
\/.;'hen you've entered a name tap Begin. 

NE><T.... ~~ Lower Case Set 

CI Upper Case Set 

L"-'l Numerals and Symbols Set 

U Individual Character"s 

o E>(it Handwriting Customization am ___ ~_~~_~_ 

_!J "II ~ tSll iii ~ QI$ 
Help PJefeJer.oe,z Tc·ols Statbr.el;t Di!I<.s. Keybc.std li)stSile'r 

.!.J. 
In Out 

To use Letter Practice: 

1 Tap the Tools icon to open it. 

2 Open Handwriting Customization 
by tapping its icon. 

3 Enter a name for your handwriting 
profile by tapping each letter of 
your name on the keyboard. (To 
delete a previous letter, tap the 
backspace key.) 

4 Tap Begin to start. 

5 Tap a button to choose a 
customization set. PenPoint 
suggests which set you do Next, but 
you may choose any set. 

If you decide not to customize 
PenPoint at this time, tap Exit 
Handwriting Customization to 
dose it. 

You'll probably find it easiest to use the keyboard to enter your profile name, 
but you can also write it in the field. If you make a mistake, cross it out or use 
the backspace key on the keyboard to delete the text. You can also put the text 
in an edit pad by tapping the name field. (See "Editing Text in Fields" in 
chapter 7 (Editing and Formatting Text) for information on editing text.) 
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Usin 3 a Customization Set 

A set consists of a series of sentences or letters, numbers, and symbols which 
you copy. 

Instrtdiot)s: Prinfthesentenceintht.;l~paCesbelo¥/ea!:::hletll;J,· •. us~. 
L~ ppe r anct lov~r case as in. the,sentelll:e ,Tapu,o\\~~t" tt:::rh ~vey:o ur 
',.·vriting .acceptecl. ·Tap'Oh:;rarH 10 cle,ar a we rcI at a. time; Je,p • uE,-,:it" to 
return to the rrte.inmerlU, 

If you normally write in uppercase letters, 
choose Upper Case Only from the 
Handwriting sheet in Preferences when 
you're finished with Customization. On this 
sheet you can also adjust the character 
box shape and width to suit your natural 
writing style. 

1 Copy each letter in the box below it. 

If you make a mistake, tap Clear 
to erase the last word you wrote. 
(If you tap it again it erases the 
previous word and so on.) 

2 Tap Accept when you've completed 
the sentence. 
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You may find that the size of the box isn't the right size for your writing style. 
To learn how to set the size of the boxes so that you can write easily within 
them, read "Choosing a Writing Pad Style" in this chapter. 

If you choose a larger box size, you may need to scroll the page to bring the 
areas off the screen into view. Flick up ~ on the page to bring the bottom of the 
page into view; flick down' to bring the top of the page into view. To find out 
more details about scrolling, read "Scrolling Documents" in chapter 5 
(Creating and Using Documents). 

Handl"vriting Customiz:e.tion for "Elena" PenPoint highlights letters that it 
Lovver C ase Set 1 Sentence 1 of 5 doesn't recognize. 

if: 
F r e s h y ~ I 

F r e h 

s q u e e z e d 
A light gray highlight indicates that 

~ €. £: PenPoint modified an existing 
shape. 

D r a n 9 e u c e 

0 y- o, n ~ fL J ~ 
A dark gray highlight means that 
PenPoint learned a new shape for 

W m p r D V e the letter. 

\ ... ,J ( I t-"I f r (~ e. 

a n e x c e e n 

.:...'1. •• ' ''\ e... c e e. i", 

b r e a k a s 

b , e C\. k Ot. s + 
(.:".:,>: ... < ) «.:<:'.cc') f~:1 (§ill) Tap Next to proceed to the next 

LEGEND: White bad{iYCI und = remgniz:ed mrrectly. Light gray practice sentence. 
b8ci<{jYCILmd = adjusted 8. letter shape. Dari<.gr8.y bacl<QYClund = 
learned e. new letter shape. Tap 'Next" mJ'vvto go on tel the next 

After completing the sentences in sentence. 

- the set, tap Exit to return to the 
.,1 "II ill:9 r511 mil ,...s [)4 I, ~ '%' 

"...!J .~~J ...... maIn menu. Help Preferences Tools Ststbner,f Dis~.s KeyboaJd Installer In Out 

If at any time you find that PenPoint mistranslates a few specific characters, you 
can brush up on those characters with the Individual Character customization. 
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If you want to quit Customization in 
the middle, tap Exit, then tap Exit 
Handwriting Customization to return 
to the Notebook Table of Contents. To 
resume Customization, tap Tools to 
open it, and then tap the Handwriting 
Customization icon. 
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CUSTOMIZING YOUR HANDWRITING 

Anallfzing Your Progress 

When you complete a set of sentences or letters, PenPoint displays a status 
report. Below each category you'll find recommendations about whether or not 
it would be useful for you to continue to work on sentences or individual 
characters. 

Handwriti ngCustotTilzation fo r I1ElenaU 

,~,~:.~ ~~,-::: ,"::: ,-;::.~ ~,"::",:~: ~~,-;:: .-;:,"::: ,":::-::: ,~,:~-:::' -::: ,: ,:',~,~,',":O:"::",;-::: ,,.',: ;R,~,~'" .":0(,:,:',-:-: ,'? ,~;":O::::: "x:::c::-:::: ;;',,":':',":.' '1;'"",::,,:.,' ":"',::;.~ ,,:',~,:l :::-",::'":l ::':" "~ ;:":e::::-,,,l R",-:;::-:,:,' ,:'l~,:·,:'l 

L6sY6r 
C~e 

I hdi\J'idw al.· Characters 

8<;lt·Hanclwriti rig Customiz:ation 
mm~~~~~nm.mmmm~~~~·~~iI~i ~ 

Tools St!;itpnery[llskg •. ·K,eyPQ'.!1d .IMtsller 

Tap to choose another set or tap the 
Exit Handwriting Customization 
button. 

If you end the customization session before completing it, PenPoint remembers 
the statistics from your previous session when you resume it. 

You can end a customization set at any time by tapping the Exit button. If you 
exit before finishing the set, you'll start with the first sentence of the set when 
you resume. (The PenPoint operating system displays new text for you to copy 
when you begin the set again.) 
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Acce mmodating Multiple Users 

If you're sharing your Notebook with others, each of you can create your own 
handwriting profile. 

The first person who uses the Notebook creates a profile by renaming the 
standard one in Handwriting Customization. After that, you'll find a copy of 
the standard profile-which you can customize and rename-in the Installer. 
When you switch users you activate your individual profile from the Installer. 

You'll find a further explanation on how to create, backup, and rename profiles 
in chapter 4, Installing Applications and Devices. 
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CHAPTER 7 

Editing and 
Formatting Text 
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Selecting Text 

Sometimes the object of your commands is obvious. For example, to delete a 
single word you draw a cross out X over it. At other times, you need to tell the 
PenPoint™ operating system what to act upon by first selecting it. For example, 
to delete several lines of text, you first need to select them. 

0urbottlesshouH.be·a91etcf:Yithsta~~.~.·.irnp%ctrr?m .a·· 
tricydepowereq h:-rathre,e year01~ .• lt·fourh0ttly$of 
ou!new·salsab~o1l.e; stJilIin,g .• t1leit;CI:m~nts~ll •. over the 
floor.. ....... ' .. :'. .' ..... . ... . 

()utbottles~houldbeabletoYYithstaridthe.imp~~from a 
tricyc.1ep?w~recl br at.hre.e, yetl;! Ok!. Elutfo.ur .a."of 
ou!·n~·wsals~ .. brbke.,spining··theirc()tl~!lts.aIl oyer.the. 
flOOf, '. .... '. 

Tap to select a single character. 

Double tap to select a word. 

Triple tap to select a sentence. 

Quadruple tap to select a paragraph. 

To select the entire document, choose 
Select All from the Edit menu. 
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SELECTING TEXT 

You can specifY how much text is selected with two other gestures: brackets [ ], 
and press t and drag. 

Our bottles should be able to witilstand~e impact from a 
tricycle powered by a t.hree year old, B~~ottles of 
our new salsa broke .. spilling their contents all over t.he 
floor, Our bottles should be able to witilstand tile impact from a 

tticycle pOY'rered by a t.hree year old, Btltfou.r:pottles of 
our ne,'V· salsa broke .. spilling their contents ::dl over the 
floor, 

Our bottles should be able to withstand tile impact from a 
tricycle poY'rered by a three vei:l.r old'[B ut four bottles of 
our new salsa broke) spillini)tileir contents all over the 

floor, Olr bottles should be able to vrithstand tile itnpastfroma 

~~~~~l~~~~i~1~:~~f~~~i:·~i~1~~t~~~~~~11~~~~::~f1. 
floor, 

Our be·ttles should be able to vvitils1})nd tile impact from a 

~~~~~~~i~i~~L~~_~~'IUi~71:~i~1!'l~~~!~i1~~!~~~Si 
floor. ()ur bottles should be able t.o Y'ritilstand tileimB~s!frOlna 

~~(tl~~~\;1~~~l~!Jas~~~~·~:~i~1~~~:~!~!iI1~~~~~;i$; 
floor, 

Press t on a character until you see 
the insertion point-you'll see a 
vertical line where you pressed
and then drag to select the text. You 
end the selection by lifting the pen. 

Or, draw a left bracket [ and then a 
right bracket] to select enclosed 
text. (Drawing a bracket anywhere 
on the word selects the whole word.) 

Redraw either bracket to adjust the 
selection. 

Selecting the text by pressing and dragging works best when you want to define 
a selection that begins or ends with an individual character. The brackets are 
more efficient when you're working with whole words. They also let you scroll 
to another part of the document before completing the selection. 

When you redraw a bracket to shorten the selection, you can redraw it on a 
character. This is useful, for example, when you want to select text without the 
comma, period, or other punctuation that follows it. 
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Editing Text 

Once the PenPoint operating system has translated your handwriting into text, 
you can change the text directly on the page, or correct or replace the text in an 
edit pad. Make corrections in the edit pad when only a few characters need to 
be corrected. Use the replace gesture .e when it's easier to rewrite the text than 
edit it or when you want to replace it with new text. 

Styling and formatting text are covered 
later in this chapter. 
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EDITING TEXT 

Adding Text 

To add text to a document, you use the writing pad that best accommodates the 
amount of text you want to add. 

8MNE\.'./PRD 

DoclIme nt Ed it Inse rt Ca~e Fo rmat 

Southwestern cu.tt:y sauce 
This is essentially a barbecue sauce. You'd sPF this 
curry sauce oyer vegetables as you grill them. 

Eggplant dip 
(Weill need a catchy 
babaganoush I think it 
shel(stomge, 

Southwestern cu.tt:y 
This is essenti;;l.l1y a barbecue sauc9\ You'd spread this 
curr;" sauce oyer vegetables as yod gnU them, 

Dick -- I was fiddling around i:<tith some old recipes <l.nd 
came up -vvith some 'Nays we might market eggplant 
which is a good stable yegetable. • 

~,~~"L~L_._~~"~'_'''LJ;''_Ln~B_''''LLLp~ ! t i _QJ ____ 1 

-aLJ:LQL1'lL __ ,, __ ln . dl . e . U,~LJ:",,~,,~,,~iJ 
1_~tjJ Le j_~J~e111J i " j jJ ttl 1~<L1QJ 

7> 

__ "~~,,,tL~l~Jj; 1 0 lr1~1-s1§J • I ! aJ nJ 
L"~1"",,_L_~L~1~J_LL~~_~Ut~1=_,,,,_~1~~~:::...J 
Letme kno'/Y 'i'l'hatyou think, -- Emlque 

To add one character, draw an 
insert character gesture I and write 
in the pad that appears. 

PenPoint translates your writing 
when you lift the pen away from 
the screen. 

To insert one or more words, use a 
pop-up pad. To get one, draw a 
caret A. 

Tap OK to translate your writing in 
the pad; tap OK again to transfer it 
to the page. 

To add several lines of text, use an 
embedded pad. To get one, draw a 
caret tap A. 

Tap OK to translate your writing in 
the pad; tap OK again to transfer it 
to the page. 

... If you want to close it without 
translating what you've written, 
tap Cancel. 

PenPoint inserts the text where you 
drew the gesture to get the pad. 

You can find out more about how to use writing pads in chapter 6, Writing in 
the Notebook. 
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EDITING TEXT 

Dele ing Text 

The delete gestures operate directly on a character, word, or a selection. 

Can ~fOU X designa~igh~reight,reCyclableJ8d.z;plastic 
botrlethatwon't break Jl:tlq,ermoderate impa.ct?l!l1 be 
trtwelliflgnextweek ; hut xou can fax me ,suggested 
proposals at41~/34S-9833. 

Inserting Spaces in Text 

This is .. ouragpeementconcemingyouri:tlyol!~men~ 
new bottle design forNew\1loddFoods"Jnc,·.' ." 

Draw a vertical pigtail 0/ to delete a 
single character. 

Draw a cross out X to delete the 
word or selection beneath the 
gesture . 

... Or, scratch it out-z:::.. 

To add a single space, draw an 
insert space gesture L . 

Repeat this gesture to add more 
spaces. 
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I 

Edit~ng Text in Edit Pads 
-~ 

If the text you want to change contains several mistranslated letters, you might 
find it easier to change the text in an edit pad. 

Docume nt Edit 

Dick -
I was fiddling arou 
recipes the other d 
might try to market 

New Product Ideas <4> 

vegetable. It's quite to grow and itsu . es '''tell in 
colldstoraaage, and vatious prepa.rations of it se to 
hold up well on the snelt I think these new pmduc ~ 
might be especially popular in the South'i'\rest and in 
Olifornia where they're rediscoyering vegetables. Let.m 
know "vhat you think. -- Enrique 

Dick --
I Vyas fiddling 
recipes the we 
might. try to 
vegetable. It's q in 
colldstoraaage J an .... \. ...•. t..o 
hold up well on the ~~ I think these new products 
might be especially popular in the Southvv"est and in 
Olifornia where they're rediscoyedng yegeta.b1es. Let me 
kno¥l vi,rha.t.you think. -- Enrique 

and various preparations of it seem to 
up '''lell on the shelf I think these ne¥,r products 

might be especially populZt.r in the Southwest and in 
Olifornia where they're rediscovering vegetables. Let. me 
know what you think. -- Enrique 

1 To edit a word, draw a circle 0 

over it. 

.... To edit more than a single word, 
select the text and then draw the 
circle 0 over the selection. An 
edit pad opens with your 
selection in it. 

2 You can edit the word or words in 
several different ways: 

.... Write the correct letters over the 
incorrect ones. 

.... Clear the pad by tapping Clear 
and then write in new text. 

.... Edit the text with: 

a vertical pigtail 1 to delete a 
single character. 

a horizontal line - to delete a 
series of letters. 

an insert space gesture L to 
insert one or more spaces 
(the length of the horizontal 
stroke at the bottom determines 
the number of spaces). 

3 Tap OK to replace the text . 

.... To dismiss the edit pad without 
translating your printing, tap 
Cancel. 

If you need more room to write, resize the edit pad by dragging its corner 
handle. (Resizing pads is explained in chapter 2, Fundamentals.) 

To replace a word: Draw the replace 
gesture e over the word to display an 
empty edit pad; write in the new word, tap 
OK, and if the word is correct, tap OK 
again. PenPoint replaces the original word 
with the new one. 
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USING PENPOINT 

EDITING TEXT 

Edit ng Text in Labels and Document Titles 

Edit labels and document titles the same way you do text in documents: draw a 
circle c over the text and change it in the edit pad. 

Use the edit pad to edit: 

• Tab, icon, and hyperlink labels 

• Document and section tides in the Notebook Table of Contents 

• Titles in the document title line. 

Edit ng Text in Fields 

You can also change text written in fields on forms, option sheets, and lists. To 
change text in fields, edit it in the edit pad or change it directly on the page. 

To use the edit pad: 

• Tap the text in the field or draw a circle c over it to put the text in an 
edit pad. 

• Edit the text using the vertical pigtail 0/, horizontal line -, and insert space 
gestures L . 

You can edit the text in a fill-in field 
(a field that looks like a line) directly on 
the page. 

To delete the contents of the field, 
cross it out X or scratch it out ~. 

To add text, draw a caret /\. 

To edit the text directly, draw a 
vertical pigtail 0/ to delete a single 
character. 

To add a space, draw an insert space 
gesture L . Repeat this gesture to 
add more spaces. 
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EDITING TEXT 

State: • CPo Zip: 9 QiQ 3 6 
, , 

Phone: 2 : 1 3 I 5. 55! - J:2 il ; 2 

Quantity 0 rders 

1519 i 

17:: ; 
Q Is.! 

[.9.:1; 
~ ~ 

iQ L.3 

iL9. 

Muscles Marinara, 

Garlic Bo rob 

Cuny Sauce 

Loco Co co n ut Sauce 

Fish"s Friend Marinade 

Outstanding in the Field (Beef Barbecue) 

Mellow '(ellow Lemon Sauce 

You can also change the text in a field 
with boxes (an overwrite field) directly 
on the page. 

To change text by overwriting, write 
the correct character over the 
incorrect one. 

To delete a single character, draw a 
vertical pigtail Cf • 

... To delete several characters, draw 
a horizontal line or a scratch out 
'2::- through the characters you 
want to delete. 

To add one or more spaces, draw an 
insert space gesture L (the length of 
the horizontal stroke at the bottom 
determines the number of spaces). 

Sometimes it's more convenient to copy text from the document to a fill-in 
field. For example, you might copy text from a document to the Find field on 
the Find dialog sheet. To do this, select the text to copy, and then tap press .r 
and drag the text to the field. 

If you find it easier to use the software keyboard to add text: 

• Tap the keyboard located on the Bookshelf or in Tools. 

• Press r to tell the PenPoint operating system where to enter the text. (If 
you've set keyboard as the Primary Input on the Pen sheet in Preferences, 
then tap to set an insertion point). 

• Type in the text. 
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USING PENPOINT 

Moving and Copying Text 

You can move or copy text within a document or to another document by 
using gestures or by choosing the appropriate command from the Edit menu. 
For example, you can rearrange the order of an itemized list by moving the 
paragraphs, or you can copy text you want to use again from one document to 
another one. 

Movilng Text 

I-'''' .......... ,._~.~d.esigrlprove~ •... .' ....... ' ..... '.' ,'. .', •.............• 
- 1,>you~greeto supply design.sedicesand. technkal 

dtaYling$'&>. Ney'T WQtl~,Thedesigns: all~c:lra~iYi~gs 
become. the· property of l\Je.w .Wor1duPQnpaYl11~nt f9! 
your service?; . . 

3,.YoufCQstesti!T!ares. mustbesubmitteciitl "adJance 
every week· andapPfQyedbyRkhard . Hopkins before 
you coritinue 'Y'lork.; 

4. Ne¥i~Worl(lwHlpay.eachlh~oiceftQman.apptoved. 
estim~te.~mthin. thirty. (30)' days. 

To move text: 

1 

2 

3 

Select the text you want to move. 

Press r your pen on the selection 
and hold it there until you see a 
single marquee surrounding the text 
(or a portion of it, if the selection is 
longer than a few words). 

Drag the text to a new location in 
the document. 

To accurately position the text 
you're moving or copying, lift the 
pen where you want the text to go: 
between words, sentences, or 
paragraphs. To cancel a move or 
copy, tap anywhere on the page 
before dragging the text. 
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MOVING AND COPYING TEXT 

Copying Text 

You copy text almost the same way you move it. To copy text: 

• Select the text. 

• Tap the selection and then touch the pen to the screen again and hold 
it until you see the double marquee surrounding the text. This is the 
tap press .r gesture. 

• Drag the copied text to its new location. 

If you find it easier to use the menu commands, select the text, choose Copy 
from the Edit menu, and then drag the marquee to its destination. 

You can also move or copy text to a part of the document that's not currently 
displayed or to another page. To do so: 

• Select the text. 

• Press r on the text until you see the marquee if you're moving it; 
tap press .r until you see the double marquee if you're copying it. 

• Scroll to another location, or turn to another page (the text in the marquee 
floats above the new location). 

• Drag the text to its destination. 
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USING PENPOINT 

Styling Text 

You can change the appearance of text by using gestures or the text option 
sheets to: 

• change the text style to bold, italics, or underlined 

• choose a different font (the typeface) or point size 

• change cases, for example to turn upper case words into lower case. 

Styl ng Text Directly 

You use gestures to style text directly on the page. If you select a range of text, 
the gesture applies to the selection; otherwise, it applies to the word that lies 
beneath the gesture. 

To restore the text to its previous style, 
draw the same gesture again on the word 
or selection. 



EDITING AND FORMATTING TEXT 

To style text 

B to bold the text 

I to italicize it 

U to underline the text 

N restores the text to its normal 
settings by removing styles such 
as bold type, italics, and 
underlining. 

To increase the size of the 
characters by 2 points-the next 
available size on the font option 
menu-draw an arrow up t. 

To decrease the size of the 
characters by 2 points, draw an 
arrow down ~. 

To change the text to upper case, 
draw a -11. 

To convert the text to lower case, 
drawai' 

To change the text to initial 
capitals, draw a -1 . 

STYLING TEXT 155 

Gesture Result 

Southv:restem eery sauce Southwestem curry sauce 

Sout.h'V'V'estem cuiq sauce Sout.hwestem cut~'F sauce 

Soutllv:restem c111y sa.uce Southv:restem Ql.l.liL sauce 

Southv:restem ctl4y sauce Southv:restem curry sauce 

Soutll'l.lI,rtestem ermy sauce Southwestem curry sauce 

Southwesterfl dUty sauce Sout.h''i\rtestem C1UT)T sauce 

Southwestem ~~ sauce 

SoutlrY'V'estem cuny sauce 

South,,\lI,rtestem I~ sa.uce Soutin"festem Curry S2l.uce 

In MiniText documents, you can also change the case by selecting the text and 
then choosing the appropriate case from the Case menu. 

For more information about how to draw 
these gestures, see chapter 3, Drawing 
Gestures. 
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STYLING TEXT 

Styling Text with Text Option Sheets 

When you want to make several changes to a document or a range of text, you 
might find it more convenient to use the Character option sheet. 

1 Select the text to style and draw a 
check v over the selection . 

.... If the Character option sheet isn't 
displayed, tap the arrow in the 
tide line of the option sheet to see 
the list of option sheets, and tap 
Character. 

2 Tap J to select an option . 

.... Some options present several 
further choices. These appear on 
pop-up lists. 

3 Tap J Apply & Close. 

You can also display the text option sheets by selecting text and choosing 
Options from the Edit menu. 

When you display the text option sheets, the check marks next to the options 
that apply to the current selection are dimmed. Check marks for your new 
choices are dark (if you deselect an option, the line next to the option turns 
dark). This enables you to easily see which new attributes you're applying to a 
selection that contains several different styles. When you tap Apply, PenPoint 
applies only the new choices. 



EDITING AND FORMATTING TEXT 

Formatting Text 

You can change the placement of text on the page by setting paragraph 
options. For example, you can indent a paragraph or center a title. 

Sett ing Margins 

CONTRACT 

Edit Insert Case Fa rmat 

Line He ig ht: 

. Be.~en Lines: 

1st Line Offset: 

!JLj in. 

Space Before: L£lL .. lu1aJ in. 

7> 

1 Select the text to format and draw a 
check vi' over the selection. 

A If the Paragraph option sheet isn't 
displayed, tap the arrow on the 
tide line and choose Paragraph . 

2 Write in the number of inches for 
the Right and Left Margin. (This 
specifies how much the text will be 
indented from the document page 
margin, not from the edge of the 
page itself.) 

A Set the document page margins 
with the Print Setup command 
on the Document menu. 

3 Tap Apply & Close. 

You can also change the alignment 
of the margins and center text 
within the margins. For details, see 
"Positioning Text" later in this 
chapter. 
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USING PENPOINT 

FORMATTING TEXT 

You change line spacing and paragraph spacing on the Paragraph option sheet. 

1 Select the text to format and draw a 
check v over the selection . 

... If the Paragraph option sheet isn't 
displayed, tap the arrow on the 
title line and choose Paragraph. 

2 You can alter the line spacing in 
several ways: 

... Increase the Line Height when 
you have several fonts on a line 
and want more space around the 
letters . 

... Change the spacing Between 
Lines by writing an amount in 
inches . 

... Indent the first line of each 
paragraph by writing an amount 
in inches for the 1st Line Offset . 

... Change the spacing between 
paragraphs by adding Space 
Before the first line of the 
paragraph or Space After the last 
line. 

3 Tap Apply & Close. 

Use the line spacing offset to adjust the spacing around an embedded document 
so it isn't flush against the preceding text and, similarly, to add more space to a 
line if a font you've chosen looks crowded. To add space between the top of a 
document and the first paragraph, change the line spacing before the first line. 



EDITING AND FORMATTING TEXT 

FORMATTING TEXT 

You change the placement of text on the page by selecting the appropriate 
Alignment option on the Paragraph option sheet. 

.. ... ........ !~7.~?~t.io~.= ... ~~~r~r.8:ph ... . 
·,lle.- ItS 

~ ; ~ ~ ; 

Lf.LLll I 9 lin. 

1st Una Offset: 

1 Select the text to format and draw a 
check v over the selection. 

A If the Paragraph option sheet isn't 
displayed, tap the arrow on the 
title line and choose Paragraph . 

2 Tap to choose an Alignment: 

A Align the text flush left. 

A Center the text. 

A Align the text flush right. 

A Align the text evenly on both 
margms. 

3 Tap Apply & Close. 
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USING PENPOINT 

FORMATTING TEXT 

Setiing Tab Stops 
____ --I 

You specify the position of tabs on the Tab Stops option sheet and set tabs 
directly on the page. 

1 Select the text and draw a check V
over the selection to see the option 
sheets . 

.&. If the Tab Stops sheet isn't 
displayed, tap the arrow in the 
title line and choose Tab Stops 
from the list. 

2 Write a number in inches for each 
tab stop. To change the current tab 
stop, write a new number over the 
existing one. 

3 Draw a caret /\ to insert a new tab 
stop . 

.&. Draw a cross out X to delete a tab 
stop. 

4 Tap Apply & Close. 

5 To insert a tab on a page, draw an 
insert tab gesture L before the text 
you want to inderi't. PenPoint sets 
the tab stops based on the amounts 
you entered in the Tab Stops option 
sheet. 

In MiniText documents, you can also insert a tab on a page by setting an 
insertion point-press r to set it-and then choosing Tab from the Insert 
menu. 
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FORMATTING TEXT 

I I sta_ ting a New Line, Paragraph, or Page 

By using a gesture or equivalent menu command you can start a new line, 
paragraph, or page. You might start a new line to add blank lines or to split an 
item on a list into two items. When you start a new paragraph, PenPoint 
applies the current paragraph formatting options to it, such as the amount to 
indent the first line. 

Pe.c~~e De~it':ln Letter 
Docume nt Edit Insert Case· Format 

h1s. Elena Huerl:a 
FastPak Desi@3535 Mission. St 
Houston TX 4Sn 1 

RE: Nevy package design 

Dearlv'Is. Huern.: 

Vle need anew design for the plastic bottles for our 
condime~ Recently, an executive of asupermarket 
chainroonbox of our sampleshomeinorderto.tIy 
thembeforeordeting our line,. Hebtiefly left the box on 
the kitchen floor where. his sonraninro it.·vritha tricycle. 

To insert a paragraph break and 
make a new paragraph, draw an 
insert paragraph gesture~ . 

To insert a line break and start a 
new line, draw an insert new line 
gesture~ 

In MiniText documents, you can also start a new line or paragraph by tapping 
to select a location and then choosing the appropriate command from the 
Insert menu. 

To add a page break to a MiniText document: 

• Press r to set the insertion point (or tap J if you've set keyboard as the 
Primary Input on the Pen Preference sheet). 

• Choose Page Break from the Insert menu. 
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USING PENPOINT 

FORMATTING TEXT 

CoPJing a Format or Style 

Sometimes you may want to apply the same format or style to a different 
selection. For example, you might copy the format of a section title in the 
beginning of a report to a title that appears later in the report. To copy a 
format or style: 

• Select the text which has the format or style you want to copy. 

• Draw a check V' to display its option sheet. 

• Turn to the option sheet that has the formats you want to copy. For 
example, to apply the character styles you used in the heading, turn to the 
Character option sheet. 

• Scroll to the part of the document, that contains the text you want to 
format. 

• Select the text. 

• Tap Apply. 

You can copy formats and styles of objects as well as text. For example, in a 
drawing of a floor plan you might want to change the pen width and fill 
pattern you're using for windows to match the one you used on a previous 
drawing. 



EDITING AND FORMATTING TEXT 

Viewing Text 

~:ngText 
L,_,"_"_,"""" "",_,_",,,"J 

The View options change the page display. With these options you can increase 
or decrease the magnification and show hidden text or symbols that tell you 
how the text is formatted. 

You display the View option sheet in the usual way: draw a check V on the 
text, tap the arrow at the top of the sheet to see the list, tap View, and then 
choose the appropriate options. When you apply the View options, they apply 
to the whole document rather than a selection. 

CONTRACT 

Document Edit Insert Case Format 

Cj[ 
Dear Ms, Huerta:Cj[ 
Cj[ 

This is our agreertlent 
new bottle design for 
Cj[ 
1. You agree to 
d1"a'wings to New 
become the propertt 
your services, Cj[ 
Cj[ 
2, Your cost estimates must be sut,mi1:ted 

~ +4pts, 

eveLf ·Ti·eek and approved by Richard Hopkins before 

<21 

you continue '\~~ork. rv'Iaki:5 th(;;se, Cj[ 
Cj[ 

3, NeVi \\lorld will pay each invoice from an approved 
estimate 'I'rithin thirty (30) days, Cj[ 
Cj[ 

Tap Yes from the Show Special 
Characters pop-up menu to show 
symbols on the screen, such as: 

... line breaks 

... paragraph marks. 

Tap Yes from the Show Hidden 
Text pop-up menu to show text 
that you hid with the Hidden 
option on the Character option 
sheet. 

To hide text, use the Character option sheet; to view or print it, use the View 
option sheet. For example, to add to a document notes or comments that you 
don't want to show or print, select the text and choose Hidden from the 
Character option sheet. To view or print that text, choose Show Hidden Text 
from the View option sheet. 
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USING PENPOINT 

VIEWING TEXT 

I Mag ifying the Text 
~ ! 

You can increase the size of the text by magnifying it. When you magnify text, 
the letters become bigger without increasing their font size. That makes it easier 
to work with the document on screen without changing how it will look when 
it's printed. 

To magnify text: 

• Draw a V on a word to display the text option sheets 

• Tap the option name to select the View sheet if it's not displayed 

• Tap to see the different magnification amounts and tap to select a 
magnification size. 

Before printing a document, you may want to see what it will look like when 
it's printed. To preview it: 

Choose For Printer from the 
Format menu to see how the page 
will look when it's printed . 

... If you've set margins that are 
wider than the PenPoint 
computer screen, draw a flick 
left to scroll to the part of the 
document that's off the screen. 

Choose For Screen to see the page 
as it usually appears on the screen. 



EDITING AND FORMATTING TEXT 

Checking Your Spelling 

You can check the spelling of anything you've written in the notebook. For 
example, in a document you can check the spelling of a single word, selected 
text, or the entire document. 

When you check the spelling of a document or selection, the spell dialog shows 
each misspelled word in an edit pad. If you don't find the correct word among 
the alternatives, you can correct it in the edit pad using the editing gestures 
described in "Editing Text in Edit Pads" in this chapter. Or, you can write a 
new word over the old one. 

Dick ~~ 
1Wa'S fiddlingaroundvrith SOl11ie of my moth.er'sQtd 
recipes the other day and Icanie up tvith several ways We 
mighttry to market eggplant ~Nhich is~;goodsta.ble 
vegetable. It's cheap to grow ".nd itsurYlvesmll in 
storage, and yatious preparations ofitseernto holdup 
y:rell on the shelf, I think rtf; 
especially popular. in .th"Jr .......... ".\ ....... , .... ; ........... ·•· ............ >" .• , ......................... ·b .......... · ... · .••. 

where they'rerediscove 
"\"that you think. ~- Enriq 

1 To check the spelling of an entire 
document, draw an S on the title 
line or choose Spell from the Edit 
menu . 

... To check a word or part of a 
document, select the text and 
draw an S over the selection. 

PenPoint displays the Spell dialog 
and puts the first misspelled word it 
finds in the edit pad. 

2 Tap J on an alternate word. 

PenPoint substitutes the correctly 
spelled word and continues 
checking the text. 

Tap Ignore to skip a word without 
correcting it and continue checking. 

3 At any time you can tap J Cancel 
to dose the spelling checker. 

You can check the spelling of a document from any point forward by drawing 
an S there. (Before drawing the gesture, deselect any selected text by tapping it, 
or the PenPoint operating system will check the spelling of the selected text.) 

Sometimes it's easier to edit the word in the edit pad than to find its alternative 
in the list. For example, you might be able to correct a word by deleting a single 
character. Then tap J Replace to transfer the edited word to the page and 
continue checking. 

If the word you want isn't on the list, you might find it in a list of further 
alternatives. Double tap :, any alternate word to display more alternatives. The 
alternate word you tapped goes into the edit pad. 
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CHECKING YOUR SPELLING 

Addi.ng a Word to the Dictionary 

PenPoint refers to the 77,000 word Proximity/Merriam-Webster Linguibase 
when it translates your writing and checks your spelling. You can add words, 
such as company names or acronyms, to a separate personal dictionary so 
PenPoint will recognize them. You can add words to your personal dictionary 
from the spelling checker, from the proof sheet, or by writing them directly in 
the personal dictionary which is found in Tools. 

Each time you tap the OK button on the proof sheet or the Replace button on 
the spelling checker to accept the word, you automatically add it to your 
personal dictionary. 

To see the words you've added to the dictionary, open the personal dictionary 
in Tools. You can add to, delete, or edit the words there. 

1 Tap to open Tools. 

2 Tap to open the personal dictionary. 

3 To view the list of words, flick the 
page or tap the scroll arrows. 

4 Delete a word by drawing a cross 
out X over it . 

.&. To add a new word, draw a 
caret /\ and write in the new 
word . 

.&. To edit words, draw a circle 0 to 
open an edit pad and make 
changes there. 

Read "Editing Text in Edit Pads" in this chapter to find out how to revise text 
in the edit pad. 



EDITING AND FORMATTING TEXT 

Adding your Signature to a Document 

In many kinds of documents you can add a signature to your correspondence 
with the signature pad. Whatever you write on this pad appears untranslated in 
the printed document, as if you had written it directly on the page. You'll need 
a graphics printer to be able to print your signature. 

P €\C~ag.~ [)esig .~ .. Le tte r 
Docume nt Ed it il.iW$i:iiIt: Case Fa rmat 

Space 
Tab 

Line Bre ak 

We need a ne"\"t Page Break stic bottles for our 
condiments. ~arag raph Bre ak 

Pop-up Pad 

<5 

Recently .. an ex .. ~m.~dd .. ~.~Pad arketchain toOok a box 
of our samples Si~~ture Pad them before ordering 
our line. He bri n the kitchen floor where 
his son :ran into it Witll ~. tricycle. 

Our bottles should be able toO "Nithstand the impact from a 
tricycle povrered by a three year old, But four bottles of 
our new salsa broke .. spillin.g their contents aU over the 
floor. 

The executive never got a chance to try our product 

Can you design a lightvveight., recyclable .. 8 oz. plastic 
bottle that Vfon't brea.k under moderate impact? I'll be 
tra"relling next week! but you can fax me suggested 
proposals at415/345-9833. 

Sincerely 

Richard Hopkins 
New Product Supervisor 

1 To add a signature to a MiniText 
document, tap to select a location 
in the document. 

2 Choose Signature Pad from the 
Insert menu. 

... If necessary, resize the pad by 
dragging the corner handle. 

3 Write your signature naturally, in 
whatever style you normally use 
within the borders of the signature 
pad. The borders won't be printed. 

... To delete a signature pad, tap the 
space immediately above the pad 
to select it. Then choose Delete 
from the Edit menu. 

... To move the pad, select the pad 
by tapping the space immediately 
above it, and then press and drag 
the signature pad to where you 
want it to go. 

Once you've added a signature to a document you can fax it or print it with a 
graphics printer. 
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USING PENPOINT 

Finding Text 

The PenPoineM operating system's Search command can find a specific word or 
phrase every time it appears in a document. If you wish, it will also replace it 
with different text. You can search an entire document or limit the scope of a 
search. 

1 To search the whole document, 
draw an F on the tide line (or, 
choose Find from the Edit menu). 

You'll see the Find dialog sheet. 

2 Write in the text you want PenPoint 
to find. 

3 Tap Find to find the first 
occurrence of the text. 

Repeat this procedure until the 
message in the Status line tells you 
that the search is completed. 

4 At any point you can tap Close to 
close the sheet and end the search. 

If the Find field is filled in from the last time you searched the document, 
delete the text by drawing a cross out X on it and write in the new text. Or, 
tap J on the text to open an edit pad and change it there. Refer to "Editing 
Text in Fields" in chapter 7 (Editing and Formatting Text) for the details of 
editing text in fields. 

You can also search for text by copying the text from the document to the 
Find field: select the text, copy it with the tap press gesture .r, and drag it to 
the Find field. 

If PenPoint can't find the text, you'll see the message Reached End in the 
Status line. 



FINDING AND REPLACING TEXT 

Replacing Text 

Use the Find & Replace sheet when you want to replace the text you find with 
other text. 

At times you'll want to stop at each occurrence to decide whether to replace it. 
For example, if you're replacing a word with another one, you might want to 
check the usage in each sentence to make sure it's correct. In this case tap J 
Find and then Replace each time. 

If you want to replace all occurrences of a word automatically throughout the 
document, tap Replace All. For example, if you're revising a contract for a new 
client, you can substitute the current client's name for the old one. 

.9(J~~ACT 
Document Edit Insert Case Format 

Dear Ms. Huerta: 

This is our agreement concerning your involvement in a 
ne'iY bottle design for New.World Foods;. Inc. 

3. I\Ie',I\-' World vY'ill pay each inyoice from an approved 
estimate within thi~' (30) days; 

4. You and yourassisUl.nts atFastPak Design are not and 
'1'1;11 not be employees of New ~\VorldFoodsJ Inc. This is a . 
contract for ser-ofices for hire. 

1 To search the whole document, 
draw an F on the tide line. Or, 
choose Find from the Edit menu. 

You'll see the Find dialog sheet. 

2 Tap the arrow on the tide line to see 
the list of sheets. Tap J Find & 
Replace. 
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USING PENPOINT 

REPLACING TEXT 

3 Write in the text you want PenPoint 
to find in the Find field. Or, copy 
the text into the Find field. 

Write in the replacement text in the 
Replace field. 

4 To stop at each occurrence: 

... Tap Find to locate the first 
occurrence of the text . 

... Tap Replace if you want to insert 
the new text. 

If you don't want to insert the 
text, tap Find to locate the next 
occurrence . 

... Tap Find to continue the search . 

... Repeat this procedure until the 
message in the Status line tells 
you that the search is completed. 

To replace every occurrence 
automatically, tap Replace All. 

At any point you can tap Close to 
dose the sheet and end the search. 

If the text in either the Find or Replace fields is filled in from the last time, 
delete the text by drawing a cross out X on it and write in the new text, or 
tap J the text to open an edit pad and change it there. See "Editing Text in 
Fields" in chapter 7 (Editing and Formatting Text) for details. 
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Defining The Search 

The search options on the Find & Replace sheet set the extent and direction of 
the search and the attributes to look for, such as whole words or words whose 
case matches exactly. 

Bing the Search Range and Direction 

You can tell PenPoint what part of the document to search, where to start the 
search, and in what direction to search. 

To set the search range: 

• To search forward from any point in a document, draw an F in the body of 
the document. PenPoint searches from the place you drew the gesture to the 
end of the document. To continue searching from the beginning of the 
document, tap Find again. 

• To search a selection, select the text and draw an F over it. 

• PenPoint searches the document itself and any embedded documents. 
However, you can restrict the search to the document by choosing 
Document Only from the Search category pop-up list. 
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DEFINING THE SEARCH 

To set the direction and starting point 
of a search, use the Find & Replace 
sheet. 

To search towards the end of the 
document, tap Forward from the 
Direction category pop-up list. 

To search toward the beginning of 
the document, tap Backward from 
the Direction category pop-up list. 

To start the search at the last place 
PenPoint found the text, tap Last 
Match from the Start From 
category pop-up list. 

To start the search at the beginning 
of the document, tap Beginning 
from the Start From category 
pop-up list. 
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DEFINING THE SEARCH 

Refir ing the Search 

PenPoint gives you several other ways to refine the search. For example, you can 
tell PenPoint to locate only those instances where the text forms a complete 
word. This is helpful when you want to find a word such as pen without 
stopping for words such as depend and peninsula. 

CONTRACT 
""""",,"'''''''' 

Insert Format 

To refine the search, use the Find & 
Replace sheet. 

Same case only finds the text if it 
has the same case as the original text. 

Complete word only finds the text 
if it forms a whole word. 

Original word replaces text using 
the case of the original text. 

Replacement word replaces text 
with the case you used in the 
Replace field. 
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USING PENPOINT 

The Table of Contents lists all the documents in your Notebook and lets you 
organize them. You can find out more about the documents with the Table of 
Contents' menus, such as the Show menu, which tells you the document's size 
and when you last modified it. 

From the Table of Contents, you can organize the Notebook by moving 
documents and sections from one location to another and by placing related 
documents in sections. You can also customize the PenPoint™ operating system 
to suit your work habits by setting preferences such as the writing pad style and 
screen layout. 

When you use the Notebook you'll often work with more than one document 
at a time. There are several ways to do this. Each method offers its own 
advantages. 

• The Table of Contents shows all the documents in the Notebook organized 
by section, which makes it easy to identify and turn to or float the one you 
want. 

• Notebook tabs let you use a single tap to turn to a page or float it from 
anywhere in the Notebook. 

• Page arrows in the title line let you navigate quickly from one page to 
another. 

• Hyperlink buttons let you move directly to another location within the 
same document or a different document. 

Before you can float documents, you must 
choose the Document Floating option 
on the Preferences Safeguards sheet. 
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,------ ------- -----

Seeing What's in Your Notebook 

The Table of Contents lists all the documents and sections for the entire 
Notebook in the order in which they appear. Page numbers refer to the page in 
the Notebook where you can find the document. 

No te bo 0 k: Co nte nts 
""""\"""""""""'" 

Document Edit Create View Show Sort 

tiame.. 
[jf Current Products '''" .... ,,'''',,'''''' .. , .. , ,,,,,,,,,,,,,, .. ',,,,, .. 

U!J Inventory ,,' , "",3 

D Standard Order Form" '''''''''''''''''' ", .... ""'""",,, .. 4 
[jf Proposed New Products" ' ,,5 

Sections appear in bold. 

---l 

En New Product Icleas .. ,=,,""""""''''''''''''''=''''''''''''''' =, "..,..,.,,,,=,,..,..,.,, "= .. .,..,.., .. ,,.,..,.,,.,..,..,, ",.,..,."IS----+?H--

U!J Capers, 

!§] ~i1i 

Document titles appear in plain 
text. 

[]sail:;"" 
[jfCUstorne~ 

Double-tap :r a section title to 
display its contents. Double-tap 
again to hide the document titles. 

Each section also has its own table 
of contents which works exactly like 
the one for the Notebook. Tap a 
section's page number (or its icon) 
to turn to the section's table of 
contents. 

Icons tell you the type of 
application used to create the 
document. 

In both the Notebook and the section tables of contents, you can use menus 
instead of double tapping to see what's in a section. Tap its title to select it and 
then choose Expand from the View menu. Choose Collapse from the View 
menu to hide the document titles again. To see all the titles in the Notebook, 
make sure nothing is selected on the Notebook Table of Contents and then 
choose Expand. (If a title is selected, tap it to deselect it.) To hide all the titles, 
make sure nothing is selected, and then choose Collapse. 

As you create documents in the Notebook, the titles may not all fit on the 
screen. You can see more of them by using smaller icons next to the titles (and 
therefore decreasing the amount of space between titles). To change the size of 
the icons, choose Button from the Show menu. 
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To see a list of the documents contained 
in a section, double tap :r the section's 
title. To float a document or section, 
double tap :r its page number or icon. 
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Finding Out More about a Document 
'-----------------~---------.--------

I 

The document option sheets and the Table of Contents Show menu give you 
two tools for getting information about a document, such as its size, the date 
you created it, and the program you used to create it. The Show menu gives 
you basic information about all the documents at once, whereas the document 
options sheets give you more detailed information about an individual 
document. 

Usin~ the Show menu 
_J 

1 Tap J to display the Show menu. 

2 Tap each kind of information you 
want to see; tap again to hide it . 

.. A single vertical line next to the 
choices indicates a check list from 
which you can choose one 
option. A double line indicates a 
multiple check list from which 
you can choose more than one. 

Tap Icon to show the standard sized 
application icon. 

Tap Button to display a smaller 
icon next to the title. 

Tap Type to see the application 
name. 

Tap Date to find out the date on 
which you last modified the 
document. 

Tap Size to tell how large the 
document is in kilobytes (a kilobyte 
contains approximately 250 words). 

Tap Tab Box to display the column 
of tab boxes (tap to add or remove a 
Notebook tab). 
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FINDING OUT MORE ABOUT A DOCUMENT B the Document Option Sheets 

The document option sheets supplement the information in the Table of 
Contents. Refer to them to see information such as the size of the document 
when it's active and to change things such as the page display. 

R oduct Ideas 
''''''''''''''''''''¥ 

Document Edit Insert Case Format 

TO: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

SUBJEC.T: 

cc: 

Eggplallt 
(Wetll nee 

Dick Hopkins 

Enrique Fabbro 

February 2, 1991 

New Productldeas 

TestKitchens l SaraSch¥.rartz 

babaganoush, ,,', ' '. up 
shelf stomge. ltinyolyes roasting the eggplants 

1 Turn to the document. 

2 Draw a check vi on the title line. 

3 Tap J the arrow on the option 
sheet's title line to see the other 
option sheets and make changes if 
necessary. 

4 Tap Apply & Close. 

Use the Title & Info sheet to enter information about the document and 
to find out when you created or last changed it. You can also find out how 
much space the document occupies in the Notebook when you're not using 
it (Filed Size) and how much memory it takes up when you're working with it 
(Active Size). 

The Access sheet determines what areas of the page PenPoint displays. This is 
also where you protect the document from being accidentally deleted or edited. 
An Access Speed option lets you cut down the time it takes to turn to a 
document. (Note that this option uses more memory than the normal page 
turn speed.) 

Refer to the Application sheet for information such as the version of the 
application you're using. 
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You can also open the document option 
sheets by choosing About from the 
Document menu. Choosing About from the 
fable of Contents displays the option 
sheet for the fable of Contents. 
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Sorting the Table of Contents 

Commands in the Sort menu let you rearrange the Table of Contents, 
reordering the titles by different criteria to more easily see what's in your 
Notebook. For example, you can list documents in order of size so you can 
decide which ones to store outside of the Notebook. 

Tap the Sort menu, then tap: 

By Page to display the documents 
in the order they appear in the 
Notebook (the default order unless 
you change it). 

By Name to list the documents 
alphabetically. 

By Type to group the documents 
by application. 

By Date to put the documents in 
order by the date you last modified 
them. 

By Size to arrange the documents 
according to the amount of 
memory they occupy in the 
Notebook. 

The Sort commands for Type, Date, and Size also appear on the Show menu. 
Choose the same command from the Show menu to see the information for the 
titles you're sorting. 

Sorting documents rearranges their order 
in the Table of Contents but not their page 
location in the Notebook. 
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L ___ R_e_a_r_ra_n_g~in~g~t~h~e~_~~ot~e_b_O_O_k ___ -~_-'-~l 
You can rearrange documents in the Notebook by moving pages and placing 
related documents in sections. Rearranging pages changes their location in the 
Notebook. 

Movilng Pages 

The easiest way to reorder documents is to move them in the Table of Contents. 

Notebook: Contents 
~,~"'''~''~'''~~~''~~~''''~,. 

Document Edit Create View Show Sort 

~ 

IJf Cunent Pn:duc:ts,'" .... 

[jStandarcl Ot'derFofm 

IJf Pmoosed 

13 

,.,,14 

'" ,16 

17 

18 

" 19 

Press ~ until you see the marquee, 
and then drag the document where 
you want it to go. 

PenPoint inserts the new document 
where you lift your pen . 

.&. To move it between two 
documents, lift the pen in the 
space between them . 

.&. To move it into a section, lift the 
pen when the marquee is aligned 
with the other documents in the 
section. 

.&. To move it out of a section, lift 
the pen when the marquee is 
lined up with a title or blank 
space outside the section. 
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Grouping Documents into Sections 

You can organize your computer Notebook as you would a paper notebook, 
placing related pages together in sections and subsections. 

Creating a Section 

1 Turn to the Table of Contents. 

2 Draw a caret /\ where you want the 
new section. 

The pop-up Create menu appears. 

3 Choose Section from the pop-up 
Create menu. 

PenPoint inserts the new section 
where you drew the caret. 

To rename a section, draw a circle 0 on the title to put it into an edit pad where 
you can change it. Or select the section by tapping on it and then choose 
Rename from the File menu. 

When you create a section, PenPoint automatically inserts a section divider that 
lists the section's documents and works exactly like the Notebook Table of 
Contents. 

To delete a section, draw a cross out X on 
the section title. If you intend to use the 
section again, back it up to a disk before 
deleting it from the Notebook. 
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GROUPING DOCUMENTS INTO SECTIONS 

Movilng a Document into a Section 

Once you create a new section you can create documents there or move existing 
documents into it. 

To create a new document inside a section, double tap :~ the section title to 
expand it, draw a caret A where you want the new document to go, and then 
choose a piece of stationery from the Create menu. (Or tap to select a 
location-tap Empty if there are no documents-and then choose a piece of 
stationery from the Create menu.). 

~ 

Notebook: Contents 

Create View Show Sort 

D Current Products,,, "",««"",» 

D Standard Order Form 

D Proposed New Pnxiuct:s 

El.New Product Ide as .. 

E?J va~o,·<>, ,,' 
Chili Mixes" ' 

D· District Sales,."", 

<1 

~ 

2 
8 

,4 

5 
6 

7 

",,8 

9 

"'''''''''''''' """.,," 10 

11 

,,,,, 12 

18 

'" 14 

15 

, "" 16 

,C 17 

",.18 

() 
0 
a 
It\ 
a 
~, 

To move a document into a section, 
press r the title until you see the 
marquee, then drag the document 
to a location in the section. 

To move a document out of a 
section, press r the title until you 
see the marquee, and then drag the 
document out of the section. (Lift 
the pen when the tip of the pen is 
lined up with the beginning of a 
title outside a section.) 
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GROUPING DOCUMENTS INTO SECTIONS 

l 
Crea ing a Subsection 

Sections can contain subsections. To create a subsection, open a section, select a 
location in it, and choose Section from the Create menu. 

Subsections work the same way sections do. Each subsection has its own table 
of contents that lists the documents it contains. This information is repeated in 
the section and Notebook Table of Contents. 

You can make an existing section into a subsection by moving it into another 
section. For example, you might move a section you'd created for a prospective 
client into a section for new clients. 

You can also do the reverse and make a subsection a section by selecting it and 
moving it out of the section to another location on the Table of Contents. 

Creating Multiple Notebooks 

If you find that you're creating many sections in your Notebook, you may find 
it simpler to organize your work by creating notebooks for each primary topic, 
for example, for each major client or project. Similarly, if you're sharing the 
Notebook with several other people, you may find it convenient to create a 
notebook for each user. 

To find out how to create and use multiple notebooks, read chapter 12, 
Learning More About PenPoint. 
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Turning to a Page 

The Table of Contents displays all the documents in the Notebook. From the 
Table of Contents you can use gestures to turn to a document or to float a 
document. 

[Zj Inventory 

D Ste.ndard Order Form 

D Proposed New Products ... 

[Zj ew Product Ideas 

[Zj Capers .. 

[Zj Chili Mixes .. 

D Sales .. " 

[Zj Se.les by Region 

[Zj New Hiles 

D Customers ... ",.",,, 

[Zj Chain Stores 

[Zj Complaints to Act on. 

D New Bottle Design 

[j Salsa,.Condiments" ... 

[Zj Pachage Design Letter . 

[Zj Proposed New Design C3/.2~i1) .... 
~ Bottle Design Sheth 

C::J Revised Bottle F.e,X 

[j CONTR,e·,cT .. """" 

[Zj New Product Draft 

. 3J -;(11 &$J ~ -T-a---z 
Hl?lp Ptefl?teY,C:I?S Tools Stati::mery Disks: Keyboatd 

" 

,;: 1 > 

7 

8 

.9 

10 

11 

., 12 

13 

.14 

15 

.16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

.. 21 

22 

"1J 
\) 
'0 

s: 
:R. 
z 
i[O 

'< 
"1J 

[ 
c 
~ 
z 
III 

* "1J 

[ 
Q. 
i5: 
.] 

~ 

Turn to a page by tapping the 
document's: 

... icon 

... page number 

... Notebook tab. 

Float a page by double-tapping the 
page number, icon, or Notebook 
tab. 

Before you can float a document, you need 
to choose the option for floating 
documents on the Safeguards option 
sheet in Preferences. You need to set this 
option only once to be able to float 
documents any time you use the Notebook. 
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TURNING TO A PAGE 

Instead of using gestures to turn to or float a page, you can choose equivalent 
commands (Turn to and Bring to) from the View menu. Select the title in the 
Table of Contents by tapping it and then choose the appropriate command. 

If you're not working on the Table of Contents you can thumb through the 
Notebook by pressing the arrows near the page number. 

Tap the left arrow to go back a page. 

Tap the right arrow to turn to the 
next page. 

Press either arrow to flip through 
the pages. 

You can also draw flicks in the title line to turn to the next page (flick left) - or 
go back to the previous page (flick right) -. Think of this as thumbing through 
a notebook; you turn a page to the left to see the next page, and to the right to 
go back toward the beginning. 
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Using Notebook Tabs to Mark Pages 

Notebook tabs offer a quick way to identifY a page and turn to it or float it. 
You can attach a tab to any document or section by drawing a T on the tide or 
by displaying the column of tab boxes and tapping the one for that document. 

AttE ching and Deleting Notebook Tabs 

Notebook: Contents 
".,,"""""""'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 

Document Eelit Create Vie,>\' Show Sort 

!.':J..arn.e. 
(:j Cunent Products 

[j Standard Order Form 

(:j . Proposed New Products 

[j r'~ew P'fSdt::leHeh!!rM-:"""""""''''''''''''''''======~~-I-\!:!:+
[j Capers 

[j Chili Mixes 

(:j Sales" "',"," 

[j Sales by Region 

[j Nev·, Hires" 

Il Customers" 

[j Chain Stores 

[j Complaints to ActOn 

(:j New BoHle Design""" 

[j Salse...condiments 

1 Turn to the Table of Contents. 

When you attach a tab, PenPoint automatically labels it with the document 
tide. However, a long document tide may not fit on the tab, so you can rename 
the tab with a shorter or more useful tide. Draw a circle 0 on the tab to display 
the tide in the edit pad and change it there. 

Usually renaming a document automatically changes its tab label as well. 
However, if you change the document tide after editing the tab label, PenPoint 
doesn't automatically change the tab label. (That way you don't lose the shorter 
tab label.) 

For details on editing tab labels, see "Editing Text in Labels and Document 
Tides" in chapter 7 (Editing and Formatting Text). 
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If you're working on a page other than the 
Table of Contents, you can also attach a 
tab by drawing a T on the document title 
line. 
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USING NOTEBOOK TABS TO MARK PAGES 

Attc; ching Several Notebook Tabs 

In managing the Notebook, you may find it more convenient to attach and 
remove several tabs at once. 

U Sales by Region 

UNev,' Hires,,,,, 

[Jcwtomers, ' 
UChain Stdres 
UComplaints t.::l 

[J NeW BottIBDesign,,.,,. 

U8~ls~G.9t1.qi.ments, , 
UhJew Pac:kageDesignLtr, 

UProposed New Design 

1 Turn to the Table of Contents. 

2 Tap Tab Box on the Show menu . 

... A check mark in the box indicates 
the page has a tab. 

To attach a tab, tap inside the box. 

... To remove it, tap again. 
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USING NOTEBOOK TABS TO MARK PAGES 

Disp aying Notebook Tabs 

When you have more tabs than can fit along the edge of the notebook, they 
appear overlapped. To see the hidden labels, draw flicks on the tabs. 
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Flick left - to see all the tabs at 
once. 

A Tap a tab to turn to its page. 

A Tap anywhere outside the tabs to 
collapse the rows into one. 

To push the overlapped tabs to the 
top, double flick up II anywhere in 
the row. 

A To shove the overlapped tabs to 
the bottom, double flick down" 
anywhere in the row. 

To see an overlapped tab, flick 
down' on the overlapped tap. 

A Or, flick up ~ on the tab above it. 
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Using Hyperlink Buttons to Move between Pages 

Hyperlink buttons give you a way to turn quickly to another document or a 
location in the same document. For example, if you're working on the 
conclusion to a monthly report and want to refer to a table earlier in the 
document, you might insert a button at the concluding paragraph to scroll to 
the table and one on the table to go back to the paragraph. 

1 Start in the document where you 
want to add a hyperlink button. 

2 Float the Table of Contents by 
double tapping:, its tab. (You must 
have the floating option turned on.) 

3 Tap to select the document you 
want to jump to. If you tap the 
document title, the hyperlink 
button takes you to the top of the 
document . 

... To go to a specific place within 
the document, float it and tap to 
select a location. 

4 Draw a hyperlink gesture ~ on the 
first document where you want the 
button. 

The PenPoint operating system 
places a hyperlink button there and 
labels it with the title of the floating 
document (or if you've selected a 
location, with the text where you 
drew the gesture). 

Hyperlink buttons work like page numbers 
in the Table of Contents: Tap the button to 
turn to the linked document or double-tap 
to float the linked document over the first. 
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USING HYPERLINK BUTTONS TO MOVE BETWEEN PAGES 

Once you've created a button, you can move it to another location or redefine 
it. To move it, press r on it until you see the marquee, then drag it to a new 
location. To copy it, tap press .r until you see the double marquee and then 
drag it to where you want it. 

By redefining a button, you can turn a hyperlink button into a temporary 
marker. To reset it for another location, select the new location by tapping it, 
and then triple tap i" on the button. The button title then changes to reflect the 
new location. 

To make a link to an embedded document, float the document that contains 
the embedded document, draw a plus + on the embedded document's icon to 
select it, and then draw a hyperlink button gesture (!) on the first document. 

If you're working on part of the document where the button is out of view, you 
can move the button to the cork margin where it's always available. To find out 
how to use the cork margin, see chapter 5, Creating and Using Documents. 

To delete a hyperlink button, draw a cross out X over it. You can rename the 
button label by drawing a circle 0 on it and editing the text. See "Editing Text 
in Labels and Document Titles" in chapter 7 (Editing and Formatting Text). 
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When you print the document, PenPoint 
prints the button icon and the text on it. 
To avoid printing the button, move it to the 
cork margin. 
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Setting Preferences 

Your Notebook comes with certain options preset, such as the screen layout. 
You can change the preset options in Preferences on the Bookshelf The options 
are grouped on separate sheets in Preferences. 

Preference sheet 

PenPoint 

Handwriting 

Pen 

Fonts & Layout 

Time 

Date 

Safeguards 

Timeouts 

Memory Usage 

Options on sheet 

Find out information about the PenPoint operating system 
such as the company name and version number. 

Choose a case (all upper case or mixed). 

Choose a writing pad style and adjust the size and shape of 
the boxes or the distance between lines (covered in chapter 6, 
Writing in the Notebook). 

Choose a symbol for the unrecognized character (covered in 
chapter 6, Writing in the Notebook). 

Set the angle of the pen for the way you normally write. 

Choose the pen or keyboard as the primary way to enter text 
(covered in chapter 6, Writir:g in the Notebook). 

Choose a portrait or landscape screen orientation, or a left- or 
right-handed layout. 

Choose a system font and a font for text in fields, and a size 
for both. 

Set the time. 

Set the date. 

Turn on floating and zooming (covered in chapter 5, 
Creating and Using Documents). Turn on the warning beep. 

Set auto shutoff to have the computer automatically turn off 
after a certain period of inactivity. 

Lengthen or shorten the time PenPoint waits before 
interpreting your gestures or writing. 

Find out how much memory is available (covered in 
chapter 12, Learning More About PenPoint). 

If more than one person uses the computer, you can have PenPoint remember 
each user's choices. To find out how to save your preferences, read chapter 4, 
Installing Applications and Devices. 
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Sett ing the Time 

Applications and accessories that display the time and date use the settings on 
the Preferences option sheet. 

Preferences " Time 

Cunent Time: 3:16 A.fIIl. 

Time Zone: ~ Pacific Daylight 

Format: ~ 12 Hour 

SecDnds: 

Hour: 

Minute: 

SecDnd: 

~ l\Iot Displayed 

LLJJ1J 

L4J.iJ 

L~1QJ 

a 
8 a. 

c: 

~ 
"IJ 
a 
"" 0 

~ a. 
:z 
(J) 
:,; 

To reset the time: 

1 Tap the Preferences icon on the 
Bookshelf . 

... If the Time option sheet isn't 
displayed, tap the arrow on the 
title line and choose Time. 

Tap the current Time Zone choice 
to see a list of other time zones and 
tap to choose one. 

Tap to choose a 12- or 24-hour 
Time Format. 

Tap Displayed in the Seconds 
category to show the seconds; tap 
Not Displayed to hide this 
information. 

Write in the new Hour, Minute, 
and Second. 

Tap to choose A.M. or P.M. 

2 Tap Apply & Close. 

If you change time zones, you don't need 
to reset the time. Choose a time zone 
and PenPoint automatically calculates the 
new time. 
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SETTING PREFERENCES 

Sett ing the Date 

Setting the Response Time 

To change the date: 

1 Tap the Preferences icon on the 
Bookshelf. 

• If the Date sheet is not displayed, 
tap the arrow on the tide line to 
see the other Preferences sheets 
and tap Date. 

Tap the current Date Format to see 
a list of other formats and tap to 
choose one. 

Tap the name of the month and tap 
to choose the correct one. 

Write in the numbers for the 
correct Day and Year. To change a 
number, write a new number over 
the old one. 

2 Tap Apply & Close. 

You can lengthen or shorten the interval, or timeout, before PenPoint interprets 
a gesture, translates your writing, or displays the marquee that appears when 
you use the press r gesture to move something. By resetting the timeout 
interval, you can better accommodate the rate at which you naturally work. 

To change the response time: 

• Tap the Preferences icon on the Bookshelf to open it. 

• If the Timeouts sheet is not displayed, tap the arrow on the tide line to see 
the other Preferences sheets and tap Timeouts. 

• To change the Gesture, Handwriting, or Press timeout interval, write in 
the number of seconds you want PenPoint to wait before responding to an 
action. To change what's already written in a box, write a new number over 
the old one. 
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SETTING PREFERENCES 

Usin 3 the Auto Shut Off Option 

When you don't have the PenPoint computer attached to a battery charger, you 
can conserve battery power by having the computer turn off automatically 
when you're not using it. To do so: 

• Tap the Preferences icon on the Bookshelf to open it. 

• If the Safeguards sheet is not displayed, tap the arrow on the title line to see 
the other Preferences sheets Safeguards. 

• Tap Yes for the Auto Shut Off option. If you tap Yes, PenPoint adds a Shut 
Off After category. 

• If you want the computer to stay on, tap No. 

• Write in the number of minutes the computer can be inactive before it 
automatically turns off To change what's already written in a box, write a 
new number over the old one. 

Turn ng On the Warning Beep 

When PenPoint displays a confirmation or error message, you must respond to 
it before PenPoint can continue. As an additional signal, you can have PenPoint 
sound a warning beep when it displays a message. 

To turn on the warning beep, display the Safeguards sheet in Preferences and 
tap On. 
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SETTING PREFERENCES 

Choc sing PenPoint Fonts and Field Fonts 

The PenPoint operating system uses a system font to display information such 
as menu commands and titles on the Table of Contents and Notebook tabs. 
The field font is for the information you enter in writing pads and fields on 
option sheets and forms. 

You can choose a different PenPoint and field font. Whatever size you choose, 
however, applies to both fonts. 

1 Tap the Preferences icon on the 
Bookshelf. 

... If the Fonts & Layout sheet isn't 
displayed, tap the arrow on the 
title line to see the other 
Preferences sheets and tap Fonts 
& Layout. 

2 To change the font: 

... Tap to choose a PenPoint and 
Field font . 

... Tap to choose a font size. 

3 Tap Apply & Close. 

Choose text fonts for documents from the 
Text option sheets. To find out how to style 
text by changing fonts, read chapter 7, 
Editing and Formatting Text. 
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SETTING PREFERENCES 

Choc sing a Screen Layout 

PenPoint offers several screen layouts to accommodate different writing tasks 
and writing preferences. 

TO: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

SUBJECT: 

cc: 

Dick --

New Product Ideas 

Edit Insert Case Format 

Dick Hopkins 

Enrique Fabbro 

February 2, 1991 

New Product Ideas 

TestKitchens, Sara Schvirar1:z 

<6 > 
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stot:'age i and ,",","',',"".'" .. ".";",,,."""""""","'" ,Ell 

"'Nell on the 
especially 
~1'rhere they're 
what Y01.1. think 

~ Sans Serif (URW) 

~ Roman (UR\I.I) 

Eggplant dip 
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babaganoush 
shelf storage; 
can do in 
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problems with 
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binding agent 

Hand Preference: wRight 

~~ - ~~~~~-":'= 
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..... 
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:z; 
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* " ;:: 
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c 
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1 Tap the Preferences icon on the 
Bookshelf. 

.... If the Fonts & Layout sheet isn't 
displayed, tap the arrow on the 
tide line and tap to choose the 
Fonts & Layout sheet. 

2 Tap the appropriate option: 

.... Tap to choose a Landscape 
Orientation when you're working 
on a drawing or a task that 
requires more horizontal than 
vertical space on the page. 

.... Tap to choose a Portrait 
Orientation to work with a 
vertical screen layout. 

.... Tap to choose the Hand 
Preference that corresponds to 
the hand you write with. 
Choosing Left places the scroll 
margin on the left side of the 
screen. 

3 Tap Apply & Close. The screen 
will change to reflect the layout or 
preference you've chosen. Southwesfm CurrY sauce = ___ """'!"' __ ~ ___ ~ 

?I .i- . ~ ~l ~~~=---------~-'--------------------------------------------------~------~ 
H;~ Pterete~oes T~:;;l;: Statbt1ety New Product Ideas ~ 6 > 

Document Edit 
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Format 
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Moving Items on the Bookshelf 

You'll probably find that you use some items on the Bookshelf more frequently 
than others. You can move the ones you use less often to a second shelf and also 
rearrange the order to suit you. 

For example, once you've customized the notebook and the Create menu, you 
might move the Preferences icon and Stationery notebook to the second shelf 
and put in their place the In and Out boxes you use daily to send and receive 
faxes. 

To rearrange items on the Bookshelf: 

1 Drag the bottom handle of the 
current page up to see the second 
shelf 

2 Press r the icon until you see the 
marquee and then drag it to the 
second shelf. 

To hide all the Bookshelf items, 
drag the handle down until it covers 
both shelves. 

To move an icon to another position on the shelf, press r it until you see the 
marquee and then drag it to the new position. Note that if you change the icon 
size you may need to reposition the icons since changing the size of one icon 
changes them all. (To change the icon size, draw a check v on any icon to 
display the icon option sheet and tap to choose a different icon Style.) 



MANAGING THE NOTEBOOK 

stomizing the Help Notebook 

When you're working with the Help notebook, you may find it useful to 
annotate it with tips and information you've discovered while working with the 
PenPoint operating system. 

To add a new document, draw a caret A on the Table of Contents where you 
want it to go and choose a piece of stationery from the Create menu. (To find 
out more about how to create a document, see chapter 5, Creating and Using 
Documents.) 

If you no longer need to refer to a document, you can delete it by drawing a 
cross out X on its entry in the Table of Contents. 

If you find you no longer use Quick Help or the Help notebook, you can delete 
both by crossing out X the Help icon on the Bookshelf. If you've customized 
the Help notebook you might want to copy it onto a disk before you delete it. 
(See chapter 11, Filing Documents to find out how to use the Disk Manager to 
make a backup copy.) 
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Using the Clock 

To display the time and date, use the clock, which is in Tools on the bookshelf. 
You can set the alarm to beep or to show reminder messages, and you can put 
other documents, like to-do lists and calendars on the clock's cork margin, 
which appears with the reminder messages. 

1 Tap Tools to open it. 

2 Tap the Clock icon. 

To move it, put the pen down 
anywhere on the clock and drag it. 

To have it always on display, move 
it to the Bookshelf or to the 
document title line. 

Tap the close corner to close it. 

You can also use the clock to date or time stamp a document automatically 
when you print it. To do that, copy the clock to a location in a document. 

Set the time and date for the clock on the 
Time sheet in Preferences as explained in 
"Setting Preferences" earlier in this 
chapter. 
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USING THE CLOCK 

Char ging the Display 

Use the clock's option sheets to choose a different display format. 

Notebook: Cc.ntents 

DoclJment Edit Create Vie., ...... Show Sort 

hl.wne. 
lif' Cunent Products .. 

[J Standard Order Form" 

lif' Proposed New P~~'------:,,-r------m 
[J Nevi Product I 

[J Chili rv'lixes .. 

[J Capers 

lif' Sales 
------------------

[J Sales by Region 

~ 
2 

3 

4 

5 

." 6 

7 

8 

9 

[JNe~#~~m=~==,~~=~=~,=~~,~=~,=~,~~~I .. 10 

lif' 1 i 

Show: ~ Time Follo.,·ved by Date 12 

Font: ~ Roman (UR\AI) 13 

Date Size: ~ i 4 
14 

15 

16 

17 

1B 

[J Sals8.jCondiments 19 

1 Draw a check v on the clock. 

... If the Display option sheet isn't 
showing, tap the arrow on the 
tide line and choose Display. () 

i 
~ 

2 Tap the Show option to see a list of 

"OJ 
other choices; tap to choose one. 

.g 
0 

~ Tap to choose a font for the date a. 
z 

and time. (D 

:: 
"OJ 
a a. 

Choose a separate font size for the 0::: 

& 
date and time. 

3 Tap Apply & Close. 

To hide the clock's borders or title line, draw a B on the clock or choose the 
appropriate options on the Access sheet. To close the clock tap its close corner. 
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Sett ing the Alarm 

USING PENPOINT 

USING THE CLOCK 

The alarm has several settings; you can decide when and how frequently you 
want the alarm to sound and whether to display a message. You can also set the 
alarm to display a message without a beep. 

1 Draw a check v on the clock. 

... If the Alarm sheet isn't showing, 
tap the arrow on the tide line to 
see the list and tap Alarm. 

You'll see a sheet with settings for 
turning the alarm on and off, 
setting the time and the day of the 
week, writing the message you want 
to see, and determining how often 
the alarm will sound. 

Place any documents, buttons, or 
accessories you want to appear with 
the reminder message in the Cork 
margin. 

If you decide you don't want the alarm to go off at the time you've set, open 
the clock option sheet and turn off the Alarm. To revise a message, open the 
clock option sheet and delete or edit the message. If the Notebook is turned off, 
the alarm will turn on the computer so you can see any reminder messages. (Be 
sure to turn on the Auto Shut Off option on the Preferences Safeguard sheet so 
that when the alarm turns on the computer, the computer won't stay on if 
you're not there.) 

You can set the alarm so it goes off regularly at the date and time you've set by 
choosing Reset for same time. To have the alarm sound again in a few minutes 
after it first goes off, write in a number of minutes in the Repeat field. 

For an explanation of editing text in fields, 
read "Editing Text in Fields" in chapter 7 
(Editing and Formatting Text). 



CHAPTER 10 

Pri nti ng, Send i ng, 
and Receivi ng 
Documents 
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Once you create a document you can print it, fax it, or send it as electronic 
mail. You can also receive incoming documents and faxes. If you're connected 
to a printer or a fax/data modem, you can print or send documents as soon as 
you've finished them. If you're not connected, the PenPoint™ operating system 
stores the document in the Out box with your printing or mailing instructions. 

Printers come with printer drivers which tell the PenPoint computer how to 
use the printer. You need to install the printer driver with the Installer the same 
way you install other applications in your Notebook. 

Mter installing the driver in your Notebook, you set options for it with the 
Printers tool so that the PenPoint operating system knows, for example, to 
which port you'll connect. You only set these options once for each printer you 
plan to use. Thereafter, just choose the Print command. 

To find out how to connect the printer to your computer, read chapter 13, 
Setting up Your Computer. To learn how to copy the printer driver to your 
Notebook and set options for it, read chapter 4, Installing Applications and 
Devices. If you plan to use a printer on a network, refer to Connecting to a 
Personal Computer. 
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Printing a Docume 

Before you print a document you can format it by setting margins and adding 
headers and footers with the Print Setup command on the Document menu. 
Then, when you're ready to print it, choose the Print command, also on the 
Document menu. 

Choc sing a Page Layout 

<5> 1 Choose Print Setup from the 
Document menu . 

.... If the Layout sheet isn't displayed, 
tap the arrow on the tide line to 
see the list of sheets and tap 

About... ew Product Ideas 
Layout. 

cc: 2 Set the appropriate options. 

i> Portrait .... Choose a page layout from the 
i> U88tanda.td Paper Size: Cl Orientation pop-up list. a 

il-
Top Margin: 

'D 

Choose Portrait to position the il-
'" in. " document vertically on the [ 

Bottom Mmgin: screen; Landscape to position it 
horizontally. 

left Margin: tJ .... Choose a Paper Size . 

Right Mmgin: .... Write in the number of inches for 
each margin. 

3 
ba up 

Tap Apply & Close. 

shelf storage. It involves roasting the eggplants (which 'We 

You can print the document without changing the Print Setup options. (The 
PenPoint operating system uses the default settings.) When you change the 
options, PenPoint applies them to each subsequent printing of that document. 
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To change the number in any of the boxed 
fields, write a new number over the old one. 
See "Editing Text in Fields" in chapter 7 
(Editing and Formatting Text) for more 
information on how to edit text in boxes. 
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208 PRINTING A DOCUMENT 

Adding Headers and Footers 

1 

2 

3 

Choose Print Setup from the 
Document menu . 

... If the Headers & Footers sheet 
isn't displayed, tap the arrow on 
the tide line to see the list of 
sheets and tap Headers & Footers. 

Set the appropriate options . 

... Choose a Header Font and 
Header Size. (Whatever font and 
size you select will also be used 
for the footer.) 

... Write in the number of inches for 
the Header Margin from the top 
of the page to header, and for the 
Footer Margin from the bottom 
of the page to the footer. 

... Choose Yes to print a header or 
footer on the First Page . 

... Write in the text for the Header 
and Footer. 

You can enter text for one or 
more positions (left, center, right). 

To print the current page 
number, write pg. , including the 
period. 

To print the current date, write 
dt. , including the period. 

To print the document name, 
write nm. , including the period. 

Tap Apply & Close. 

Then print the document to see the 
headers and footers. 
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PRINTING A DOCUMENT 

Printing a Document 

You can print a document from its page in the Notebook or from the Table of 
Contents. 

~ CONTRACT 

1~l:itll~il\~'Edit In~~rt Case Format 

<21 .. 

Chec kpo int ,,--"".' .. ' .', ...... , ... , ......... " .......... ,'.' ..... , .................. , .. ,., ... . 

Rev' 

~8~~lf~t~11!1~~~i lreement concerning your involvement in a 
Prin.t ... ~.~ttlP: .... sign for New World Foods, Inc. 

~ 

.t..loout.. to supply design services and technica.l 
~"'\"!ITI''I''l!I""l'"lT"J'"'''''I.ew ''Norld, The and ' 

stresses, 
it, you 'VIrtU 
World 

Print 

Printer: .. Sales Area 

Printer Enabled: .. Yes 

Paper Size: .. US 8tanda.rd 

Pages: 

First Page #: 

:J 

before using it for st!ipping our products. 

To print a document from its page in 
the Notebook: 

1 From the document, choose Print 
from the Document menu. 

2 Choose the appropriate options. 

... Tap to choose a printer from the 
Printer pop-up list. 

... If you're connected to the printer, 
tap Yes from the Printer Enabled 
pop-up list. If not, tap No and 
PenPoint places the document in 
the Out box. 

... Choose a Paper Size. 

If you're printing on a size not 
included on the pop-up list, write 
in the dimensions for the paper's 
width (w) and height (h) in the 
Other category. 

... To print the entire document, 
choose All from the Pages pop-up 
list. Or, write in the range of 
pages. 
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To print a document from the Table of 
Contents, select the document title, 
choose Print from the Document menu, 
and then follow the steps for printing a 
document. 

USING PENPOINT 

PRINTING A DOCUMENT 

... Write in the page number 
that should appear on the First 
Page you print. (Use this to 
paginate separate documents 
continuously.) 

To change a number, write the 
new number on top of the old 
one . 

... Write in the number of Copies 
you want printed . 

... If you're printing more than one 
copy, choose Yes from the Collate 
pop-up list. 

3 Tap Print & Close. 
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PRINTING A DOCUMENT 

If you don't see the printer you want to use on the Printer pop-up list, you 
need to install a printer driver for it. Refer to chapter 4, Installing Applications 
and Devices for information. To find out more about how to edit text in boxes, 
read "Editing Text in Fields" in chapter 7 (Editing and Formatting Text). 

When you're printing on letterhead stationery, check to see how much space 
you need to leave for the imprint and adjust the document, header, and footer 
margins accordingly. If you routinely print your documents on letterhead, you 
might create stationery for it with the margins preset. To find out how to do 
this, read "Creating Customized Stationery" in chapter 5, (Creating and Using 
Documents). 

Print ing from the Out Box 

If you're connected to a printer, PenPoint prints the document; otherwise it 
stores the document in the Out box with your print instructions. Later when 
you're connected to the printer, PenPoint prints the documents in the order 
that they're listed in the Out box. To tell PenPoint you're ready to print: 

• tap the Out icon on the Bookshelf to open the Out box. 

• tap the box next to the printer name in the Enabled column. 

When you do so, PenPoint begins printing the documents. (If you connect to a 
TOPS printer, PenPoint automatically prints the documents even if you don't 
check the Enabled box.) 

If you need to print one of the documents that appears later in the queue, you 
can change the printing order by moving the document you want to print to 
the top of the list. 

Print ing Embedded Documents 

When you print a document, the PenPoint operating system also prints all its 
embedded documents. If the embedded document is dosed, PenPoint prints 
only its icon and title. If the embedded document is open, PenPoint prints the 
portion that's showing. You can resize the embedded document to print more 
or less of it, or you can use the Print Entire Document command on the 
embedded document's Print Setup menu. 

The main document's Print Setup option sheets set the orientation and paper 
size for the embedded document and suppress other Print Setup options for the 
embedded document, such as margins, headers, and footers. If you want to 
format the embedded document with its own margins and headers and footers, 
you can do so by setting the Print Setup options for the embedded document 
and then selecting Print Entire Document. The PenPoint operating system 
prints the embedded document starting on a new page using the settings you've 
selected and then returns to the options for the document that contains it. 
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212 PRINTING A DOCUMENT 

To see how the embedded document 
gets printed within the container 
document: 

1 Choose Print Setup from the 
embedded document's Document 
menu . 

... If the Layout sheet isn't displayed, 
tap the arrow on the tide line to 
see the list of sheets and tap 
Layout. 

2 The PenPoint operating system 
p~ints whatever shows on the screen . 

... To change what portion of the 
document PenPoint prints, 
resize it . 

... Or, print the entire document 
without resizing it by choosing 
Print Entire Document from the 
Formatting category . 

... If an embedded document is near 
the end of a page, select Keep on 
Same Page to prevent the 
contents from being split between 
two pages . 

... To make sure that an embedded 
document always begins on a new 
page, select Begin on New Page. 

3 Tap Apply & Close. 

To avoid printing an embedded document (open or dosed), you can move it to 
the cork margin. See chapter 5, Creating and Using Documents, for details. 

To print the embedded document without printing the main document, choose 
Print from the embedded document's Document menu. 

If an embedded document is open, 
Pen Point normally doesn't print the menu 
and title line, borders, and scroll margins. 
However, some applications may print 
these elements. The guide that comes with 
the application will tell you how the 
a pplication treats these elements when 
you print a document. 
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Sending and Receiving Documents 

To send or receive documents and information, connect the PenPoint computer 
to equipment such as the GO Fax/Data cartridge. Mter you install a driver for 
the equipment, you can use applications such as a fax or electronic mail service, 
or an information service. 

As you do with the Print command, you can choose the Send command for a 
document at any time. If you're not connected to a fax/data modem, the 
PenPoint operating system stores the documents in the Out box with your 
mailing instructions. When you reconnect the modem, PenPoint automatically 
sends mail from the Out box and receives incoming mail which it places in the 
In box in the section for the appropriate service. 

To send mail, select a document from the Table of Contents (or turn to the 
document) and choose Send from the Document menu. You'll see a pop-up list 
of the services you've installed on the computer. When you choose a service, 
you'll see a dialog sheet asking you for the appropriate mailing information. 
Consult the guide that comes with the application for instructions on 
addressing and sending your mail. 

To read incoming mail, copy it from the In box to the Table of Contents. 
When you do so, PenPoint displays the Import sheet so you can choose an 
application to use with it. 
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Further information on sending and 
receiving documents will be included in the 
next version of Using Pen Point. 
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Managing the contents of the PenPoint computer is similar to managing the 
contents of a loose leaf binder. Periodically, you remove pages you've finished 
working with or won't need until a later date. Some documents get discarded, 
others copied for your files or for a colleague. You perform these filing tasks by 
copying and moving documents to and from disks. 

You'll most often transfer documents from the PenPoint computer to a disk: 

• to keep backup copies on a disk 

• to use the space in the Notebook most efficiently 

• to work with them on a pc. 
You'll most often transfer documents to the PenPoint computer from a disk: 

• to move documents stored on a disk back to the PenPoint computer so you 
can work on them again 

• to work on a document created by someone else 

• to restore an earlier version of a document 

• to work on documents created on a pc. 

You can transfer documents between the PenPoint computer and any connected 
volume (disk), such as the GO floppy disk. If you're using a new floppy disk, 
PenPoint will prompt you to format it when you insert the disk in the disk 
drive. If you have PenPoint TOPS, you can transfer documents to and from a 
pc disk or network disk. (Chapter 13, Setting up Your Computer explains how 
to connect the PenPoint computer to a GO floppy disk or to a PC; Connecting 
to a Personal Computer explains how to use TOPS with a PenPoint computer.) 

You transfer documents by copying or moving them from the Notebook Table 
of Contents to the Disk Manager which is a table of contents for the 
documents on a disk. 

The PenPoint™ operating system stores documents in its own format, but if 
you have compatible applications you can continue working on them on a PC 
by changing the file format on the export sheet when you copy it to disk. 
Conversely, you can work on documents created on a PC by choosing a 
PenPoint application on the import sheet when you copy it to the Notebook. 
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To copy a document to a floppy disk: 

1 Connect the PenPoint computer to 
a disk drive. (If the disk you 
inserted displays the automatic 
installation dialog, tap J Close to 
dismiss it.) 

2 Tap)' the Disks icon on the 
Bookshelf. 

The Disk Manager floats on the 
page. 

3 Tap J the icon for the connected 
disk to see what's on the disk. 

4 From the Notebook Table of 
Contents, tap press .r the document 
or section you want to copy, and 
then drag it where you want it to go 
on the Disk Manager table of 
contents. 

5 Tap J the close corner when you're 
done. 
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Using The Disk Manager 

Whenever the PenPoint computer is connected to a disk, you can display a 
Disk Manager to find out what's on that disk. 

You'll usually open the Disk Manager from the Bookshelf by tapping the Disks 
icon. (The Disk Manager is also in Tools.) 

You'll see an icon for each type of connected disk drive at the top of the Disk 
Manager. For example, if you have both a floppy and hard disk drive connected 
to the PenPoint computer, you'll see the icon and the name of each drive. 

For information about getting files to or 
from a PC on a network, see Connecting to 
a Personal Computer. 
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1 Connect the PenPoint computer 
to a disk drive. (If a disk you 
insert in a floppy drive displays the 
automatic installation dialog, tap J 
Close to dismiss it.) 

2 Tap J the Disks icon on the 
Bookshelf to float the Disk 
Manager. 

3 Tap J the disk icon to open the 
disk and see what's on it; tap it 
again to close it . 

.... Flick up I on the page to scroll the 
Disk Manager's table of contents. 

Directories organize information on 
a disk. They may contain PenPoint 
documents and sections as well as 
PC files and subdirectories. 

.... Document created on a PenPoint 
computer. 

.... Document created on a PC. 

.... Document created on a PenPoint 
computer but exported in a PC 
file format. 

4 To see the contents of another 
floppy disk, draw a cross out X over 
the disk icon to eject the disk and 
insert another floppy disk. 

5 Tap J the close corner when you're 
done. 

If you connect to another disk drive while 
working with the Disk Manager or 
reconnect to a volume on a network and 
you don't see the volume's icon, choose 
Refresh from the View menu to display it. 
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USING THE DISK MANAGER 

When you copy or move a PenPoint section to a disk, PenPoint treats it as a 
unit, not as separate documents. When it's on a disk, you can't expand the 
section or move the contents around within it as you can on the Notebook 
Table of Contents. To see the documents contained in the section, move it back 
to the Notebook. 

You can eject a disk by drawing a cross out X on the disk icon (or by choosing 
Eject & Forget). When you do so, PenPoint closes the icon and ejects the disk. 
If you want to copy documents from that floppy to another, draw the letter E 
on the icon (or choose Eject & Remember). PenPoint ejects the disk but 
remembers what's on it so you can copy the contents to another disk. To close 
the disk icon without copying anything at all, tap it. 

Here's a shortcut for ejecting a 
draw the letter E on the Disks icon on 
the Bookshelf. You can do this even if 
the Disk Manager is closed. 
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USING THE DISK MANAGER 

Find ng Out More About What's on a Disk 

The Disk Manager menus are similar to the Table of Contents menus. 
Commands on the View, Sort, and Show menus give you more information 
about a document, such as its size, the type of application used to create it, and 
the date on which you last changed it. You can use these commands, for 
example, to see which is the most recent version of a document you've stored 
on a disk. 
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Use the Show menu to display the 
Size or Date on which a document 
or section was last modified. 

Use the Sort menu to sort the 
contents by Name, Date, Size, or 
Type from the Sort menu. 

Expand or Collapse the contents of 
a directory from the View menu. 

To find out the total space on a disk 
and the amount of space remaining, 
draw a check v on the disk icon. 

... If the Volume sheet isn't 
displayed, tap J the arrow on the 
title line to see the list of option 
sheets and tap Volume. 

The Volume sheet also tells you 
whether the disk is Read Only; that 
is whether you can copy or move 
information onto the disk (if you 
can, Read Only will be No). 

The position of the tab on the upper right side of the disk determines whether a 
disk is read only. If the tab blocks the hole, the disk is read only. Push it down 
to copy or move information to the disk. 

Just as you can choose an icon style for Bookshelf icons, you can choose an icon 
style for disk icons from the Icon option sheet. (Draw a check v on the icon. If 
the Icon option sheet isn't displayed, tap the arrow on the title line to see the 
list of option sheets and tap Icon. Tap to choose an icon style.) 
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You can also choose About from the 
Volume menu to see the option sheets. 
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Crea ing New Directories 

You can organize the contents of a disk by creating a directory and then moving 
PenPoint sections, and documents, as well as PC files, into it. 

_£J iI'li ~ 
Help Pte'fetet1oes T~o~ Stat~.t1etyDi;::k;: 

The Disk Manager is preset to list titles 
alphabetically, so the new directory is 
placed under the d's. You can rename it in 
the usual way. 

1 Tap J the Disks icon on the 
Bookshelf to float the Disk 
Manager. Tap the icon for the 
connected disk to see what's on the 
disk. 

2 Choose Create Directory from the 
Edit menu. 

3 Double tap :r to open the directory. 

4 Move a document into the 
directory by pressing r on the 
document title and then dragging it 
so that the pen point is aligned with 
the Empty placeholder document. 
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USING THE DISK MANAGER 

Rene ming a Disk and its Documents 

You can rename the label for the entire disk by drawing a circle c on the icon 
and changing it in the edit pad or by choosing About from the Volume menu 
and writing in a new name of up to 11 characters. To rename a document or 
directory, draw a c on the tide and change it in the edit pad or choose the 
Rename command from the Edit menu. 

To review the procedures for renaming a document see chapter 5, Creating 
and Using Documents and "Editing Fields" in chapter 7 (Editing and 
Formatting Text). 

Deleling Documents from the Disk Manager 

To delete a document from a disk, draw a cross out X through the title, or select 
the title and choose Delete from the Edit menu. You'll see a confirmation 
message. 

Creafing Disk Manager Stationery 
L...~_~ __ "_~"J 

If you often connect the PenPoint computer to several disks, for example to a 
PC on a network, you may find it more convenient to create Disk Manager 
stationery that's preset for the disk you use most often. 

You create Disk Manager stationery by copying the Disk Manager into the 
stationery notebook. If you want, you can add it to the Create menu by tapping 
its Menu box in the stationery notebook. You can then create a new document 
in the usual way by drawing a caret /\ in the table of contents where you want 
the stationery to go, and selecting a piece of Disk Manager stationery from the 
Create menu. 

You work with the Disk Manager document as you would any document. That 
is, you can float it, move it to a different location in the Notebook, and attach a 
tab to it. 
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Transferring Documents 

I l 

I Tran~ferring Documents and Sections to and from the Notebook 
L __ ,_~ 

You transfer documents and sections from the PenPoint computer to a 
PenPoint or PC disk by copying or moving them from the Notebook to the 
disk's table of contents as shown on the Disk Manager. 

Transfer documents to disk to make backup copies, free up more room on the 
PenPoint computer, and keep the notebook up-to-date. If you want to continue 
working on a document on another computer, you need to export it in the 
appropriate file format. See "Converting a PenPoint Document to a PC 
Format" in this chapter. You can copy all of the contents of a PC directory to 
the PenPoint computer, but not the directory itself. 

To copy a document or section to a disk: 

1 Connect the PenPoint computer to 

a disk drive. 

2 Tap J the Disks icon on the 
Bookshelf to float the Disk 
Manager. 

3 Tap J the icon for the connected 
disk to see what's on it. 

4 From the Notebook Table of 
Contents, tap press .t the title of 
the document or section you want 
to copy, and then drag it where you 
want it to go on the Disk Manager 
table of contents. 

5 Tap J the dose corner when you're 
done. 
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TRANSFERRING DOCUMENTS 

If you already have a copy of the document on a disk, PenPoint gives it the 
same name and adds a number, for example Document 1. To delete the 
previous version, draw a cross out X on its title. 

Most of the time you'll want to see what's on a disk before you copy or move a 
document to it, so you can see where to put the document. However, you can 
transfer a document to a disk even when the icon is closed. When you open the 
icon later, you'll see the document listed alphabetically with the other contents 
on disk. 
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TRANSFERRING DOCUMENTS 

Tran pferring Documents Between Disks 

You can use the Disk Manager to transfer documents between disks. You might 
do this to consolidate all the client documents stored on various floppy disks to 
one disk, or to make a copy of a document you keep on your hard disk. 

To copy a document from a hard disk 
to a floppy disk: 

1 Connect the PenPoint computer to 
both floppy and hard disk drives, 
and insert a floppy disk. 

2 Tap J the Disks icon on the 
Bookshelf to open the Disk 
Manager. 

3 Tap J the icon for each connected 
disk. 

4 Tap press .,. then drag the 
document to its destination. 
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TRANSFERRING DOCUMENTS 

Sometimes the document you want to transfer to a floppy disk is stored on 
another floppy disk. Since you're using a single disk drive, you'll need to eject 
the first disk and insert the second to transfer the information. 
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To transfer a document from one 
floppy to another: 

1 Connect the PenPoint computer to 
a disk drive and tap J the Disks 
icon to open the Disk Manager. 

3 Tap J the floppy disk icon to 

open it. 

4 Choose Eject & Remember 
from the Volume menu (or 
draw the letter E on the icon to 
eject the disk). 

5 Insert a second floppy disk. 

6 Tap J the icon to see its contents. 

7 Copy or move the document from 
one disk to the other in the usual 
way. (PenPoint prompts you to 
reinsert the disk. Continue 
swapping disks until PenPoint 
completes copying the data.) 

To close an icon, tap J it. 
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Copying and Duplicating Disks 

The Volume menu has two commands that let you copy the contents of one 
disk to another disk. 

Choose the Duplicate command to make an exact copy of a floppy disk onto 
another floppy. If you duplicate a disk onto an unformatted disk, PenPoint 
automatically formats the disk. 

Choose the Copy Contents command to copy the entire contents of a disk to a 
location on another disk. When you do this, PenPoint creates a directory on the 
second or target disk with the same name as the disk you're copying and places 
the contents in it. You might choose this command, for example, if you wanted 
to back up the contents of your sales reports disk to your hard disk. 

To duplicate a floppy disk: 

1 Connect the PenPoint computer to 
a disk drive. 

2 Tap J the Disks icon to float the 
Disk Manager. 

3 Tap J the floppy disk icon to 
open it. 

4 Choose Duplicate from the Volume 
menu. 

PenPoint begins to duplicate the 
disk and shows you the amount it's 
copied. 

Insert a second floppy disk when 
PenPoint prompts you for the 
destination disk. (If the disk is 
unformatted PenPoint formats it.) 

Insert the first floppy disk when 
PenPoint prompts you for the 
so urce disk. 

5 Continue swapping disks until the 
percent completed is 1000/0 and the 
message is no longer on the screen. 
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COPYING AND DUPLICATING DISKS 

To copy the entire contents of a floppy 
disk to a directory on a hard disk: 

1 Connect the PenPoint computer to 
both a floppy and a hard disk drive, 
and insert a floppy disk. 

2 Tap J the Disks icon to float the 
Disk Manager. Tap J the hard disk 
icon to open it. 

3 Tap press .r the floppy disk icon 
until you see the double marquee. 

4 Drag the disk icon to its destination 
on the hard disk. 

(If you're dragging it into a 
directory, lift the pen when the 
disk icon is aligned with other 
documents within the directory.) 
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You can also coPY the contents of a disk 
by choosing Copy Contents from the 
Volume menu, and then dragging the disk 
icon to another volume or directory on the 
Disk Manager. 
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Converting a PenPoint Document 
to a PC Format 

PenPoint stores your documents in the PenPoint format. To work with a 
PenPoint document on a different computer, you need to convert the 
document from a PenPoint file format to one that is compatible with the 
application that you'll be using. Consult the manual that comes with your PC 
application if you're not sure what file formats the PC application accepts. 

You copy a document to disk with a different file format by exporting it. 

To export a document: 

1 Connect the PenPoint computer to 
a disk drive. 

2 Tap J the Disks icon to float the 
Disk Manager and tap to open the 
icon for the connected disk. 

3 Select a document from the Table 
of Contents. 

4 From the Table of Contents, choose 
Export from the Edit menu. 

You'll see the title of the document 
you've selected surrounded by the 
double marquee which tells you it's 
ready to be copied. 
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5 Drag the document to its 
destination. 

If you're dragging it into a 
directory, lift the pen when the 
marquee is aligned with other 
documents in the directory. 

When you lift the pen, PenPoint 
displays the Export dialog sheet. 

6 To rename the document, tap J the 
title to change it in the edit pad . 

... Or, draw a X through the title 
and write in a new name. 

7 Tap J to select a file format. 

8 Tap J Export to export the 
document 

PenPoint transfers the document to 
disk, lists it alphabetically, and 
closes the Export sheet . 

... Tap J Cancel to close the Export 
sheet without exporting the 
document. 

Refer to "Editing Text in Fields" in 
chapter 7 (Editing and Formatting Text) 
to learn more about editing document 
names in fields. 
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CONVERTING A PENPOINT DOCUMENT TO A PC FORMAT 

In your Notebook you can have a document tide that includes several words 
with spaces between them. On many PCs, however, the convention for naming 
documents requires tides of 8 characters followed by a period and 3-letter 
extension to identify the file format, for example NewProd.RTF. 

If you don't shorten a long tide and give it a file format extension, the PC may 
truncate it when you export it and the application you're using may not 
recognize it as a file. 

For example, if you export a document called New Bottle Design in ASCII 
format, when you look at the document on your PC directory, you'll see a 
document entitled New _Bott with no file format extension. To avoid this, 
rename a document with a meaningful name followed by an appropriate 
3-letter extension for the file format. 
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Converting a PC Document 
to a PenPoint Document 

Sometimes you'll want to work on documents originally created on the pc. 
For example, you might wish to add details to a sales plan prepared by a 
colleague. Or, you might decide to work further on a document you'd already 
exported to the pc. 

You transfer documents back to your Notebook by copying or moving them 
from a disk to the Notebook. If you're copying a PC file or a document you 
previously exported, PenPoint automatically displays the Import sheet. You can 
then choose an application to use with it. 
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1 Connect the PenPoint computer to 
a disk drive. 

2 Tap J the Disks icon to display the 
Disk Manager and tap to open the 
icon for the connected disk. 

3 Tap press .r the document you wish 
to import, and then drag it to a 
location on the Table of Contents. 

PenPoint displays the Import sheet. 
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4 To change the document name, 
tap J the tide to change it in the 
edit pad . 

.. Or, draw a X through the title 
and write in a new name. 

5 Tap J to select an application. 

6 Tap J Import to import the 
document. 

PenPoint copies the document to 
the Notebook and closes the Import 
sheet . 

.. Tap J Cancel to close the Import 
sheet without importing the 
document. 

If you want to copy a file to the Notebook without converting it to a PenPoint 
format, choose Placeholder from the Import to options. You might do this, for 
example, to use the Notebook to transfer a file from one PC to another. If you 
turn to the document in the Notebook, PenPoint asks you which application to 
use with it. 
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Formatting a Floppy Disk 

Before you can use a disk in the GO Floppy disk drive, you need to format it. 
The first time you put an unformatted disk into the GO floppy drive you'll see 
a message asking you to choose a disk size for formatting. 
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You'll see a message informing you 
that the disk needs to be formatted. 

2 Choose a disk size. 

(If you don't know what the size is, 
eject the disk and check the size 
that's written on the metal shutter). 

If you've mistakenly inserted a disk 
with information on it you want to 

keep, tap J Cancel to eject the disk. 

3 Write in a name (up to 11 
characters) for the disk (Or, 
tap J the field to display an edit 
pad and write it in the pad.) 

4 Tap J Continue. 

You'll see a message that shows you 
that the format is in progress. 

When PenPoint finishes formatting 
the disk, the message disappears 
and if you have the Disk Manager 
open, the disk icon appears there. 

You can also format a disk from the Disk Manager by choosing Format from 
the Volume menu. You might do this to format a disk to a lower density or to 
quickly erase its contents. 
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If you get a message telling you that the 
disk is a write protected volume, make sure 
you don't need the information on it. Then 
push up the tab covering the hole on the 
upper right side of the disk. 
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Saving Documents 

If you have to restart the computer while you're working with a document, 
you'll lose your most recent changes unless you have saved the document. 
PenPoint automatically saves your current changes each time you turn to 
another page of the Notebook. 

If you have something selected in a document, PenPoint doesn't save your 
changes even when you turn the page. You can make sure the changes are saved 
by selecting something on the page you turn to, or by undoing the selection in 
the document you're turning away from. 

To save your changes periodically without turning the page, choose Checkpoint 
from the Document menu. 

Sometimes you'll make changes to a document that you don't want to keep. 
You can go back to an earlier version of the document by choosing Revert from 
the Document menu. When you do this, PenPoint restores the document to 
what it was the last time you saved it. 

To save your current changes while 
working on a document, choose 
Checkpoint from the Document 
menu. 

To restore an earlier version, choose 
Revert from the Document menu. 
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Backing Up Your Notebook 

As with any computer, it's advisable to back up your Notebook periodically by 
copying it to a disk. Then if you have an error that causes you to lose data, you 
can restore your Notebook to its original configuration. 

To find out how much space the Notebook will occupy on the disk, choose 
About from the Table of Contents' Document menu and check the Filed Size. 
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To back up the Notebook: 

1 Tap J the Disks icon to open the 
Disk Manager. 

2 Tap J to open the icon for the disk 
to which you want to copy the 
Notebook. 

3 Drag the bottom handle of the page 
up to see the Notebook icon. 

4 Tap press .t the Notebook icon 
until you see the double marquee, 
which tells you it's ready to be 
copied. 

5 Drag the Notebook icon to the disk. 

Once you've copied a notebook to a 
disk, PenPoint treats it as if it were a 
section. You can't open it unless 
you move or copy it back to the 
Notebook. 
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If you have turned on Zooming Documents 
on the Safeguards Preferences sheet, you 
can close the Notebook by tapping the 
close corner and then drag the Notebook 
icon to a location on the Disk Manager. 
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BACKING UP YOUR NOTEBOOK 

Res 'oring Your Notebook 

When you have an error that causes you to boot the computer, PenPoint installs 
the default Notebook. If you've backed up your Notebook, you can copy it to 
the computer and delete the default Notebook. (Booting the computer is 
covered in chapter 12, Learning More About PenPoint.) 

.tIl, .i~ 
Pte1'eIIiHICE.>S: To.ols: 

To restore your Notebook after booting 
the computer: 

1 Connect the PenPoint computer to 
a disk drive. 

2 Tap J the default Notebook's dose 
corner . 

... If you don't see a dose corner, 
tap Allowed for the Zooming 
Documents category on the 
Safeguards Preferences sheet. 

3 Tap J Disks to open the Disk 
Manager and tap J the icon for 
the connected disk to open it. 

4 Tap press .r the title of the 
Notebook you want to copy and 
drag it to the Bookshelf 
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5 Tap J the Notebook icon to open 
it. Draw a flick up ~ on the tide line 
to zoom the Notebook so that it 
fills the screen. 

6 If you won't be using it, you can 
delete the default Notebook by 
drawing a cross out X over it. 

If you're sharing your computer you might have several notebooks in it at the 
same time-one for each person. To learn how to create multiple notebooks, 
read "Accommodating Multiple Users" in chapter 12 (Learning More About 
PenPoint). 
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Managing Memory 

As you install applications and services in your Notebook and create more 
documents, you may reach a point where you are using most of the memory in 
your computer. Before you run out of memory, you'll see a message advising 
you to save your current work and make more room in the Notebook. To work 
with the memory in your computer most effectively: 

• Delete documents you're no longer using. 

• Deactivate applications, services, and handwriting profiles you're not 
currently using and deactivate or delete items on the Bookshelf. 

Find ng Out How Much Memory Something Uses 

The items in the Notebook use different amounts of memory. Before deleting 
or deactivating something, you might check to see how much room it occupies. 

To find out which items you've installed in the Notebook take up the most 
room, check the size in the Installer. To do so: 

• Tap the Installer icon to open the Installer. You'll see a column for the size 
on each sheet of the Installer. 

• To see a different sheet, tap the arrow on the title line and tap the name of 
the sheet you want to see. 

To find out the size (in kilobytes) of a document you have stored on a disk 
choose Size from the Show menu. You can sort the titles by size choosing Size 
from the Table of Content's Sort menu. 

To see how much memory you have available in the Notebook, look at the 
Memory Usage Preferences sheet. To do so, tap J Preferences on the Bookshelf 
and tap the arrow on the title line to see the list of sheets. Then tap Memory 
Usage. To have enough memory for standard operations, make sure you have at 
least 500K free. 
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MANAGING MEMORY 

Thin~Bs You Can Safely Delete or Deactivate 

The most efficient way to use the memory in your computer is to deactivate 
applications, handwriting profiles, and services you're not using. Deactivating 
them is a way of temporarily removing them; they're easy to reactivate. 

When you deactivate something, the PenPoint™ operating system deletes it 
from the computer but leaves a placeholder for it. Since PenPoint remembers 
the home volume, you can reactivate it in one step. To deactivate and reactivate 
something, use the Installer. (See chapter 4, Installing Programs and Devices 
for details.) 

Periodically, you can gain more room in the computer by deleting documents 
or sections you're no longer using. Before doing so, you might make a backup 
copy on a disk so that you can work with the documents at a later time. (See 
chapter 11, Filing Documents for information on transferring documents to 
and from the computer.) 

To make more room in the Notebook, you can also delete items on the 
Bookshelf For example, you can delete Help, which removes both Quick Help 
and the Help notebook, and copies of tools, such as Disks, the Keyboard, and 
the Clock. There are some Bookshelf items you can't delete: the contents of 
Tools, the Installer, the In and Out boxes, and the Stationery notebook. 

Othc r Ways to Use Memory Efficiently 

If you've set the Access Speed to Accelerated on the Access document option 
sheet, you can turn to the document more quickly. But this option takes more 
memory than using the standard page turn speed. If you're low on memory, 
turn off this option. 

Some operations fragment memory. That is, PenPoint saves the information in 
smaller blocks distributed over a greater area than if it were in one continuous 
block. Thus PenPoint may sometimes not have enough contiguous memory to 
perform a task. If you get an out of memory warning, save your current changes 
by choosing Checkpoint from the Document menu and restart (warm boot) 
the computer as explained in the next section. 
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MANAGING MEMORY 
-----, 

Whe~ You Get an Out of Memory Message 

When PenPoint displays an out of memory message, restart (warm boot) the 
computer. Then you can free more memory by deactivating applications and 
services you're not using. 

To restart: 

• Before restarting the computer, choose Checkpoint from the Document 
menu to save your current changes. 

• Turn off the computer by pressing the Off button. 

• To restart it, press the On button. Hold it down for a few seconds before 
releasing it. 

• When you release the button, you'll see a message telling you that PenPoint 
is warm booting the computer. 

• When the warm boot is completed, the message disappears and you'll see 
the Table of Contents. 
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Restarting PenPoint When a Document Freezes 

If you're working with a document or tool and you find you can't continue 
working with it, the document may have frozen. You can still use other 
documents you created with the same application. However, you may have to 
take some steps to continue working with this one. 

When the document freezes: 

• Turn to the Table of Contents. 

• Turn back to the document. You should be able to use it, but you may have 
lost changes you made since you last saved it. (It's a good idea to save your 
changes periodically by choosing Checkpoint from the Document menu or 
by turning the page.) 

• If you turn back to the document and you still can't use it, PenPoint 
displays a message telling you that an error has occurred and then 
automatically turns to the Table of Contents. 

• Restart the computer. (Press the On/Offbutton at the top right corner of 
the computer. Hold the button down for a few seconds and then release it. 
You'll see a message telling you that PenPoint is warm booting.) 

If you're unable to use the document after restarting the computer, duplicate 
the document by copying it on the Table of Contents and then try using the 
copy. If that doesn't work, go back to a copy you've stored on a disk, or use a 
document recovery utility. 
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Booting PenPoint When PenPoint Freezes 

If the screen goes blank or you find you can't do anything in the Notebook, 
then PenPoint may have frozen. First try restarting the computer. If you're still 
unable to use the Notebook, you'll need to copy the PenPoint operating system 
from a GO floppy disk or hard disk. (This is called booting or cold booting the 
computer.) 

FACE-DOWN VIEW 
(battery pack 
removed) 

Reset button (inside hole) 

To boot the computer: 

1 Connect your computer to a GO 
floppy disk. (See chapter 13, Setting 
Up Your Computer to learn how to 
connect it). 

2 Turn on the computer. 

3 Put the first PenPoint disk into the 
floppy drive. 

4 Insert the end of a straightened 
paper clip into the hole that 
contains the reset button on the 
back of the computer. 

You'll hear a beep and the computer 
will display a message showing the 
PenPoint copyright information. 

PenPoint prompts you to insert the 
remaining disks. 

When PenPoint has been 
successfully installed you'll see the 
Table of Contents. 

When you copy PenPoint onto your computer, you'll see the default Notebook. 
To customize it, reinstall the applications and accessories you normally use, 
your handwriting profile and any preferences or personal dictionaries you've 
stored on a disk. You'll also need to copy the documents and sections you were 
last using back to your Notebook. 
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Accommodating Multiple Users 

When several people share the same computer, each person may want to set it 
up differently. You can do this by: 

• Creating an individual Notebook for each user. 

• Creating an individual handwriting profile, personal dictionary, and 
preference set as described in chapter 4, Installing Programs and Devices. 

Before beginning to work, each person can copy her or his Notebook to the 
computer from a disk and then activate a handwriting profile, personal 
dictionary, and preference set. 

Crea ing Individual Notebooks 

Even when you don't share the computer with several other people, you may 
find it more convenient to organize your work by creating individual notebooks 
for each primary topic, for example for each major client or project. 

The PenPoint computer comes with a default Notebook which you can replace 
with another notebook. The default Notebook and any additional notebooks 
you create are kept on the Bookshel£ 

81.1siness 
Memo 
Mini!xt 

--~~------~~~ ~-------------~--~~~ Not~ .ook 

:~j • /\ 
Cbck Notebook 

_!J ¥' II rC9 CSIl ill § ~.!..!, 
Help P!efe!enoes Tools SIB.tbnery Disks Keyboard InsIB.ll?r In ·O'Jt 

To create a Notebook: 

1 Draw a caret /\ on the Bookshelf 
where you want the new notebook 
to go. 

2 Choose Notebook from the Create 
menu. 
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ACCOMMODATING MULTIPLE USERS 

3 Tap to open the notebook. 

4 To close the default Notebook, tap 
the close corner. To remove it, 
move it to a disk using the Disk 
Manager. 

(You need to choose the Document 
Zooming option on the Safeguards 
Preferences sheet before you can 
close the current Notebook.) 

5 To zoom the new Notebook to its 
full size, draw a flick up I. (Draw a 
flick down I to unzoom it.) 

... To close it, tap J the close corner 

You treat the new Notebook as you do other items on the Bookshelf. To: 

• Open it, tap its icon. 

• Move it, press r the icon, then drag it. To copy it, tap press .r the icon, 
then drag it. 

• Set the icon options, draw a check V' on the icon. 

• Change the title, draw a circle 0 on the title to get the edit pad, and change 
it there. 

Once you've created a Notebook, you can keep a backup copy on a disk. Use 
the Disk Manager to copy it to a floppy or hard disk. See chapter 11, Filing 
Documents for information about the Disk Manager. 
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Tips on Navigating and Using Documents 

Most of the time when you navigate from one place to another in the 
Notebook, you use the Table of Contents, tabs, or hyperlink buttons. While 
working on a document, you might refer to other information by embedding a 
second document or tool in the cork margin. 

By combining these techniques for navigation and reference, you can make 
your work more efficient. For example, you can turn the Table of Contents into 
a control panel which contains embedded tools and documents or create a 
customized index that contains hyperlink buttons to documents. 

Turn ng the Table of Contents into a Control Panel 

The Table of Contents is the principal navigation tool in the Notebook, since 
from it you can turn to any page. 

To make it easier to refer to the Table of Contents while working with other 
documents, you can float it and then resize and position it in a convenient 
location. Whenever you next float the Table of Contents, it will reappear in the 
same place on the screen. (To float it from anywhere in the Notebook, double 
tap :~ the Contents tab.) 

To turn it into a control panel, display the cork margin and embed hyperlink 
buttons, documents, and tools you routinely use while working on documents. 
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TIPS ON NAVIGATING AND USING DOCUMENTS 

To turn the Table of Contents into a 
control panel: 

1 Double tap :~ the Contents tab to 
float the Table of Contents. (Make 
sure the floating preference is 
turned on.) 

2 Resize the Table of Contents by 
dragging the bottom or lower right 
hand corner. Position it by dragging 
the title line. 

Each time you float the Table of 
Contents it will appear in the 
same place until you reposition or 
resize it. 

To make it smaller, hide the menu 
line by drawing an M on the tide 
line. (To display it when you need 
to choose a command, draw 
another M on the title line.) 

3 Draw a C on the title line to show 
the cork margin. 

In the cork margin you can copy 
tools you want to use, create new 
documents or embed existing ones, 
and insert hyperlink buttons to 

other documents. 

Instead of using gestures to display or hide the cork margin and menu line, you 
can also choose Cork Margin and Menu Line from the Show category on the 
Access document option sheet. 
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TIPS ON NAVIGATING AND USING DOCUMENTS 

Creating a Customized Index 

You can make an index by creating a document on the Bookshelf that contains 
hyperlink buttons to documents or places in documents to which you want to 
refer. 

When working with the index, you can float it on top of the current document, 
or resize the document and the index so that the index is tiled-arranged next 
to the document on the screen. 
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To create a tiled index: 

1 Drag the bottom handle of the 
current document up. 

2 Create a document on the 
Bookshelf (Draw a caret /\ on 
the Bookshelf and tap J a piece 
of stationery.) 

3 Tap J to open the new document, 
and resize it so it fits beneath the 
current document. (Reposition the 
document by dragging the title line. 
Drag the corner handle diagonally 
to make it bigger.) 

To create more space in the index 
for hyperlink buttons, hide the 
menu line by drawing an M on the 
title line. (To display it when you 
need to choose a command, draw 
another M on the tide line.) 
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TIPS ON NAVIGATING AND USING DOCUMENTS 

4 Select a document from the Table 
of Contents or turn to the 
document you want to place in the 
index and select a location in it. 

5 Draw the hyperlink gesture (!) m 
the index. 

As you add buttons to the index, you can rename or rearrange them so that the 
index works like a menu. 

You can change the reference of a hyperlink button. In this way, you leave the 
button on the index, but reset the place to which it takes you. To reset the 
button, select a new location, and then triple tap i' the button to redefine the 
link and to relabel the button with the new location. 



CHAPTER 13 

Setting Up 
Your Computer 
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This chapter contains information about connecting your GO Computer to 
various BaseStation modules, printers, and networks, and about caring for your 
computer. The diagrams show you how to make the physical connections to 
these devices. For information about how to use those connections once you've 
made them-how to print documents, install applications, and copy files to 
disk, see the appropriate chapters in this manual. 



SETTING UP YOUR COMPUTER 

Recharging the Battery 

The battery will normally provide power for your GO Computer for four to 
five hours. If you use the battery to run a disk drive or other external device, 
you reduce that time. 

When the battery needs recharging, the computer sends you a message. There 
are two ways to recharge your computer's battery: 

• The GO Travel Charger recharges a battery in eight hours. 

• The GO Quick Charger charges a battery in about one and a half hours, 
and lets you operate the computer with external devices while charging. 

You may find it useful to buy a second 
battery, so you can always have one 
charged and ready. 
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RECHARGING THE BATTERY 

Usin ~ the GO Travel Charger 

Power cord to 
Travel Charger 
socket on 
GO computer 

You can connect the GO Travel Charger directly to the computer to: 

• recharge the battery in eight hours 

• operate the computer while conserving its battery power. 

The Travel Charger operates on current from 100-240 volts, and from 50-60 
cycles, so you won't need an adapter for the current in other countries. The 
Travel Charger starts charging when you plug it into the computer. If you 
interrupt the charging cycle by connecting a GO Floppy Drive or other device, 
you'll need to disconnect the drive or device, and remove and then reinsert the 
Travel Charger jack to start the charge cycle again. 

For this procedure you'll need the GO Travel Charger and its detachable power 
cord, which come with every GO computer. 

GO Travel Charger To use the Travel Charger to recharge 
the battery: 

1 Unplug the Quick Charger or 
anything else that's attached to your 
GO Computer. The Travel Charger 
only charges your battery when it's 
the only thing attached to the 
computer. 

2 Plug the small end of the Travel 
Charger's cord into the Travel 
Charger jack on the top edge of the 
computer. 

3 Plug the other end of the Travel 
Charger's cord into a standard wall 
outlet. 
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RECHARGING THE BATTERY 

Usin 0 the GO Quick Charger 

The GO Quick Charger is an optional BaseStation module which you can 
use to: 

• recharge the battery in one and a half hours 

• power GO Computer and disk drive operations while recharging the battery 

• connect to printers 

• connect to a PC 

• connect to a TOPS FlashCard 

• connect to a disk drive 

• attach a keyboard. 

Like the GO Travel Charger, the Quick Charger operates on current from 
100-200 volts, and from 50-60 cycles, so you shouldn't need an adapter for the 
current in other countries. As with the Travel Charger, you start a charge cycle 
when you plug the Quick Charger into the GO Computer. However, the 
Quick Charger will continue to charge the computer (at a much slower rate) 
even if you attach other devices. 

For this procedure you'll need a GO Quick Charger and a BaseStation cable. 

GO Quick Charger 

BaseStation cable 

To recharge your GO Computer's 
battery with the Quick Charger: 

1 Plug the Quick Charger into a 
standard wall outlet. 

2 Plug the BaseStation cable into the 
BaseStation connector on the side 
of the Quick Charger and into the 
computer. Use either end of the 
cable; they're the same. 
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Replacing the Battery 

You may need to install a fresh battery pack if you: 

• use your computer for long periods of time without access to an outlet for 
recharging 

• use the battery in your computer to run a disk drive for any length of time 

• see a message on the screen telling you your battery is low. 

Rem Jving a Battery 

When you turn the computer over you'll see the rectangular outline of the 
battery pack. 

Before you remove the battery pack, choose Checkpoint from the Document 
menu to save your work. Or you can turn the page. (The PenPoineM operating 
system records the data as long as nothing is selected on the page before you 
turn away from it.) 

Battery pack To remove the battery pack: 

1 Turn the computer off. If you 
remove the battery while the 
computer is on, you may lose data. 

2 Tip the computer up so that the 
battery pack is on top, facing you. 

3 Use your thumbs to press the top 
edge of the battery pack (the 
bottom edge of the computer) 
down and towards you until it 
comes out. 

A small lithium battery inside the 
computer keeps your data safe while 
you're changing the battery pack. 



SETTING UP YOUR COMPUTER 

Inst~~lIing a Battery 

REPLACING THE BATTERY 

Power contacts 

Power contacts 

Battery pack With the computer turned face 
down, gently but firmly press the 
battery pack into its slot until it 
slips comfortably behind the 
retaining lip of the computer. 
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Connecting to a Printer 

You can connect your GO Computer to a printer in the following ways: 

• Use a GO Serial Printer Cable to connect directly to a serial printer. 

• Use the GO Quick Charger and a standard serial cable to connect to a serial 
printer. 

• Use a GO PC Cable-FlashCard to connect to a PC with a TOPS 
FlashCard and a connected printer. (For more information see "Connecting 
to a TOPS Network" later in this chapter and in Connecting to a Personal 
Computer.) 

Consult the GO Release Notes for a list of supported printers. Your printer 
must be on this list, be compatible with one that is, or be supported with an 
appropriate printer driver by GO or an independent vendor. 

Once you have a printer hooked up, you'll need to install it so that the 
PenPoint operating system will recognize it. For more information, see 
chapter 10 (Printing, Sending and Receiving Documents). 

Conr ecting Directly to a Serial Printer 

For this procedure you'll need a GO Serial Printer Cable. You may also need an 
adapter. See the list of adapters below. 

BaseStation connector 

GO Serial 
Printer Cable 

To connect your computer directly to a 
serial printer: 

1 Plug the GO Serial Printer Cable's 
nine-pin (male DB9) plug into the 
printer's serial connector. 

.... If your printer has a female DB9 
connector, you don't need an 
adapter. Otherwise you do. 

2 Plug the other end of the serial 
cable into the BaseStation 
Connector on your computer. 
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CONNECTING TO A PRINTER 

SerL~~1 Printer Connectors And Adapters 

If your printer has a female DB9 connector, you don't need an adapter for the 
GO Serial Printer Cable's male DB9 plug. If it has any other kind of connector, 
you need an adapter that has a DB9 connector on one end (for the GO cable) 
and the appropriate adapter on the other end. 

Printer's Connector 

Male DB9 

Female DB9 

Male DB25 

Female DB25 

Ada pter Needed 

D B9 female on both ends 

Adapter Needed 

DB9 female on one end, 
DB25 female on the other 

D B9 female on one end, 
DB25 male on the other 
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262 CONNECTING TO A PRINTER 

Can ecting to a Serial Printer Through the GO Quick Charger 

For this procedure you'll need a standard serial cable, a Quick Charger, and a 
BaseStation cable. 

Printer's 
serial 
connector 

BaseStation 
cable 

You can also use the Quick Charger to 
connect to both serial and parallel printers 
via a TOPS network. See "Connecting to a 
TOPS Network" later in this chapter. 

GO Quick Charger 

Quick Charger's 
serial connector 

BaseStation 
connector 

1 Plug a standard serial cable into the 
serial connector on the side of the 
Quick Charger. 

2 Plug the other end of the serial 
cable into the serial connector of 
the printer. 

3 Connect the Quick Charger to the 
computer with the BaseStation 
cable . 

... If you don't want to use the 
battery, you can plug the Quick 
Charger into a wall outlet. 
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Using a GO Floppy Drive 

You use the GO Floppy Drive to transfer documents and applications to and 
from floppy disks. You can connect the drive to the GO Computer directly or 
through the Quick Charger. With the disk drive you can: 

• install new applications 

• store documents created on the GO Computer 

• free up more memory by transferring applications or documents to a 
floppy disk 

• exchange documents with colleagues. 

Use the Installer to move applications to and from floppy disks, and the Disk 
Manager to move documents. For more details, see chapter 11, Filing 
Documents and chapter 4, Installing Applications and Devices. 

You can also connect to a floppy drive through a TOPS connection to a PC. 
For more information, see Connecting to a Personal Computer. 

Conr ecting a GO Floppy Drive through the GO Quick Charger 

For this procedure you'll need a GO Quick Charger, a GO Floppy Drive, and a 
BaseStation cable. 

BaseStation 
cable connector 

GO Quick Charger 

Latch 

GO Floppy Drive 

Manual eject 
button (inside hole) 

LED disk activity 
indicator 

To connect to a floppy drive through 
the Quick Charger: 

1 Slip the latch on the front of the 
Floppy Drive into the connector on 
the Quick Charger. 

2 Press the backs of the floppy drive 
and Quick Charger together. The 
units click into place when they're 
properly connected. 

3 Plug the BaseStation cable into the 
computer's BaseStation connector 
and the BaseStation connector on 
the Quick Charger. 
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To separate the units, press the release 
button on top of the disk drive, then 
unhook the backs of the units and the 
latch at the front of the disk drive. 
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USING A GO FLOPPY DRIVE 

Conr ecting Directly to a Disk Drive 

You can connect the GO Floppy Drive directly to the GO Computer, but it 
will run down your battery rapidly, so it's advisable only for short periods. 
Remember that if you connect the floppy drive to the computer while you're 
charging it, you'll have to disconnect the drive, remove and then re-connect the 
Travel Charger or Quick Charger to start the charge cycle again. 

For this procedure you'll need a GO Floppy Drive and a BaseStation Cable. 

GO Floppy Drive To make the direct connection: 

1 Push one end of the BaseStation 
Cable into the computer's 
BaseStation connector. Both ends 
of the cable are the same. 

2 Push the other end of the cable into 
the floppy drive's BaseStation 
connector. 
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Using Floppy Disks 

If you're unfamiliar with floppy disks, take a moment to examine one. The 
metal shutter goes into the drive first. The disk's label area creates an obvious 
front or top side. The GO Floppy Drive stands vertically, so make sure that 
the large label area is facing left when you slip the floppy disk into the disk 
drive slot. 

The GO Floppy Drive uses 3.5 inch disks that hold 1.44 megabytes of 
information. These are compatible with the 3.5 inch disk drives of IBM
compatible computers. This means that IBM-compatible computers (using 
DOS) can read disks formatted by a GO computer or any PenPoint computer. 

• A GO Computer or any computer using the PenPoint operating system can 
read 3.5 inch DOS-formatted floppy disks from PCs and perform basic file 
functions on them, such as copy, rename and transfer. 

• You can work with data on compatible disks whenever the applications are 
compatible. 

If the GO Computer doesn't recognize a disk, you'll see a message asking you 
whether to format or eject it. If the disk has some data on it that you want to 
keep, choose Eject, because formatting will erase everything. 

For more about formatting and using disks, see chapter 11, Filing Documents 
and chapter 4, Installing Applications and Devices. 

For this procedure you'll need a GO Floppy Drive connected to a GO 
Computer, either directly or through a Quick Charger, and a 3.5 inch floppy 
disk. In either case, you use the BaseStation cable to connect to the GO 
Computer. 

GO Floppy Drive 

label 

To use floppy disks in a GO Floppy 
Drive: 

1 Insert the floppy disk into the drive, 
metal shutter first, with the label 
facing the release button. 

2 Push the disk into the drive until 
you hear it click into place. 
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The disk should go eaSily into the drive. 
If it doesn't, you've probably tried to insert 
it upside down. 
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USING FLOPPY DISKS 

Man ually Ejecting a Disk from the GO Floppy Drive 

You normally eject floppy disks from the GO Floppy Drive with the Disk 
Manager's Eject command, or by drawing an E over the disk icon. If that fails 
for some reason, you can eject a floppy disk manually. 

Use a straightened paper clip to push the manual eject button (inside the hole) 
until the disk pops out. 

GO Floppy Drive 

Manual eject button 
(inside hole) 

/ 
Paper clip 
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Using a Hard Drive 

You can connect to a SCSI hard drive through the GO Floppy Drive. You can 
also connect to a hard drive through a TOPS connection to a PC. For more 
information, see Connecting to a Personal Computer. 

For this procedure you'll need a GO Floppy Drive and a SCSI-II to SCSI-I 
connector cable. 

10 SCSI-I 
connector cable 

connector 

BaseSlalion 
connector 

To connect a SCSI hard drive to your 
GO Computer: 

1 Use the SCSI-II to SCSI-I cable to 

connect the hard drive to the SCSI 
connector on the back of the GO 
Floppy Drive. 

2 Connect the floppy drive to the 
computer with the BaseStation 
cable. 
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With most types of SCSI drives (generally 
older ones) you may need a small-to-Iarge 
(SCSI-I to SCSI-II) adapter. 
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Connecting to a PC 

You can connect your GO Computer to a PC equipped with a TOPS 
FlashCard to: 

• exchange documents (files) with colleagues 

• rename, move, copy, and delete documents 

• use the PC's disk drives to store and back up PenPoint documents 

• work with the contents of documents, when the PenPoint and PC 
applications are compatible 

• use the PC as a gateway to a network. 

You can use a GO PC Cable-Flash Card to connect the computer to a 
TOPS FlashCard installed on a PC. You can also connect a Quick Charger 
to a FlashCard by using standard AppleTalk connectors. For more information 
about using TOPS to transfer files to a PC, or to use that PC as a gateway to a 
network, see Connecting to a Personal Computer. 
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CONNECTING TO A PC 

[conjecting Directly to a TOPS FlashCard 

GO Computer 

You should mount the TOPS FlashCard in a slot on your PC and connect a 
TOPS TeleConnector to the DB9 connector on the FlashCard, and install 
TOPS network software on the PC before proceeding. For information, see 
your TOPS manual and Connecting to a Personal Computer. 

For this procedure you'll need TOPS software, a TOPS FlashCard for the PC, 
two TOPS TeleConnectors (one with a MiniDin8 connection and one with a 
DB9 connection, both supplied with the FlashCard) a length of phone line, 
and a GO PC Cable-FlashCard. You may also need the terminator resistor 
that comes with the DB9 TeleConnector. 

Telephone line 

To connect your GO Computer to a 
TOPS FlashCard: 

1 Plug the GO PC cable's Base
Station connector into the top 
end of the GO Computer. 

2 The PC-FlashCard cable ends in a 
MiniDin8 connector. Attach that 
to the appropriate TeleConnector. 

3 Plug the ends of a telephone line 
into the MiniDin8 TeleConnector 
at one end, and the DB9 
TeleConnector at the other. 

4 Then plug the DB9 TeleConnector 
into the FlashCard on the PC . 

.. This TeleConnector has two 
p lugs. If you're not attaching 
another device, you'll need to 
insert the terminating resistor 
supplied with the TeleConnector. 
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CONNECTING TO A PC 

Conr ecting to a TOPS FlashCard through the GO Quick Charger 

BaseSlalion 
cable 

You should mount the TOPS FlashCard in a slot on your PC and install TOPS 
network software on the PC before proceeding. See your TO PS manual and 
Connecting to a Personal Computer for details. 

For this procedure you'll need TOPS software and a TOPS FlashCard for the 
PC, a GO Quick Charger and BaseStation cable, a length of phone line, and 
two TOPS TeleConnectors. You may also need the terminator resistor that 
comes with the DB9 TeleConnector. 

BaseSlalion 

MiniDin 8 
TeleConnector 

connector 

To connect your GO Computer to the 
TOPS FlashCard through a Quick 
Charger: 

1 Plug the BaseStation cable into the 
top end of the GO Computer and 
the Quick Charger's BaseStation 
connector. 

2 Plug the round end (MiniDin8) 
of the TeleConnector into the 
connector on the end of the Quick 
Charger. 

3 Plug the ends of a telephone line 
into the MiniDin8 TeleConnector 
at one end, and the DB9 Tele
Connector at the other. 

4 Then plug the DB9 TeleConnector 
into the FlashCard on the PC . 

... This TeleConnector has two 
plugs. If you're not attaching 
another device, you'll need to 
insert the terminating resistor 
supplied with the TeleConnector. 
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Using Option Cartridges 

With option cartridges you can add capabilities to your PenPoint computer, 
such as a modem used for E-mail or fax. 

For this procedure you'll need: an option cartridge, such as the GO Fax/Data 
Modem. 

GO Fax/Data Modem 

Option slot 

To install an option cartridge: 

1 Turn off the GO Computer. 

2 Slide the cartridge into the slot 
until you hear a click. 
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To remove a cartridge, squeeze the edges 
together to release it, then slide it out. 
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Connecting A Keyboard 

With a GO Quick Charger, you can connect an IBM PS/2 keyboard to your 
computer. 

1 Plug the PS/2 keyboard cable into 
the PS/2 connector on the side of 
the Quick Charger. 

2 Attach the Quick Charger to the 
GO Computer with the 
BaseStation cable. 

3 Plug the Quick Charger into a wall 
outlet. 



SETTING UP YOUR COMPUTER 

Caring For Your GO Computer 

The GO Computer has been designed and tested to high standards; it's built to 
travel. You can operate it while you're carrying it around. You can turn it upside 
down, store it on its side, pack it in a suitcase-treat it like a notebook. 

High humidity shouldn't be a problem, but the computer is not hermetically 
sealed and shouldn't be used outside in the rain, or if you see droplets inside 
the screen. The computer will operate over a wide range of temperatures 
(0-45 degrees C.; 32-113 degrees E) and you can transport and store it in 
sub-zero conditions. However, it's a good idea to let the computer reach room 
temperature before you turn it on. 

Of course, it's best to avoid testing the computer with sharp shocks, severe 
static electricity, or spilled liquids. The screen, in particular, has been 
constructed from very thin glass. 

A GO Leather Cover is available to protect the screen from being cracked or 
punctured. Watch out for sharp-cornered objects when you're packing the 
computer. Use the GO Carrying Case that comes with every computer for 
additional protection. When you need to dean the screen, use the spray 
solution we've provided. Avoid soap and water. 

Store the GO pen in its compartment in the top end of the computer to avoid 
losing it. Regular pens won't work with the GO Computer, so you might want 
to buy a spare to keep in a safe place. 
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TOP EDGE VIEW 

Option slot 

FRONT VIEW 

FACE-DOWN VIEW 
(battery pack 
removed) 

USING PENPOINT 

BaseStation 
connector 

Travel Charger jack 

Screen 
contrast 

Pen storage slot 
(cover shown in 
closed position) 

ani Off button 

Pen-sensitive screen 

Reset button (inside hole) 

The GO pen 

Battery pack 
(Contact points and 
insertion direction 
arrows located 
on underside) 

Battery power 
contacts 

Battery pack 
retaining lip 
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'he GO Floppy Drive 

FRONT VIEW 

Release button 

BaseStation 
Connector 
to Quick Charger 
or GO Computer 

Latch for coupling - __ 
to Quick Charger 

SCSI II - SCSI I 
connector {to 
external hard 
drive} 

REAR VIEW 

Manual eject button 
{inside hole} 

Floppy disk 
insertion slot 

LED disk activity 
indicator 
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The GO Quick Charger 

FRONT/RIGHT-SIDE VIEW 

PS/2 keyboard plug 

Serial printer connector 

BaseStation cable connector ----------' 

REAR/LEFT-SIDE VIEW 

Coupling latch for 
GO Floppy Drive 

RS422 Apple Talk connector 
(serial/network port) 

Con nector to GO 
Floppy Drive 

AC power connector -------------

BaseStation cable Power cord to wall socket 
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'he GO 'ravel Charger 

Power cord to 
Travel Charger 
jack on GO Computer 

AC power connector ---

AC power cord 
to wall outlet 
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Glossary 

Access Speed An option on the Access document 
option sheet that shortens the time it takes to turn to a 
document. This option uses more memory than the 
normal page turn speed. 

Alignment An option on the Paragraph text option 
sheet that changes the placement of text within the 
margins of the page. Use this option, for example, to 
center a title or align text along the right margin rather 
than the left margin. 

Application A software program you install on your 
PenPoint computer. Applications add new capabilities to 
your computer. For example, if you add a spreadsheet 
application, you can work with spreadsheets on the 
computer. The MiniText application comes with the 
GO Computer. 

Apply A button on option sheets and some items of 
the Bookshelf. Tap J Apply to tell the PenPoint™ 
operating system to carry out the options you've chosen. 
Before turning to another option sheet, be sure to tap 
Apply on the current sheet if you want PenPoint to 
apply your choices. 

Bookshelf An area at the bottom of the screen that 
contains tools and auxiliary notebooks to use while 
working with documents. Each item on the Bookshelf is 
represented by an icon-a small picture. 

Booting A procedure to restart PenPoint if an error 
prevents you from continuing to use the computer. 

Borders & Controls An option on the Access 
document option sheet that tells PenPoint whether to 
display the border (the outline surrounding the 
document), the title and menu line, and the scroll 
margins for an embedded document or tool. 

Boxed pad A writing pad divided into character 
boxes. In boxed pads, you write a single character in each 
box and then translate the text in the boxes before 
transferring it to the page. 

Busy clock An animated clock symbol that appears 
when PenPoint is carrying out a command that takes any 
length of time. 

Cancel A button on a dialog sheet or message that 
closes the sheet or message without changing anything. 

Character box A box in an edit pad or writing pad 
into which you write one character (letter, number, or 
punctuation mark). 

Checklist A list of choices on a menu, option sheet, or 
dialog sheet. A single line along the left edge of a 

checklist indicates that you can choose one option from 
it; a double line indicates you can choose one or more 
options. 

Checkpoint A command on the Document menu 
which you choose to save your current changes to a 
document. 

Close corner A gray triangle in the upper-left corner 
of a floating document, Bookshelf item, or Notebook. 
Tap J the close corner to close something. (The 
Notebook has a close corner when you've chosen the 
zooming option). 

Collapse A command on the View menu that closes a 
section in a table of contents so the tides in it are not 
displayed. 

Command A choice on a menu. Commands tell the 
PenPoint operating system what to do next. 

Cork margin A n area at the bottom of all documents 
where you can put aside hyperlink buttons, new 
documents, embedded documents, or tools. The cork 
margin may be hidden. Draw a C in the title line to 

show it. 

Create menu A list of the stationery you can use to 
create new documents. You add or remove stationery 
from the Create menu with the Stationery notebook, 
which holds all the stationery in the computer. 

Customized stationery A stationery document that 
you have modified and added to the Stationery 
notebook. You might customize stationery to add text 
such as a company address to a piece of stationery or to 
change the standard text and document options. 

Customization set A set of practice sentences in the 
Handwriting Customization tool that you copy to teach 
PenPoint how you write. 

Deactivate An Installer command that deletes 
something from the Notebook but leaves a placeholder 
for it so that you can easily reactivate it later. 

Deselect The action you take to make a selection go 
away, usually by tapping it. For example, on the Table of 
Contents you tap J to select a document title and tap it 
again to deselect it. 

Dialog sheet A form that the PenPoint operating 
system displays when you choose commands followed by 
an ellipsis ( ... ). You use the dialog sheet to choose 
options and enter information that's needed before 
PenPoint can carry out a command. 
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Dictionary A personal dictionary to which you can 
add words, such as company names and acronyms. 

Directory A container for organizing documents on a 
disk. You can place PenPoint documents and sections as 
well as PC files and subdirectories in a directory. 

Disk Manager An auxiliary notebook on the 
Bookshelf that shows you what's contained on a floppy 
disk, hard disk, or network to which you've connected 
the PenPoint computer. 

Document A piece of stationery on which you enter 
information. Each time you choose a piece of stationery 
from the Create menu or Stationery notebook, you 
create a new document that occupies one page of the 
Notebook. 

Document option sheets Option sheets on which 
you note information about a document and set options 
for how PenPoint displays the document on the page. 
Document option sheets also provide information about 
the application. 

Drag The action of moving the pen across the screen 
without lifting it. 

Edit pad A boxed pad that contains text you want to 
change. You open an edit pad by drawing a circle 0 over 
the text. 

Embedded document A document inserted within 
another document, such as a spreadsheet table inserted 
in a text document. You can hide the borders of the 
embedded portion so that the printed result looks like 
one document. 

Embedded pad A large writing pad that you get by 
drawing a caret tap A. The embedded pad begins where 
you draw the gesture and the text that's already in the 
document flows around it. 

Enable An option on the Page Setup dialog sheet, 
Print dialog sheet, and Printers option sheet in Tools 
that tells PenPoint that a printer is connected to the 
computer. Enabling a printer in one location 
automatically activates it in the other places. 

Expand A command on the View menu that opens a 
section in a table of contents so the titles in it are 
displayed. 

Export A command on the Table of Contents' Edit 
menu that lets you copy a document to a disk and 
simultaneously convert the file format to one you can 
use on another computer. 

Field The text area on forms, option and dialog sheets, 
and lists. You can write text directly in a field or tap J 
the field to open an edit pad. Fields often have specific 
functions and labels, such as Name field, Address field, 
and Telephone field. 

File Format The wayan application stores 
information. A file format is usually indicated by a three 
letter extension at the end of a file name, for example, 
.TXT indicates that a document uses an ASCII text file 
format. 

First line offset The amount of space by which you 
indent the first line of a paragraph. 

Float To place a document, option sheet, dialog sheet, 
or Bookshelf item on top of the current page. Option 
sheets, dialog sheets, and Bookshelf items automatically 
float when you open them. You float documents by first 
choosing the document floating option on the 
Safeguards Preferences sheet and then double tapping :, 
the document's page number, icon, or tab. Float 
documents when you want to use two documents at the 
same time. 

Floppy disk A 3.5-inch disk that you format to use on 
the PenPoint computer. 

Font A text typeface that's used to display a document 
on the screen and to print it. You choose fonts for 
documents from the Text option sheets. Choose an 
on-screen PenPoint font and field text font from the 
Fonts & Layout Preferences sheet. 

Footer The text that runs along the bottom of each 
page. You can see the footer only when you print the 
document. 

Format (disk) To erase a disk and prepare it so 
PenPoint can record information on it. 

Format (text) To style text and position it on the 
page, for example, by selecting font and character styles 
and adjusting margins and line spacing. You format text 
with the Text option sheets. 

Gestures A symbol or letter you make on the 
computer screen with the special GO Pen. Gestures are a 
kind of shorthand that bypass or supplement the menu 
commands. Individual gestures are defined, with 
examples, in chapter 3, Drawing Gestures. 

GO Pen The special pen you use to write on the GO 
Computer's screen. 

Handwriting customization A sheet located in 
Tools to teach PenPoint how you make your letters. 

Handwriting profile The information that tells 
PenPoint how you write your letters. When you use 
Handwriting Customization, you modify the standard 
handwriting profile to create a personalized one which 
records the way you form letters. 

Header The text that runs along the top of each page. 
You can see the header only when you print the 
document. 
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Home path The location on a disk where the 
PenPoint operating system expects to find a file. 
PenPoint creates a home path when you first install an 
application or utility on the computer. 

Home volume The disk from which you installed 
applications or utilities on the PenPoint computer. 
PenPoint refers to the home volume when you save or 
update something, or when you deactivate and then 
reactivate it. 

Hyperlink button A marker you attach to a 
document so that you can instantly jump to it from 
elsewhere in the same document or different document. 

Icon A symbol-usually a small picture-that 
represents a document, an item on the Bookshel£ or an 
embedded document. 

Import To copy a PC document to the PenPoint 
computer. When you copy a PC document, PenPoint 
automatically displays an import sheet that lists the 
applications you can use with the document. 

In place An option on the Access Document option 
sheet for displaying an embedded document. When you 
choose In Place PenPoint displays the document where 
you embedded it instead of floating it on top of the page. 

Insertion point The place at which text is added to 
the page. For example, to use the software keyboard to 
add words to a document, you press ~ in the document 
where you want the new words to go. Doing so sets an 
insertion point that looks like a vertical line. 

Installer An auxiliary notebook on the Bookshelf that 
you use to add, remove, deactivate, and reactivate such 
items as applications, services, fonts, handwriting 
profiles, dictionaries, and preference sets. 

Keyboard A Notebook accessory that displays a 
software keyboard on the screen. You can tap on a key to 
place a character in text. You can also use an IBM PS/2 
keyboard with the GO Computer. 

Label The text that identifies icons, tabs, hyperlink 
buttons, and categories of choices on option and dialog 
sheets. 

Magnified text A command on the View text options 
sheet to increase the size of text on the screen without 
increasing the font size used for printing. 

Menu A list of commands located on the menu line. 
You choose a command by tapping J it. Most menu 
commands have equivalent gestures. 

Menu line The area at the top of the page that 
contains commands you choose to tell PenPoint what to 
do next. 

Notebook The structure that holds the documents 
you create. The first page of the Notebook is a Table of 

Contents. Each succeeding page contains a different 
document. 

Notebook tab An identifying label that you attach to 
any page in the Notebook for easy access. Tabs are 
arranged along the right side of the screen. You can turn 
directly to a page by tapping J its tab. 

Option sheet A PenPoint form that you use to set 
attributes for a document or for a selection in the 
document. For example, you can choose a font style for 
the text in a document from the Text option sheets. 

Page turn arrows Symbols on either side of the page 
number in the top-right corner of the page. Tap J one 
of these two arrows to turn one page forward or 
backward. 

Pop-up pad A small writing pad that you get by 
drawing a caret 1\. The pop-up pad floats above the text. 

Pop-up list Choices on an option sheet that are 
hidden until you display them by tapping J the current 
choice. 

Preferences A set of option sheets located on the 
Bookshelf that you use to customize the PenPoint 
operating system. For example, you can choose a 
different writing pad style from the Handwriting 
Preference sheet. 

Primary input An option on the Pen Preference sheet 
that sets the way you'll usually enter text. The choices 
are pen and software keyboard. 

Printers An option sheet in Tools that lets you set up a 
printer after you have installed its printer driver. You 
only set the printer options once for each printer you 
plan to use. 

Proof sheet A sheet you use to correct text on the 
page. You display it by choosing Proof from the Edit 
menu or by drawing a P over the text. The Proof sheet 
includes a list of alternatives for a mistranslated, 
misspelled, or unrecognized word as well as an edit pad. 

Reactivate An Installer command that copies a 
deactivated application or utility to the PenPoint 
computer. 

Restart To switch the computer off and then on again 
when you're working with a document or tool and you 
find you can't continue working with it. To restart, you 
press the On/Off button once. Then press it again and 
hold it down until you see the message that tells you the 
computer is warm booting. 

Revert A command on the Document menu that 
allows you to restore an earlier version of the document. 
Choosing this command changes the document back to 
what it was before you last turned the page or chose the 
Checkpoint command. 
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Ruled-Boxed pad A ruled writing pad in which you 
translate your writing into boxes so you can edit it if 
necessary before you transfer the text to the page. 

Ruled pad A writing pad with lines. The PenPoint 
operating system translates handwriting directly from a 
ruled pad to the page. 

Scroll To move a document to see parts of it that do 
not fit on the screen. Use flicks II in the document, or 
the scroll handle, or arrows in the scroll margin to see 
the part of the document that's off the screen. 

Scroll margin The bar at the right or bottom of the 
screen that you use to see the part of the document 
that's off the screen. Drag the scroll handle-the small 
horizontal bar in the scroll margin-to bring the off 
screen portion into view. You can also flick on the scroll 
margin or the document. 

Search range The amount of a document you want 
PenPoint to search when it looks for text. You can search 
a whole document and its embedded documents, or you 
can limit the search by your choices in the Find & 
Replace sheet. 

Section A container you create on the Table of 
Contents for documents that you want to keep together. 
Section names appear in bold. Each section also has its 
own divider, which lists the documents it contains. A 
section can be expanded to show all the documents in it 
or closed to show the section name only. 

Select To indicate something for the next command to 
act on. Something that's selected looks different; usually 
the background darkens. 

Selection Something you've chosen on the screen, 
such as a title in the Table of Contents, that the next 
PenPoint command will affect. 

Signature pad A writing pad you use to add a 
signature to your correspondence. Your signature is 
printed as you wrote it; it isn't translated into typed text. 
Choose Signature Pad from the Insert menu of a 
MiniText document. 

Special characters Symbols that the PenPoint 
operating system uses to indicate line breaks and 
paragraph marks. To see the special characters, choose 
this option from the View Text option sheet. 

Stationery A document you choose from the Create 
Menu or Stationery notebook to create a new, blank 
document of a specific type. 

Tab A marker attached to a document or section in the 
Notebook. Tap J a tab to go to the attached page. 

Tab stops A preset indentation in text. You set tab 
stops on the Tab Stops Text option sheet. To insert them 
in text, you draw an insert tab gesture L in front of the 
text you want to indent. -

Text option sheets Option sheets that allow you to 
style and format text. For example, you use Text option 
sheets to select a different font style and to change the 
placement of text on a page. 

Table of Contents A list of all the documents and 
sections in the Notebook. 

Title line The area of a document at the top of the 
page that contains the name of the document and the 
page-turn arrows. 

Tools Accessories including Handwriting 
Customization, the Disk Manager, a clock, and a 
software keyboard. You can add commercially available 
tools to Tools. 

Translate To convert your handwriting into typed, 
electronic text. You translate your writing by tapping the 
OK button on the writing or editing pad. 

Unrecognized character The symbol PenPoint 
displays if it doesn't recognize a letter you wrote in a 
writing or editing pad. The standard symbol is a 
question mark in a circle. You can change the symbol for 
the unrecognized character to an underscore symbol 
with the Unrecognized Character category on the 
Handwriting Preferences sheet. 

Volume A floppy disk, a hard disk, or any section of a 
hard disk designated as a separate drive. 

Writing pad A pad on which you write text that the 
PenPoint operating system translates into typed, 
electronic text. Writing pads come in different sizes and 
styles, such as boxed or ruled. 

Zoom An option that you can choose from the 
Safeguards Preferences sheet to increase the size of the 
document to fill the entire screen area. 
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Index 

About (Document menu), 113, 181, 237 

About (Volume menu), 221, 223 

Accelerated (Access Speed), 243 

Accept, using customization sets and, 138 

accessories, using cork margin and, III 

Access sheet 

Access Speed, 181 

Borders & Controls category, 109 

changing display and, 203 

Cork Margin, III 

customizing documents and, 113 

other ways to use memory efficiently and, 243 

turning Table of Contents into control panel and, 250 

using Document sheet and, 181 

Access Speed (Access sheet), 181 

Accelerated, 243 

accommodating multiple users, 247-248 

Active Size (Title & Info sheet), 181 

adapters, serial printer, 261 

Add (Edit menu), 80 

adding 

footers, 208 

headers, 208 

page breaks to MiniText documents, 161 

signatures to documents, 167 

stationery to Create menu, 88 

text, 147 

words to dictionary, 166 

Add Printers sheet, 81 

adjusting writing pad size and shape, 133 

alarm, setting, 204. See also Clock 

Alarm sheet, setting alarm and, 204 

aligning pen, 123 

Alignment (Paragraph sheet), 159 

All (Pages pop-up list), 209 

Allowed (Zooming Documents category), 238 

floating documents and, 97 

zooming documents and, 100 

{Alt}, correcting text in writing pads by typing and, 135 

A.M., setting time and, 195 

applications 

changes to, 74 

deactivating, 76-77 

described, 7 

installing, 66-82 
from disk, 68-70 

Applications sheet, 68, 76 

backing up stationery and, 91 

using Document sheet and, 181 

Apply 

choosing options with, 25, 26 

copying formats or styles and, 162 

Apply & Close 

choosing options with, 26 

arrow down, gesture profile for, 41 

arrows. See page arrows; scroll arrows 

arrow up, gesture profile for, 41 

attaching Notebook tabs, 189, 190 

attributes, described, 23 

automatic installation, 70 

copying documents to floppy disk and, 217 

using Disk Manager and, 219 

Auto Shut Off option 

No, 197 

setting alarm and, 204 

using,179 

Yes, 197 

backing up 

Notebook, 237-239 

stationery, 91 

Backward (Direction category pop-up list), 174 

BaseStation cable 

connecting directly to disk drive and, 264 

connecting GO Floppy Drive through GO Quick 
Charger and, 263 

connecting keyboard and, 272 
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connecting to serial printers through GO Quick 
Charger and, 262 

using floppy disks and, 265 

using GO Quick Charger and, 257 

BaseStation modules. See specific BaseStation module 

BaseStation port, 80 

basic gestures, 36 

batter (ies) 

installing, 259 

recharging, 255-257 
with GO Quick Charger, 257 
with GO Travel Charger, 256 

removing, 258 

replacing, 258-259 

battery pack, removing, 258 

Begin, using Letter Practice and, 137 

Begin on New Page (Formatting category), 109, 212 

Beginning (Start From category pop-up list), 174 

Between Lines (Paragraph sheet), 158 

bigger, making objects, 15 

black checkmark, 26 

bold 

gesture profile for, 41 

making text, 41 

styling text directly and, 155 

Bookshelf 

described, 6 

gestures on, 39 

illustrated, 6 

moving icons on, 28 

moving items on, 200 

seeing what's on, 16-22 

See also Disks; Help; In box; Installer; Keyboard; 
Out box; Preferences; Stationery; Tools 

booting 

described, 246 

PenPoint, when frozen, 246 

restoring Notebook after, 238-239 

See also cold booting 

borders, gesture profile for, 41 

Borders & Controls category (Access sheet), 109 

Show, 109 

borders of embedded documents, hiding, 41 

bottom handles, making objects bigger or smaller with, 15 

Boxed (Writing Pad pop-up list), 128 

boxed pads 

choosing, 128 

described, 128 

editing text in, gestures for, 38 

insert space in, 52 

pigtail in, 57 

setting insertion point in, with press, 59 

writing in, 120 

See also writing pad(s) 

Box Shape pop-up list, adjusting writing pad size and shape 
and, 133 

Box Size pop-up list, adjusting writing pad size and shape 
and, 133 

bracket, left, gesture profile for, 42 

bracket, right, gesture profile for, 42 

breaks 

line, inserting, 161 

page, adding to MiniText documents, 161 

paragraph, inserting, 161 

Bring to (View menu), 188 

busy clock, described, 11. See also Clock 

Button (Show menu), 179, 180 

buttons, dismissing objects with, 13. See also specific button 

By Date (Sort menu), 182 

By Name (Sort menu), 182 

By Page (Sort menu), 182 

By Size (Sort menu), 182 

By Type (Sort menu), 182 

cables 

BaseStation cable, 257,262,263, 264, 265, 272 

GO PC Cable-flashCard, 260-262, 268-270 

GO Serial Printer Cable, 260-262 

SCSI-II to SCSI-I connector cable, 267 

Cancel 

deleting documents and, 104 

dismissing objects with, 13 

editing text in edit pads, 149 

translating handwriting and, 122 

writing in ruled pads and, 129 

caret, gesture profile for, 43 

caret tap, gesture profile for, 43 
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caring for GO computer, 273 

carrying case. See GO Carrying Case 

case. See GO Carrying Case 

Case menu, styling text directly and, 155 

changes 

saving,74-75 

to applications, 74 

to services, 74 

changing 

date, 196 

display, 203 

edit pad style, 130 

home volume, 78 

icon size, 200 

line spacing, 158 

paragraph spacing, 158 

response time, 196 

time zones, 195 

writing pad style, 130 

characters 

adding, 147 

deleting, 124, 125, 148, 149 

selecting, 144 

Character sheet 

creating customized stationery and, 90 

Hidden, 163 

styling text with Text sheet and, 156 

chargers. See GO Quick Charger; GO Travel Charger 

check, gesture profile for, 44 

checking spelling, 165-166 

check lists, choosing options from, 25 

check marks 

dimmed, customizing documents and, 113 

styling text with Text sheet and, 156 

Checkpoint (Document menu), 77, 104,236,243,244, 
245,258 

check tap, gesture profile for, 44 

choosing 

boxed pads, 128 

field fonts, 198 

fonts, 198 

menu commands, 10 

options, 25-26 

page layouts, 207 

ruled-boxed pads, 131-132 

ruled pads, 129-130 

screen layouts, 199 

style of writing pads, 128-133 

writing pad size and shape, 133 

circle, gesture profile for, 45 

circle line, gesture profile for, 45 

circles, concentric, 11, 34 

circle tap, gesture profile for, 46. See also hyperlink buttons 

cleaning screen, 273 

Clear 

choosing ruled-boxed pads and, 131 

editing text in edit pads, 149 

using customization sets and, 138 

writing in ruled pads and, 129 

Clock 

described, 18 

using, 202-204 
See also alarm; busy clock; date(s); time; Tools 

clock sheet 

changing display and, 203 

setting alarm and, 204 

Close 

automatic installation and, 70 

choosing options with, 26 

closing Preferences sheet with, 17 

closing Tools with, 18 

copying documents to floppy disks and, 217 

dismissing objects with, 13 

finding text and, 170 

installing applications with, 68 

replacing text and, 172 

using Disk Manager and, 219 

close corners, dismissing objects with, 13 

closing 

icons, 227 

menus, 10 

cold booting, described, 246. See also booting 

Collapse (View menu), 179,221 

Collate pop-up list 

printing documents and, 210 

Yes, 210 

commands 

described, 7, 10 

dimmed,10 

giving with gestures and menus, 10-11 



illustrated, 6 

See also gestures; menus/menu commands or specific 
command 

Complete word only, refining searches and, 175 

compound documents. See embedded documents 

concentric circles, 11, 34 

connecting 

keyboard,272 

printers, 79-80 

SCSI hard drive, 267 

to GO Floppy Drive 
directly, 264 
through GO Quick Charger, 263 

to PC, 268-270 

to printer, 260-262 

to serial printer 
directly, 260 
through GO Quick Charger, 262 

to TOPS flashCard 
directly, 269 
through GO Quick Charger, 270 

connector cable. See SCSI-II to SCSI-I connector cable 

connectors, serial printer, 261 

container documents, printing embedded documents 
within, 212. See also embedded documents 

contents. See Table of Contents 

Contents tab, illustrated, 9 

Continue, formatting floppy disks and, 235 

control panel, turning Table of Contents into, 249-250 

converting 

PC documents to PenPoint documents, 233-234 

PenPoint documents to PC format, 230-232 

Copies, printing documents and, 210 

Copy (Edit menu), 153 

Copy Contents (Volume menu), 228, 229 

copying 

dictionaries, 72 

disks, 228-229 

documents 
from hard disk to floppy disk, 226 
to floppy disk, 217 

documents or sections to disk, 224 

formats, 162 

hyperlink buttons, 193 

Notebook objects, 28-29 
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objects 
gestures for, 36 
with tap press, 63 

selections with tap press, 63 

styles, 162 

text, 152-153 
gestures for, 36 

to home, shortcut for, 75 

Copy to Home (Home menu), 74, 91 

connecting printers and, 79 

cork margin 

gesture profile for, 46 

turning Table of Contents into control panel and, 250 

using, 111-112 

using hyperlink buttons to move between pages and, 
193 

Cork margin, setting alarm and, 204 

Cork Margin (Access sheet), 111 

Cork Margin (Show category), 250 

corner handles, making objects bigger or smaller with, 15 

correcting 

text in writing pad by typing, 135 

translations, 124-125 
with Proof sheet, 125 
in writing pad, 124 

cover. See GO Leather Cover 

Create 

copying dictionaries with, 72 

shortcut for creating handwriting profiles, dictionaries, 
or preference sets with, 72 

Create & Close, copying dictionaries with, 72 

Create Directory (Edit menu), 222 

Create menu, 84 

adding stationery to, 88 

creating customized stationery and, 90 

creating Disk Manager stationery and, 223 

moving documents into sections and, 185 

Notebook,247 

pop-up,86,90, 105 
creating sections and, 184 

Section, 186 

using cork margin and, 111 

using to create documents, 85-86 

cross out, gesture profile for, 11, 47 

{Ctrl}, correcting text in writing pads by typing and, 135 

Current, described, 67 
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customization sets, using, 138-139 

customized indexes, creating, 251-252 

customized stationery, creating, 89-90 

customizing 

documents, 113 

handwriting, 136-141 

Help notebook, 201 

dark check marks, styling text with Text sheet and, 156 

dark gray highlights, using customization sets and, 139 

date(s) 

printing, 208 

setting, 196 

See also Clock 

Date (Show menu), 180, 182,221 

Date (Sort menu), 221 

Date Format, setting date and, 196 

Date sheet 

setting date and, 196 

setting preferences and, 194 

Day, setting date and, 196 

DB9 connectors, 261 

DB25 connectors, 261 

Deactivate (Home menu), 76, 77 

deactivating 

applications, 76-77 
described, 66 

fonts, 77 

things you can safely deactivate, 243 

utilities, 76-77 

defining searches, 173-175 

Delete (Edit menu), 104, 167,223 

deleting or purging stationery and, 92 

deleting, 76 

characters, 124, 125, 149 

documents, 104 
from Disk Manager, 223 

Help notebook, 201 

hyperlink buttons, 193 

Notebook tabs, 189 

objects, gestures for, 36 

Quick Help, 201 

sections, 184 

stationery, 92 

text, 148 
gestures for, 36 

things you can safely delete, 243 

deselecting, described, 12 

device drivers, defined, 66 

devices, installing, 66-82 

dialog sheets 

described, 23 

using,23-27 

See also option sheets or specific dialog sheet 

dictionar(ies) 

adding words to, 166 

changing home volume for, 78 

copying,72 

creating, 71 
shortcut for, 72 

Dictionaries sheet, 72, 78 

dimmed check marks 

customizing documents and, 113 

styling text with Text sheet and, 156 

dimmed commands, 10 

dimmed options, 26 

direction, search, 173-174 

Direction category pop-up list, Backward, 174 

directories 

described, 219 

new, creating, 222 

disk(s) 

copying,228-229 

copying documents or sections to, 224 

duplicating, 228-229 

ejecting, 220 
from GO Floppy Drive manually, 266 

finding out more about what's on, 221 

installing applications from, 68-70 

installing utilities from, 68-70 

renaming, 223 

transferring documents between, 226-227 

See also floppy disks; hard disk; volume(s) 

disk drive. See GO Floppy Drive; hard disk 

Disk Manager 

changing home volume and, 78 

deleting documents from, 223 

described, 18, 216 
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eject in, 49 

using, 218-223 

See also Tools 

Disk Manager stationery, creating, 223 

Disks, 20. See also Bookshelf 

dismissing objects, 13 

display, changing, 203 

Displayed (Seconds category), 195 

displaying 

Notebook tabs, 191 

option sheets, 24 

Display sheet, changing display and, 203 

Document Floating option, floating documents and, 178 

Document menu, 213 

About, 113,181,237 

Checkpoint, 77, 104,236,243, 244, 245, 258 

Print, 22,82, 110,207,209,210,212 

Print Setup, 109, 110, 157,207,208,212 

Revert, 104, 236 

Send,22 

document names, printing, 208 

Document Only (Search category pop-up list), 173 

document options, setting, 107 

documents 

adding signatures to, 167 

container, printing embedded documents within, 212 

copying, to floppy disk, 217 

creating, 84-113 
using Create menu, 85-86 
using Stationery notebook, 87-88 

customizing, 113 

deleting, 104 
from Disk Manager, 223 

described, 6 

editing text in, gestures for, 37-38 

embedded,39,107-110 
floating, 108 
hiding borders of, 41 
making full-page documents, 107 
moving, 107 
princin~ 109-110,211-212 
using hyperlink buttons to move between pages 

and, 193 

existing, embedding, 106 

filing,216-239 
finding out more about, 180-181 

floating, 97-98, 99, 178, 187 

frozen, restarting PenPoint when, 245 

full-page, making embedded documents, 107 

grouping into sections, 184-186 

moving into sections, 185 

navigating, tips on, 249-252 

new, embedding, 105 

in Notebook, 8-9 

PC, converting to PenPoint documents, 233-234 

PenPoint 
converting PC documents to, 233-234 
converting to PC format, 230-232 

previewing, 164 

printing, 82, 206-213 

receiving,206-213 

renaming, 86, 102-103, 223 

saving, 104, 236 

scrolling, 93-96 

selecting, 144 

sending, 206-213 

setting options for, gestures for, 39 

spell in, 61 

transferring, 224-227 
between disks, 226-227 
to and from Notebook, 224-225 

turning to, 9 

using, 84-113 
tips on, 249-252 

zooming, 100-101 

Document sheet 

creating customized stationery and, 89 

customizing documents and, 113 

finding out more about documents and, 180 

setting print options for embedded documents and, 109 

using, 181 
cork margin and, 111 

document title line, gestures in, 39 

document titles 

editing text in, 150 

illustrated, 9, 179 

Document Zooming option, creating Notebooks and, 248 

double caret, gesture profile for, 47 

double flick down, gesture profile for, 48 

double flick left, gesture profile for, 48 

double flick right, gesture profile for, 48 

double flick up, gesture profile for, 48 
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double tap 

gesture profile for, 49 

to select words, 144 

Draw, scrolling documents and, 93 

drawing gestures, 34-64 

drive. See GO Floppy Drive; hard disk 

dt., adding date to headers and footers and, 208 

Duplicate (Volume menu), 228 

duplicating disks, 228-229 

editing 

fill-in fields on forms, 38 

overwrite fields on forms, 38 

text, 144-167 
in boxed writing pads, 38 
in documents, 37-38 
in edit pads, 38, 149 
in fields, 150-151 
in labels and document titles, 150 
in ruled writing pads, 38 

Edit menu, 28, 29 

Add,80 

Copy, 153 

Create Directory, 222 

Delete, 104, 167, 223 

Export, 230 

Find, 170, 171 

moving and copying text and, 152 

Options, 78, 156 

Rename,86,102,223 

Select All, 90, 144 

Spell, 165 

edit pads 

changing style of, 130 

editing text in, 149 
gestures for, 38 

using, 150 

eject, gesture profile for, 49 

Eject 

automatic installation and, 70 

using floppy disks and, 265, 266 

Eject & Forget, using Disk Manager and, 220 

ejecting 

disks, 220 
from GO Floppy Drive manually, 266 

Eject & Remember (Volume menu), 227 

using Disk Manager and, 220 

electricity, static, 273 

ellipsis, described, 23 

embedded documents 

floating, 108 

hiding borders of, 41 

making full-page documents, 107 

moving, 107 

printing, 109-110,211-212 

using hyperlink buttons to move between pages and, 193 

working with, 107-110 
gestures for, 39 

em bedded writing pads 

adding text and, 147 

described, 126 

getting, 127 

embedding 
described, 84 

existing documents, 106 

new documents, 105 

tools, 106 

Empty, moving documents into sections and, 185 

Enabled, printing documents and, 82 

Enabled box, printing from Out box and, 211 

Enabled checkbox, 81, 82 

Enabled column, printing from Out box and, 211 

existing documents, embedding, 106 

Exit 

analyzing progress and, 140 

using customization sets and, 139 

Exit Handwriting Customization 

analyzing progress and, 140 

using customization sets and, 139 

using Letter Practice and, 137 

Expand (View menu), 179,221 

export, gesture profile for, 49 

Export (Edit menu), 230 

exporting 

described, 230 

documents, 230-231 

Export sheet 

described, 216 

exporting documents and, 231 



female DB9 connectors, 261 

female DB25 connectors, 261 

field fonts, choosing, 198 

fields 

editing text in, 150-151 

fill-in 
described, 150 
on forms, 38 

overwrite 
described, 151 
on forms, 38 

text, described, 26 

Filed Size (Title & Info sheet), 181 

backing up Notebook and, 237 

File menu, Rename, 184 

filing documents, 216-239 

fill-in fields 

described, 150 

on forms, editing, 38 

find, gesture profile for, 50 

Find 

defining searches and, 173 

finding text and, 170 

replacing text and, 171, 172 

Find (Edit menu), 170, 171 

finding text, 170-175 

Find & Replace sheet 
defining searches and, 173, 174 

refining searches and, 175 

replacing text and, 171 

Find sheet 

finding text and, 170 

replacing text and, 171 

1st Line Offset (Paragraph sheet), 158 

First Page 

adding headers and footers and, 208 

printing documents and, 210 

Yes, 208 

FlashCard. See TOPS flashCard 

flick down, gesture profile for, 51 

flick left, gesture profile for, 50 

flick right, gesture profile for, 50 

flicks, described, 93 

IN D E X 

flick up, gesture profile for, 51 

floating 

described, 84 

documents, 97-98, 178, 187 

embedded documents, 108 

pages, 187 

floating documents 

moving,99 

resizing, 99 

Floating Documents, floating documents and, 97 

floating option, setting, 97 

floppy disks 
changing home volume for dictionaries from one to 

another, 78 

copying documents from hard disk to, 226 

copying documents to, 217 

copying to hard disk, 229 

duplicating, 228 

formatting,235 

transferring documents from one to another, 227 

using, 265-266 

See also disk(s) 

Floppy Drive. See GO Floppy Drive 

Font category, creating customized stationery and, 90 

fonts 

choosing, 198 

deactivating, 77 

field, choosing, 198 

symbol,77 

Fonts & Layout sheet 

choosing PenPoint fonts and field fonts and, 198 

choosing screen layouts and, 199 

setting preferences and, 194 

Fonts sheet, 77 

Footer, adding headers and footers and, 208 

Footer Margin, adding headers and footers and, 208 

footers, adding, 208 

format(s) 

copying, 162 

described, 216 

PC, 230-232 

Format (Volume menu), 235 

Format menu 

For Printer, 164 

For Screen, 164 
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formatting 

floppy disks, 235 

text, 144-167 

Formatting category (Layout sheet), 109, 110 

Begin on New Page, 109,212 

Keep on Same Page, 109,212 

Print Entire Document, 109, 110,212 

Formatting option, printing embedded documents and, 109 

forms 

fill-in fields on, 38 

overwrite fields on, 38 

For Printer (Format menu), 164 

For Screen (Format menu), 164 

frozen documents, restarting PenPoint when, 245 

frozen PenPoint, booting when, 246 

full-page documents, making embedded documents, 107 

function keys, correcting text in writing pads by typing 
and, 135 

fundamentals, 6-31 

Gesture, setting response time and, 196 

gesture profile(s) 

for arrow down, 41 

for arrow up, 41 

for bold, 41 

for borders, 41 

for bracket, left, 42 

for bracket, right, 42 

for caret, 43 

for caret tap, 43 

for check, 44 

for check tap, 44 

for circle, 45 

for circle line, 45 

for circle tap, 46 

for cork margin, 46 

for cross out, 11, 47 

described, 3, 11, 34 

for double caret, 47 

for double flick down, 48 

for double flick left, 48 

for double flick right, 48 

for double flick up, 48 

for double tap, 49 

for eject, 49 

for export, 49 

for find, 50 

for flick down, 51 

for flick left, 50 

for flick right, 50 

for flick up, 51 

for initial caps, 51 

for insert character, 52 

for insert space, 52-53 

for insert tab, 53 

for italic, 54 

for line through, 54 

for lower case, 55 

for menu, 55 

for new line, 55 

for new paragraph, 56 
for normal, 56 

for pigtail, 57 

for plus, 57 

for press, 58-59 

for proof, 59 

for quadruple tap, 59 

for question mark, 60 

for scratch out, 60 

for spell, 61 

for tab, 61 

for tap, 62 

for tap press, 63 

for triple tap, 63 

for underline, 64 

for upper case, 64 

using,35 

gestures 

basic, 36 

on Bookshelf, 39 

for copying and moving text and objects, 36 

for deleting text and objects, 36 

described, 7, 10 

in document title line, 39 

drawing, 34-64 

for editing fill-in fields on forms, 38 

for editing overwrite fields on forms, 38 

for editing text in boxed and ruled writing pads, 38 

for editing text in documents, 37-38 

for editing text in edit pads, 38 

for getting help, 38 

giving commands with, 10-11 

illustrated, 6 

on Notebook tabs, 40 
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PenPoint, 36-64 

for scrolling, 39 

in scroll margin, 40 

for setting options for documents, text, and objects, 39 

in Table of Contents, 40 

using, 34-35 

for working with embedded documents, 39 

See also commands; menus/menu commands or specific 
gesture 

GO Carrying Case, 273 

GO Floppy Drive 

booting and, 246 

connecting, through GO Quick Charger, 263 

connecting to, directly, 264 

formatting floppy disks and, 235 

manually ejecting disks from, 266 

using, 263-264 

using floppy disks and, 265 

using floppy disks in, 265 

using GO Travel Charger and, 256 

using hard drives and, 267 

GO Leather Cover, 273 

GO PC Cable-FlashCard 

connecting to PCs and, 268-270 

connecting to printers and, 260-262 

GO pen, 273 

aligning, 123 

described,7 

GO Quick Charger 

connecting GO Floppy Drive through, 263 

connecting keyboard and, 272 

connecting printers to, 80 

connecting serial printer to through, 262 

connecting to PCs and, 268-270 

connecting to printers and, 260-262 

connecting TOPS FlashCard to through, 270 

recharging battery and, 255 

using,257 

using floppy disks and, 265 

using GO Travel Charger and, 256 

GO Release Notes, connecting to printers and, 260 

GO Serial Printer Cable, connecting to printers 
and,260-262 

GO Travel Charger 

recharging battery and, 255 

using,256 

gray checkmark, 26 

gray highlights, using customization sets and, 139 

grouping documents into sections, 184-186 

handle(s) 

bottom, making objects bigger or smaller with, 15 

corner, making objects bigger or smaller with, 15 

scroll 
described, 95 
scrolling documents and, 96 

Hand Preference 

choosing screen layouts and, 199 

Left, 199 

handwriting 

customizing, 136-141 

translating, 122-123 

Handwriting, setting response time and, 196 

Handwriting Customization, 71 

accommodating multiple users and, 141 

customizing handwriting and, 136 

described, 18 

See also Tools 

handwriting profiles 

accommodating multiple users and, 141 

creating, shortcut for, 72 

renaming, 71 

saving changes to, 74 

Handwriting sheet, 67, 74 

adjusting writing pad size and shape and, 133 

choosing boxed pads and, 128 

choosing ruled-boxed pads and, 131 

choosing ruled pads and, 129 

correcting translations in writing pad and, 124 

printing in upper case and, 121 

setting preferences and, 194 

Upper Case Only, 138 

viewing,67 

Handwriting Timeout, translating handwriting and, 123 

hard disk 

copying documents to floppy disk from, 226 

copying floppy disk to, 229 

using,267 

See also disk(s); SCSI hard drive 

hard drive. See hard disk 

Header, adding headers and footers and, 208 

Header Font, adding headers and footers and, 208 
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Header Margin, adding headers and footers and, 208 

headers, adding, 208 

Headers & Footers sheet, adding headers and footers 
and,208 

Header sheet, printing embedded documents and, 110 

Header Size, adding headers and footers and, 208 

help 

getting, 30-31 
gestures for, 38 

See also Help; Help notebook; Quick Help 

Help (icon), 16. See also Bookshelf; help; Help notebook; 
Quick Help 

Help notebook 

customizing, 201 

deleting,201 

using,31 

See also help; Help; Quick Help 

Help Notebook (button), 16 

closing Quick Help with, 30 

opening Help notebook with, 31 

Hidden (Character sheet), 163 

hiding borders of embedded documents, 41 

highlights, using customization sets and, 139 

home 

copying to, shortcut for, 75 

described, 66 

Home menu 

Copy to Home, 74, 91 

Deactivate, 76 

Update from Home, 74 

home path, described, 78 

home volume 

changing, 78 

saving changes to, 74 

updating from, 75 

Home Volume (button), copying dictionaries with, 72 

Hour, setting time and, 195 

humidity, 273 

hyperlink buttons 

copying, 193 

creating customized indexes and, 251-252 

deleting, 193 

described, 178 

moving, 193 

redefining, 193 

renaming, 193 

turning Table of Contents into control panel and, 250 

using cork margin and, III 

using to move between pages, 192-193 

See also circle tap 

IBM PS/2 keyboard. See keyboard 

Icon (Show menu), 180 

ICons 

on Bookshelf, moving, 28 

closing, 227 

described, 6 

document, 179 

illustrated, 9, 187 

moving,200 

Icon sheet 

changing icon size and, 200 

finding out more about what's on disks and, 221 

icon size, changing, 200 

Ignore, checking spelling and, 165 

Import, converting PC documents to PenPoint documents 
and,233 

Import sheet 

converting PC documents to PenPoint documents 
and,233,234 

copying documents or sections to disk and, 225 

described, 216 

sending and receiving documents and, 213 

Import to options, Placeholder, 234 

In box, 22, sending and receiving documents and, 213. 
See also Bookshelf 

indexes, customized, creating, 251-252 

Individual Character customization, using customization 
sets and, 139 

initial caps 

gesture profile for, 51 

styling text directly and, 155 

In Place (Open category), 108 

insert character, gesture profile for, 52 

inserting 

line breaks, 161 

paragraph breaks, 161 

spaces, 124, 125, 149 
in text, 148 



insertion point 

setting 
in boxed pads, 59 
in text, 58 

Insert menu 

getting writing pads and, 127 

Page Break, 161 

Signature Pad, 167 

Tab, 160 

insert space, gesture profile for, 52-53 

insert tab, gesture profile for, 53 

Install 

automatic installation and, 70 

installing applications with, 68 

installation, automatic, 70 

Install & Eject 

automatic installation and, 70 

installing applications with, 68 

Installer, 21 

accommodating multiple users and, 141 

described, 66 

See also Bookshelf 

Installer sheet, changing home volume and, 78 

Install from Disk, 68, 69 

installing 

applications, 66-82 
from disk, 68-70 

batteries, 259 

devices, 66-82 

option cartridges, 271 

utilities from disk, 68-70 

italic 

gesture profile for, 54 

styling text directly and, 155 

Keep on Same Page (Formatting category), 109,212 

keyboard 

connecting, 272 

using to write, 134-135 

See also Keyboard; software keyboard 

Keyboard (icon), 21 

described, 18 

IN 0 E X 

labels, editing text in, 150. See also Notebook tabs; tabs 

Landscape (Orientation), 199,207 

layouts, screen, choosing, 199 

Layout sheet 

choosing page layouts and, 207 

Formatting category, 109, 110 

printing embedded documents and, 109, 110,212 

learning 

more about Penpoint, 242-252 

to write on screen, 116 

leather cover. See GO Leather Cover 

Left (Hand Preference), 199 

left bracket. See bracket, left 

Left Margin (Paragraph sheet), 157 

left page arrow. See page arrows 

letterhead stationery, 211 

Letter Practice 

customizing handwriting and, 136 

described, 18 

using, 116, 137 

See also Tools 

letters, mistranslated/unrecognized, co rrecting, 124 

light gray highlights, using customization sets and, 139 

line breaks, inserting, 161 

Line Height (Paragraph sheet), 158 

lines, new, starting, 161 

line spacing, changing, 158 

line through, gesture profile for, 54 

liquids, spilled, 273 

lithium battery, removing batteries and, 258 

lower case 

gesture profile for, 55 

styling text directly and, 155 

.M 
magnifYing text, 164 

male DB9 connectors, 261 

male DB25 connectors, 261 

See also Bookshelf; keyboard; software keyboard; Tools managmg 

memory, 242-244 
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Notebook, 178-204 

Stationery notebook, 91-92 

manually ejecting disks from GO Floppy Drive, 266 

margin(s) 

scroll, 95 
gestures in, 40 
scrolling documents and, 96 

setting, 157 

marking pages using Notebook tabs, 189-191 

memory 

finding out how much something uses, 242 

managing, 242-244 

other ways to use efficiently, 243 

out of memory message and, 244 

Memory Usage sheet 

finding out how much memory something uses and, 242 

setting preferences and, 194 

menu, gesture profile for, 55 

Menu box, creating Disk Manager stationery and, 223 

menu commands 

choosing, 10 

described, 10 

menu line 

creating customized indexes and, 251 

illustrated, 6 

turning Table of Contents into control panel and, 250 

Menu Line (Show category), 250 

menus/menu commands 

closing, 10 

described, 7 

giving commands with, 10-11 

illustrated, 6 

See also commands; gestures or specific menu/menu 
command 

MiniText 

getting writing pads and, 127 

printing in writing pads and, 117, 118 

setting tabs and, 160 

styling text directly and, 155 

MiniText documents, adding page breaks to, 161 

Minute, setting time and, 195 

mistranslated/unrecognized letters, correcting, 124 

Model pop-up list, 80 

Modified, described, 67 

Modified column, saving changes and, 74 

movmg 

between pages, using hyperlink buttons, 192-193 
documents, into sections, 185 

embedded documents, 107 

floating documents, 99 

hyperlink buttons, 193 

icons, 200 

items on Bookshelf, 200 

Notebook objects, 14, 28-29 

objects 
gestures for, 36 
with press, 58 

pages, 183 

selections, with press, 58 

text, 152-153 
gestures for, 36 

multiple check lists, 26 

choosing options from, 25 

selecting from, 12 

multiple Notebooks, creating, 186 

multiple users, accommodating, 141,247-248 

Name, described, 67 

Name (Sort menu), 221 

names, document, printing, 208 

navigating documents, tips on, 249-252 

new directories, creating, 222 

new documents, embedding, 105 

new line, gesture profile for, 55 

new lines, starting, 161 

new pages, starting, 161 

new paragraph, gesture profile for, 56 

new paragraphs, starting, 161 

Next 

using customization sets and, 139 

using Letter Practice and, 137 

nm., adding document name to headers and footers 
and,208 

normal 

gesture profile for, 56 

styling text directly and, 155 

Not Displayed (Seconds category), 195 



Notebook(s) 

backing up, 237-239 

booting and, 246 

creating,247-248 

described, 6, 178 

documents in, 8-9 

finding out what's installed in, 67 

managing, 178-204 

multiple, creating, 186 

printing documents from pages in, 209-210 

rearranging, 183 

restoring, 238-239 

seeing what's in, 179 

transferring documents and sections to and 
from, 224-225 

writing in, 116-141 

See also specific notebook 

Notebook (Create menu), 247 

Notebook objects 

copying, 28-29 

moving, 14, 28-29 

working with, 13-15 

See also objects 

Notebook tabs 

attaching, 189, 190 

deleting, 189 

described, 178 

displaying, 191 

gestures on, 40 

illustrated, 187 

using to mark pages, 189-191 

See also labels; tabs 

numbers 

page 
described,7 
illustrated, 9, 187 
printing, 208 

objects 

copying 
gestures for, 36 
with tap press, 63 

deleting, gestures for, 36 

dismissing, 13 

making bigger/smaller, 15 

movmg 
gestures for, 36 
with press, 58 

IN D E X 

setting options for, gestures for, 39 

See also Notebook objects 

Open category 
In Place, 108 

Popup, 108 

operating, 273 

option cartridges, using, 271 

options 

choosing,25-26 

dimmed,26 

setting, gestures for, 39 

Options (Edit menu), 78, 156 

option sheets 

described, 17, 23 

displaying, 24 

using, 23-27 

See also dialog sheets or specific option sheet 

Option Slot, 80 

Options sheet, 81 

Orientation 

choosing page layouts and, 207 

Landscape, 199, 207 

Portrait, 199, 207 

Original word, refining searches and, 175 

Other category (Paper Size), 209 

Out box, 22 

described, 206 

printing documents and, 82 
printing from, 211 

sending and receiving documents and, 213 

See also Bookshelf 

out of memory message, 244 

overwrite fields 

described, 151 

on forms, editing, 38 

pads. See writing pad(s) 

page arrows 

described, 178 

turning to pages and, 188 

Page Break (Insert menu), 161 

page breaks, adding to MiniText documents, 161 

page layouts, choosing, 207 
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page numbers 

described, 7 

illustrated, 9, 187 

printing, 208 

pages 

copying sentences between, 29 

floating, 187 

marking using Notebook tabs, 189-191 

moving, 183 

moving between using hyperlink buttons, 192-193 

new, starting, 161 

in Notebook, printing documents from, 209-210 

turning to, 187-188 

typing text onto, 134 

See also sections; subsections 

Pages pop-up list 

All,209 

printing documents and, 209 

page turn arrow, described, 11 

Paper Size 

choosing page layouts and, 207 

Other category, 209 

printing documents and, 209 

paragraph brealcs, inserting, 161 

paragraphs 

new, starting, 161 

selecting, 144 

Paragraph sheet 

Alignment, 159 

Between Lines, 158 

changing line spacing and, 158 

1 st Line Offset, 158 

Left Margin, 157 

Line Height, 158 

Right Margin, 157 

setting margins and, 157 

Space After, 158 

Space Before, 158 

paragraph spacing, changing, 158 

path, home, described, 78 

PC, connecting to, 268-270 

PC Cable-FlashCard. See GO PC Cable-FlashCard 

PC documents, converting to PenPoint documents, 
233-234 

PC format, converting PenPoint documents to, 230-232 

pen. See GO pen 

PenPoint, booting when frozen, 246 

Penpoint 

creating and using documents in, 84-113 

drawing gestures in, 34-64 

editing and formatting text in, 144-167 

filing documents in, 216-239 

finding and replacing text in, 170-175 

fundamentals in, 6-31 

PenPoint, gestures in, 36-64 

Penpoint 

installing applications and devices in, 66-82 

learning more about, 242-252 

managing Notebook in, 178-204 

printing, sending, and receiving documents in, 206-213 

PenPoint, restarting when documents freeze, 245 

Penpoint 

Using PenPoint and, 2-3 

writing in Notebook in, 116-141 

PenPoint documents 

converting PC documents to, 233-234 

converting to PC format, 230-232 

PenPoint fonts. See fonts 

PenPoint sheet, setting preferences and, 194 

Pen sheet 

aligning pen and, 123 

setting preferences and, 194 

Tap to Align Pen category, 123 

Personal Dictionary, described, 18. See also Tools 

personalized utilities, creating, 71-73 

pg., adding page numbers to headers and footers and, 208 

pigtail, gesture profile for, 57 

Placeholder (Import to options), 234 

plus, gesture profile for, 57 

P.M., setting time and, 195 

point size, styling text directly and, 155 

Popup (Open category), 108 

pop-up Create menu, 86 

creating customized stationery and, 90 

creating new documents inside existing ones and, 105 

creating sections and, 184 

Section, 184 
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pop-up lists, 26 

choosing options from, 25 

described, 25 

See also specific pop-up list 

pop-up pad 

adding text and, 147 

described, 126 

getting, 126 

port, described, 206 

Port pop-up list, 80 

Portrait (Orientation), 199, 207 

positioning text, 159 

preferences 

creating, 71 

described, 178 

setting, 194-199 

Preferences, See also Bookshelf 

Preferences (icon), 17 

preference sets, creating, shortcut for, 72 

Preferences sheet 

floating documents and, 97, 187 

setting preferences and, 194 

setting time and, 195 

Timeout category, 34 

press, gesture profile for, 58-59 

Press, setting response time and, 196 

previewing documents, 164 

Print (Document menu), 22, 82, 110,207,209,210, 212 

Print & Close, printing documents and, 210 

Print dialog, printing documents and, 82 

Print Entire Document (Formatting category), 109, 
110,212 

Print Entire Document (Print Setup menu), 211 

Printer (command), described, 206 

printer cable. See GO Serial Printer Cable 

printer drivers, described, 206 

Printer Enabled category, printing documents and, 82 

Printer Enabled pop-up list, 209 

printing documents and, 209 

printer options, setting, 81-82 

Printer pop-up list, printing documents and, 209, 211 

Printer port, 80 

printers 

connecting to, 260-262 

described, 206 

setting up, 79-82 

Printers (icon) 

connecting printers and, 79 

described, 18, 206 

See also Tools 

Printers sheet, 81, 82 

connecting printers and, 79 

printing 

dates, 208 

document names, 208 

documents, 82, 206-213 

embedded documents, 109-110,211-212 

from Out box, 211 

page numbers, 208 

in upper case, 121 

in writing pads, 117-121 

print options, setting for embedded documents, 109 

Print Setup (Document menu), 109, 110, 157,207, 
208,212 

Print Setup menu, Print Entire Document, 211 

Print Setup sheet, printing embedded documents and, 109, 
110,211 

procedures 

described, 2 

using,2-3 

profiles. See gesture profile(s); handwriting profiles 

proof, gesture profile for, 59 

Proof sheet, correcting translations with, 125 

Proximity/Merriam-Webster Linguibase, 166 

PS/2 keyboard. See keyboard 

Purge, deleting or purging stationery and, 92 

purging 

described, 92 

stationery, 92 

quadruple tap 

gesture profile for, 59 

to select paragraphs, 144 

question mark, gesture profile for, 60 
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question mark symbol 

choosing ruled pads and, 130 

correcting translations in writing pad and, 124 

Quick Charger. See GO Quick Charger 

Quick Help 

deleting, 201 

getting,30 

See also help; Help; Help notebook 

Quit, using Letter Practice and, 116 

rain, 273 

range, search, 173-174 

Reached End, finding text and, 170 

Reactivate, 77 

reactivating, described, 66 

Read Only 
finding out more about what's on disks and, 221 

rearranging 

items on Bookshelf, 200 

Notebook, 183 

receiving documents, 206-21.3 

recharging 

battery,255-257 
with GO Quick Charger, 257 
with GO Travel Charger, 256 

redefining hyperlink buttons, 193 

refining searches, 175 

Refresh (View menu), 219 

removing batteries, 258 

Rename (Edit menu), 86, 102,223 

Rename (File menu), 184 

renammg 

before saving, 75 

disks, 223 

documents, 86, 102-103,223 

handwriting profiles, 71 

hyperlink buttons, 193 

sections, 184 

stationery, 91 

Repeat field, setting alarm and, 204 

Replace 

adding words to dictionary and, 166 

checking spelling and, 165 

refining searches and, 175 

replacing text and, 171, 172 

Replace All, replacing text and, 171, 172 

Replacement word, refining searches and, 175 

replacing 

battery,258-259 

text, 170-175 

words, 149 

reset button, booting and, 246 

Reset for same time, setting alarm and, 204 

resetting time, 195 

resizing floating documents, 99 

response time, setting, 196 

restarting, 244 

PenPoint, when documents freeze, 245 

restoring Notebook, 238-239 

Revert (Document menu), 104,236 

right bracket. See bracket, right 

Right Margin (Paragraph sheet), 157 

right page arrow. See page arrows 

Ruled (\Y!riting Pad pop-up list), 129 

Ruled-Boxed (Writing Pad pop-up list), 131 

ruled-boxed pads 

choosing,131-132 

described, 128 

writing in, 131-132 

See also writing pad(s) 

Ruled Height pop-up list, adjusting writing pad size and 
shape and, 133 

ruled pads 

choosing, 129-130 

described, 128 

editing text in, gestures for, 38 

writing in, 120, 129 

See also writing pad(s) 

Safeguards sheet 

backing up Notebook and, 237 

creating Notebooks and, 248 

floating documents and, 97,178,187 

restoring Notebook after booting and, 138 

setting alarm and, 204 

setting preferences and, 194 



turning on warning beep and, 197 

using Auto Shut Off option and, 197 

zooming documents and, 100 

Same case only, refining searches and, 175 

savmg 

changes, 74-75 
documents, 104, 236 

renaming before, 75 

scratch out, gesture profile for, 60 

screen 

caring for, 273 

cleaning, 273 

learning to write on, 116 

screen layouts, choosing, 199 

scroll arrows, described, 96 

scroll handle 

described, 95 
scrolling documents and, 96 

scrolling 

described, 8 

documents, 93-96 

gestures for, 39 

scroll margin, 95 

gestures in, 40 

scrolling documents and, 96 

SCSI hard drive, connecting, 267. See also hard disk 

SCSI-II to SCSI-I connector cable, using hard drives 
and,267 

Search, finding text and, 170 

Search category pop-up list, Document Only, 173 

search direction, setting, 173-174 

searches 

defining, 173-175 

refining, 175 

search range, setting, 173-174 

Second, setting time and, 195 

Seconds category 

Displayed, 195 

Not Displayed, 195 

Section 

Create menu, 186 

pop-up Create menu, 184 

sections 

creating, 184 
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deleting, 184 

described, 7, 178 

grouping documents into, 184-186 

illustrated, 179 

moving documents into, 185 

renaming, 184 

transferring to and from Notebook, 224-225 

See also pages; subsections 

section titles, illustrated, 9 

seeing. See viewing 

Select All (Edit menu), 90, 144 

selecting 

described, 12 

text, 144-145 
with press, 58 

selections 

copying, with tap press, 63 

deleting, 148 

making,12 

moving, with press, 58 

spell in, 61 

Send (Document menu), 22, 213 

sending and receiving documents and, 213 

sending documents, 206-213 

sentences 

copying between pages, 29 

selecting, 144 

serial options, setting, 81 

serial printer 

connecting to 

directly,260 
through GO Quick Charger, 262 

connectors and adapters, 261 

serial printer cable. See GO Serial Printer Cable 

Serial sheet, 81 

services 

changes to, 74 

defined,66 

Services sheet, connecting printers and, 79 

setting 

alarm, 204 

date, 196 

document options, 107 

floating option, 97 
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insertion point 
in boxed pads, 59 
in text, 58 

margins, 157 

options, gestures for, 39 

preferences, 194-199 

printer options, 81-82 

print options, for embedded documents, 109 

response time, 196 

search direction, 173-174 

search range, 173-174 

serial options, 81 
tabs, 160 

time, 195 

zoom preference, 100 

setting up, 254-273 

printers, 79-82 

shape, writing pad, 133 

shocks, 273 

shortcut 

for copying to home, 75 

for creating handwriting profiles, dictionaries, or 
preference sets, 72 

Show (Borders & Controls category), 109 

Show category 

Cork Margin, 250 

Menu Line, 250 

Show Hidden Text (View sheet), 163 

Show Hidden Text pop-up menu, Yes, 163 

Show menu 

Button, 179, 180 

Date, 180, 182,221 

described, 178 

finding out more about documents and, 180 

finding out more about what's on disks and, 221 

Icon, 180 

Size, 180, 182, 221, 242 

Tab Box, 180, 190 

Type, 180, 182 

using,180 

Show option, changing display and, 203 

Show Special Characters pop-up menu, Yes, 163 

Shut Off Mter category, using Auto Shut Off option and, 
197 

Signature Pad (Insert menu), 167 

signatures, adding to documents, 167 

single character pad 

getting, 126 

translating handwriting and, 122 

sIze 

icon, changing, 200 

writing pad, 133 

Size, described, 67 

Size (Show menu), 180, 182,221,242 

Size (Sort menu), 221, 242 

smaller, making objects, 15 

small-to-Iarge adapter. See SCSI-II to SCSI-I connector 
cable 

software keyboard 

described, 134 

editing text in edit pads and, 151 

See also keyboard; Keyboard 

sorting Table of Contents, 182 

Sort menu 

By Date, 182 

By Name, 182 

By Page, 182 

By Size, 182 

By Type, 182 

Date, 221 

finding out more about what's on disks and, 221 

Name, 221 

Size, 221, 242 

sorting Table of Contents and, 182 

Type, 221 

Space After (Paragraph sheet), 158 

Space Before (Paragraph sheet), 158 

spaces 

inserting, 124, 125, 149 
in text, 148 

spacing 

line, changing, 158 

paragraph, changing, 158 

spell, gesture profile for, 61 

Spell (Edit menu), 165 

Spell dialog, 165 

spelling, checking, 165-166 

spilled liquids, 273 

starburst, 11, 34 

Start From category pop-up list, Beginning, 174 



Start From field, 72 

starting new lines, paragraphs, or pages, 161 

static electricity, 273 

stationery, 87 

adding, to Create menu, 88 

backing up, 91 

creating, 89-90 

customized, creating, 89-90 

deleting, 92 

described, 84 

Disk Manager, creating, 223 

letterhead, 211 

purging,92 

renaming, 91 

Stationery (icon), 20, 87. See also Bookshelf 

Stationery notebook, 84 

managing, 91-92 

using to create documents, 87-88 

Status 

finding text and, 170 

replacing text and, 172 

storing, 273 

style 

of edit pads, changing, 130 

of writing pads 
changing, 130 
choosing, 128-133 

Style, changing icon size and, 200 

styles, copying, 162 

styling text, 154-156 

directly, 154-155 

with Text sheet, 156 

subsections, creating, 186. See also pages; sections 

symbol fonts, 77 

system font. See fonts 

tab, gesture profile for, 61 

Tab (Insert menu), 160 

Tab Box (Show menu), 180, 190 

Table of Contents, 6, 84 

booting and, 246 

described, 7, 178 

export in, 49 

frozen documents and, 245 
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gestures in, 40 

printing documents and, 210 

renaming documents from, 103 

restarting and, 244 

seeing what's in Notebook and, 179 

selecting titles on, 12 

sending and receiving documents and, 213 

sorting, 182 

turning into control panel, 249-250 

tabs 

described, 7 

illustrated, 6, 9 

setting, 160 

See also Contents tab; labels; Notebook tabs 

tab stops. See tabs 

Tab Stops sheet, setting tabs and, 160 

tap 

gesture profile for, 62 

to select characters, 144 

tap press, gesture profile for, 63 

Tap to Align Pen category (Pen sheet), 123 

temperature, 273 

text 

adding, 147 

in boxed writing pads, editing, 38 

copying, 152-153 
gestures fo r, 36 

deleting, 148 
gestures for, 36 

in documents, editing, 37-38 

editing, 144-167 
in edit pads, 149 
in fields, 150-151 
in labels and document titles, 150 

in edit pads, editing, 38 

finding, 170-175 

formatting, 144-167 

inserting spaces in, 148 

insert space in, 52 

magnifying, 164 

moving, 152-153 
gestures for, 36 

pigtail in, 57 

positioning, 159 

replacing, 170-175 

in ruled writing pads, editing, 38 

selecting, 144-145 
with press, 58 
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setting insertion point in, with press, 58 

setting options for, gestures for, 39 

styling, 154-156 
directly, 154-155 
with Text sheet, 156 

typing onto pages, 134 

viewing, 163-164 

in writing pad, correcting by typing, 135 

text fields, described, 26 

Text sheet 

creating customized stationery and, 89 

displaying, 24 

styling text with, 156 

tiled, described, 251 

tiled indexes, creating, 251-252 

time, setting, 195. See also Clock 

Time Format, setting time and, 195 

timeout, described, 123, 196 

Timeout category (Preferences), 34 

Timeouts sheet 

setting preferences and, 194 

setting response time and, 196 

translating handwriting and, 123 

Time sheet 

setting preferences and, 194 

setting time and, 195 

Time Zone, setting time and, 195 

time zones, changing, 195 

tips 

on navigating and using documents, 249-252 

on writing in pads, 119-120 

Title & Info sheet 

Active Size, 181 

Filed Size, 181 

renaming documents and, 102 

using Document sheet and, 181 

title line 

creating customized indexes and, 251 

document, gestures in, 39 

spell in, 61 

turning Table of Contents into control panel and, 250 

titles 

document 
editing text in, 150 
illustrated, 9, 179 

section, illustrated, 9 

selecting, 12 

tools, embedding, 106 

Tools, 18-19 

connecting printers and, 79 

See also Bookshelf; Clock; Disk Manager; Handwriting 
Customization; Keyboard; Letter Practice; Personal 
Dictionary; Printers 

TOPS FlashCard 

connecting to 
directly, 269 
through GO Quick Charger, 270 

connecting to PCs and, 268-270 

transferring 

documents, 224-227 

documents between disks, 226-227 

documents and sections to and from Notebook, 
224-225 

translating handwriting, 122-123 

translations 

correcting, 124-125 
with Proof sheet, 125 
in writing pad, 124 

transporting, 273 

Travel Charger. See GO Travel Charger 

triple tap 

gesture profile for, 63 

to select sentences, 144 

turning to pages, 187-188 

turning on warning beep, 197 

Turn to (View menu), 188 

Type (Show menu), 180, 182 

Type (Sort menu), 221 

Type pop-up list, 80 

typing, correcting text in writing pad by, 135 

typing text onto pages, 134 

underline 

gesture profile for, 64 

styling text directly and, 155 

underscore symbol, correcting translations in writing pad 
and, 124 

Unrecognized Character pop-up list, correcting translations 
in writing pad and, 124 
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unrecognized/ mistranslated letters, correcting, 124 

Update from Home (Home menu), 74 

updating from home volume, 75 

upper case 

gesture profile for, 64 

printing in, 121 

styling text directly and, 155 

Upper Case Only (Handwriting sheet), 138 

Upper Case Only (Writing Style category pop-up list), 121 

users, multiple, 141,247-248 

Using PenPoint, using, 2-3 

utilities 

deactivating, 76-77 

installing from disk, 68-70 

personalized, creating, 71-73 

vlewmg 

Handwriting Installer sheet, 67 

text, 163-164 

View menu 

Bring to, 188 

Collapse, 179,221 

Expand,179,221 

finding out more about what's on disks and, 221 

Refresh, 219 

Turn to, 188 

View sheet 

magnifying text and, 164 

Show Hidden Text, 163 

viewing text and, 163 

volume(s) 

described, 66, 216 

home 
changing,78 
saving changes to, 74 
updating from, 75 

See also disk(s) 

Volume menu 

About, 221, 223 

Copy Contents, 228, 229 

Duplicate, 228 

Eject & Remember, 227 

Format, 235 

Volume sheet, finding out more about what's on disks 
and,221 

warm booting. See booting 

warning beep, turning on, 197 

words 

adding, 147 
to dictionary, 166 

deleting, 148 

replacing, 149 

selecting, 12, 144 

writing 

in boxed pads, 120 

in Notebook, 116-141 

in pads, tips on, 119-120 

in ruled-boxed pads, 131-132 

in ruled pads, 120, 129 

on screen, learning to, 116 

using keyboard, 134-135 

writing pad(s) 

boxed,38 

changing style of, 130 

choosing size and shape, 133 

choosing style of, 128-133 

correcting text in by typing, 135 

correcting translations in, 124 

embedded, 126 

getting, 126-127 

pop-up,126 

printing in, 117-121 

ruled,38 

writing in, tips on, 119-120 

See also boxed pads; ruled-boxed pads; ruled pads 

Writing Pad pop-up list 

Boxed,128 

Ruled,129 

Ruled-Boxed, 131 

Writing Style category pop-up list, Upper Case Only, 121 

• X, Y, Z 

Year, setting date and, 196 

zoom, described, 100 

zooming documents, 100-101 

Zooming Documents 

Allowed, 238 

backing up Notebook and, 237 
zooming documents and, 100 

zoom preference, setting, 100 
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